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'l'his book is dedicated to the heroic Meo hill tribes of North
l,aos. I hope it will bring some small recognition to a nomadic,
li'eedom-loving people who fought the full military power of
North Vietnam to a standstill. Under the leadership of their
gcneral, Vang Pao, the Meo used counterinsurgency techniques
to fight a war of position and maneuver in North Laos from
ll)61 to 1973. But the fruits of their battlefield victories were

rrltimately lost to Hanoi's puppets, the Pathet Lao, in the polit-
ical arena. This tragedy does not detract, however, from the
Meo's contributions for a decade to the purposes of the king-
dom of Laos and the United States.

Battlefield realities in South Vietnam and political disquiet
:rt home forced the United States in 1975 to abandon its long-
standing commitment to a neutral, but independent, Laos. Al-
though they were skilled practitioners of irregular warfare, the
Meo could not withstand Hanoi's assault when their primary
ally, the United States, had lost the political will to sustain
them in their battle for survival. Thousands of Meo fled Laos.

But those who have found temporary physical safety in neigh-
boring Thailand are far from secure. Hanoi's use of naked mili-
tary power in its pursuit of dominance over all of Indochina is

clear to all of us.

A lesson rings loud and clear from America's experience with
the Meo: Our policy makers must evaluate the cost of indeci-
siveness and weakness in human terms. In the past this lesson

has not been applied. It must be in the future if the United
States is to repolish its tarnished reputation for honoring com-
mitments to those who struggle to maintain independence from
those who would conquer the free.
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The Third Option

In the post-Watergate and -Vietnam era, the CIA
was accused of a shocking variety of ugly deeds: It
was a shadow government run amok; a nest of fas-
cists existed in Langley; its people were assassins,
and worse. Under the harsh glare of public scrutiny,
they were undressed, item by item, until they stood
naked. Allies and enemies alike were quick to take
stock. In Europe, a major foreign intelligence service
suddenly became reluctant to "source" its own in-
telligence reports to us. And for good reason. Who
could say that their secret "assets" might not be-
come fodder for open committee discussion in
Washington? The word was out: open season on the
CIA.

Within our own society, some of those we were
charged with protecting took the opportunity to
neutralize us further. Manipulating such tools as the
Freedom of Information Act and vested freedom,
they went so far as actually to publish names and
addresses of CIA officers based in our embassies
abroad. This was a contributing factor in the mur-
der of one of them. Even worse, it undermined our
credibility with those nations that counted upon our
eyes and ears. The real loser, of course, was America.
It was not unlike watching someone busily sawing at
his own wrists with a dull razor blade. Uitimately
the veins began to bleed.

A lackluster performance by the CIA was in part
responsible for the presence of a Soviet combat bri-
gade in Cuba. Our on-again, off-again commitment
to pro-Western forces in Angola made us a laugh-

.'l rArnutledgments

irrL{stock. The overthrow of the Shah of Iran-a long-
tirnc ally and critical source of stability in the
l)<rrsian Gulf-found us with our pants arourrd our
;rnkles. We were shocked by the seizure of our diplo-
nrats-even though the Tehran Embassy had already
lrt't:n a target for one attack. In our own hemisphere,
Nicaragua was taken over by pro-Cuban revolution-
:rries. And tiny El Salvador teeters on the brink.
And capping it all is the humiliating failure of the
tlnited States either to predict or to respond mean-
ingfully to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

My dilemma was painfully clear. How could a

,.'itizen-a career intelligence officer at that-convey
to a broad audience some of the concerns that for-
r:iqn policy specialists have about what the United
States should do to meet foreign policy challenges of
thc 1980s? How could the United States project

lx)wer into distant lands, thus restoring some control
over events which threaten our very survival? This
issue has long preoccupied intelligence officers, par-
ticularly since the trauma of a lost Vietnam forced
senior officials to retreat into a narrow, unimagina-
tive range of choices in considering such foreign pol-
icy options.

I found that retirement offered me the Iuxury to
think about America's choice of policy options and a
balanced intelligence collection capability for the
l980s in a way that I could not while I was on ac-

tive federal service. My concepts-and concerns-
which emerged from mature reflection were tested
by research in public libraries and by discussions
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with politicians, journalists, diplomats, military offi-
cers, policemen) businessmen, and nongovernmental
experts from the United States and abroad on
intelligence, counterintelligence, counterinsurgency,
and covert action techniques. Meanwhile, private
sources such as research institutes in Europe were a

gold mine of factual data on insurgent movements
which threaten world security today. I am indebted
to all* who contributed so generously of their knowl-
edge and time to make the views outlined in this
book possible.

The responsibility for interpreting what I learned
rests solely with me-and errors, therefore, of fact or
interpretation that may mar this work must be
charged to the author. I have tried to distill overt
information clinically, objectively, and from per-
spectives generally unavailable to the public by up-
plying to the intelligence problems of the 1980s my
experience as a professional intelligence officer who
for twenty-eight years countered threats that will
ever more fiercely beset the United States in the
coming decades as it struggles to survive.

Make no mistake. We-all of us-are locked in a

struggle for survival. And naivetd only increases the
odds which have steadily mounted against us in the
past five years. A simple belief in the righteousness
of our cause in not enough. Right does not neces-

sarily make might. Ask the Poles. Ask the Czechs.

*This manuscript has been reviewed by the Publication Review
Board of the Central Intelligence Agency to assist the author in elimi-
nating classified information.

Acknowledgments

Ask the Hungarians. Ask the Meo of Laos. And
write their answers as epitaphs.

Year by year, nation by nation, we have relin-
cluished our ability to shape events throughout the
world. This abdication of global responsibility has

created vast power vacuums-if not ours' then some-

one else's. The challenge is unmistakably clear: Do
we influence our own destiny and survival in the
turbulent 1980s-or do others who, I assure you,

mean us no goodwill? Our options in dealing with
this dilemma are painfully few.

At one end there is the give-and-take through the
normal channels of negotiation and diplomacy; at
the other lies the unthinkable: war. But there is yet
one more.

Experts in revolutionary warfare and paramilitary
operations call it the third option.
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CHAPTER I

THE CHALLENGE

As the decade of the 1980s opens, Cuban mercenary
armies sustain dictatorial governments in two large
African nations, Angola and Ethiopia. In our own
hemisphere, Cuban- and Soviet-trained revolution-
aries rule in Nicaragua, and threaten to seize neigh-
boring El Salvador. In the Middle East-a larder for
survival of the Western world-the southern tip of
the Arabian peninsula has become an armed camp
for the military forces of the Soviet Union and its al-
lies. From this base they have attacked and intimi-
dated North Yemen and pose today a threat to an
eastern neighbor, Oman, the country that controls
the straits of the Persian Gulf through which more
than half the free world's oil supply moves in giant,
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vulnerable tankers at the rate of one every fifteen
minutes.

A Soviet army has all but conquered Afghanistan
only three hundred miles away from these vital
straits. Meanwhile, the nation in between, Iran, is
racked by revolution, drifting toward disintegration,
and is at war with Iraq. Farther east, beyond the
Bay of Bengal, the Soviet-supported armies of North
Vietnam are rooting out native resistance in Laos
and Cambodia and are menacing Thailand.

These, then, are only areas where Communist-
trained and -supported forces are engaged in open
combat. Elsewhere-such as in Guatemala, Hon-
duras, and Zaire-soviet-supported guerrilla move-
ments are arming and training, waiting for the
moment to pounce on weak or isolated governments.
What business, some may ask, is this of ours-of the
Americans?

Take a map of the world. Trace the vital supply
routes and key passages through which naval forces
must proceed to the critical theaters of potential
conflict. Note the vital oil routes from Venezuela to
the United States, the location of the Panama Canal
in relation to Nicaragua and Cuba. Note the small
nations, impoverished and politically unstable, that
line the shores and, as islands, dot the face of the
Caribbean. How many of them are increasingly un-
der Castro's influence?

Now gaze across the Atlantic to the Strait of Gi-
braltar, gateway to the Mediterranean and North Af-
rica. Only a great effort by the democratic parties in

'l'he Challenge

l)ortugal and their friends in the Western world
lirught off the Soviet lJnion's drive in 1974 to estab-
lish a Communist governrnent there. Down the oil-
rich west coast of Africa there is a string of small
states, insecure and uncertain of the future, that wai-
ver in and out of alliance with the Soviet Union. Be-
yond them are Angola with its Cuban garrison and
Namibia, another target of Soviet-trained insurgents.

Then go east to the Indian Ocean. There, at the
"choke point," the narrowing southern end of the
Red Sea-the oven of Bab el Mandeb-lies the
"People's Democratic Republic of Yemen." Formerly
the British-run Aden Protectorate and home of Bri-
tain's Middle East strike force, it has been converted
to a Soviet naval base, as well as a training and
staging area for armed forces and terrorists from
many Soviet-dominated cou:rtries and NATO mem-
bers like West Germany. Across the strait lies Ethi-
opia, deep within the Horn of Africa, a large and
ancient land now firmly under the control of Soviet
and Cuban troops. Now run your finger back across
the Red Sea. North of Soviet-controlled South Ye-
men-bordering on Saudi Arabia-is the Yemen
Arab Republic, the most populous state on the Ara-
bian peninsula. It is home for a million or more
workers now living in Saudi Arabia. South Yemeni
assassins have killed two North Yemeni presidents.
Last year South Yemen attacked its neighbors to the
north with Soviet- and Cuban-supplied and -advised
forces. Intimidated by South Yemen and uncertain
of Saudi or Western support, North Yemen seems to
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be knuckling under to the South Yemeni-and, be-
hind them, the Soviet Union.

Skip now to the heat-blasted wastes of Saudi Arabia
and the timeless sands of the Rub al Khali-the
dread Empty Quarter. Follow the track of the an-
cient spice caravans where they moved centuries ago
up the western coast of the Persian Gulf to the So-
viet Union's ally, Iraq. Beyond Iraq to the east is

Iran, where Soviet influence is growing, and then
still farther east-on the opposite side of the gulf
now-is Afghanistan, where Soviet troops and planes
are breaking the resistance of a fiercely independent
people with tanks and chemical warfare agents. But
do not stop here. Look eastward still, past Pakistan
and India and the temples of Mandalay to the pen-
insula of Indochina. Here the warrior Communists
of Vietnam are near their goal of ruling it all. Thai-
land and Malaysia may well be next.

Is there a pattern to all this? IJnless one can
eavesdrop on the plans of the Kremlin, one cannot
say. But the proximity of "revolutionary states" and
major Soviet-supported insurgent movements to key
choke points and trade routes is at best suspicious,
at worst a terrifying coincidence. Is the encirclement
of Saudi Arabia and the gulf happenstance? A pru-
dent leader would say no-for he could not afford to
agree.

We can be sure of only one thing: Soviet-sup-
ported nations and insurgencies are increasingly clus-
tered in areas of critical importance to the survival
of the United States. The fateful chain of events

I hr' (ihallenge

rvlrit:h led to this may have links that reach back
rnlo the histories of the nations involved, but the ac-
trr:tl threat to our interests is the product of the last
li'w years-the same years during which the United
States, as a matter of policy, abandoned the use of
t overt means to support its friends and then turned
,rway from opportunities to help its sympathizers in
t ountering insurgent movements. A coincidence?
( )nce again, a prudent man would answer with care.

Since the age of steam and steel, no nation has
lrcen able to hide within a shrinking world. Nor can
;r sreat power avoid the responsibilities of its posi-
t ion. If a nation forswears the use of power to pro-
tcct its allies and interests, then it misuses that
l)ower as surely as if it employed force for brutal ag-
r{ression. During much of the last two decades Amer-
icans have been caught in a dilemma. What is our
role in the world-our national destiny? How do
we weigh these against reality? Some say we should
clisdain the use of power abroad-come what may-
because it is inherently immoral. Self-interest? Or is

it simply self-expression? If so, well, the world is not
listening.

Granted our recognition of what is good versus
that which is evil, the wise use of the power of the
state is unavoidably necessary for our own national
security and the survival of the free and bountiful
civilization that we and the nations with which we
have.joined in alliance have created. Thus, whether
we like it or not, our Western civilization remains
the most attractive example of a way of life to the
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majority of people all over the world. Despite the
vehemence of propaganda attacks by hostile govern-
ments, the best evidence is that it remains the lode-
stone for mankind's aspirations.

One result of national debate over the past years
has been a change in attitudes toward a flexible use
of power involving means other than diplomacy,
trade, or open military force. But no successful state
in history has limited its activities solely to these.
Only one, to my knowledge, has ever tried-the
United States in the past few years. In times of peril
all nations seek whatever means they can find to
preserve themselves. In time of peace Thomas Jeffer-
son, for one, used deception and secrecy to effect the
greatest single act of foreign policy in our history,
the purchase of the Louisiana Territory, outside of
prescribed channels and in direct violation of our
Constitution. And our purchase of Alaska-as far as

Russia is concerned today-was a rip-off. Should we
give it back? Shall we poll Alaskans? These, then,
are all facets to what irregular warfare technocrats
call-for better or worse-the third option to the per-
suasions of diplomacy and trade on the one hand
and military force on the other. It also includes all
aspects of covert action, which in some lexicons is

defined as the influencing of people and the shaping
of events through the use of political, economic or
military factors, without the sponsor of this activity
being identified in an attributable manner. Covert
action is an intelligence discipline which can be sub-
divided into several functional parts, one such seg-

l'ltr (,ihallenge

rncrrt being paramilitary operations or the furnishing

'tl toucrt military assistance to unconventional and
r'orrvcntional foreign forces and organizations. This
nr('ans, depending on which side of a conflict the
I lnited States is on, it can be devoted to either fos-
tcrins or defeating so-called "revolutionary wars."
'l'hus, the paramilitary aspect of the third option
,'irn be used in support of offensive or guerrilla war-
lirrc operations. It can also be harnessed in counter-
irrsurgency operations, which are defensive in nature.
As the 1980s are likely to be a decade in which the
llnited States will be reacting to challenges, much
like a counterpunching boxer, it has been assumed
orrr irregular warfare concerns will focus on combat-
irrg "armed clandestine organizations" whose pri-
rrrary goal is to impose their will on the population
in the countries where they are attempting to seize

lx)wer. This book has concentrated, therefore, on the
t'ounterinsurgency part of paramilitary operations.
None of the techniques of covert action or paramili-
tary operations are substitutes for policy. They are
not panaceas. They are, collectively, an option. IJn-
t:ontrolled, they can confuse and even distort a dem-
ocratic country like the United States. Although I
know of no instance in our history when the institu-
tions of government dedicated to covert action have
been so used, there have been such cases in other
countries: France in its struggle with Algeria over
the latter's independence is a textbook case where
qovernment-sponsored covert action programs were
diverted by military officers from assigned tasks to
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new targets which were French political personalities
or parties. Admiral Canaris, the head of military in-
telligence (Abwher) in Germany during World War
II, certainly tried to use the coverf action resources at
his service's disposal to alter Adolf Hitler's conduct
of the war.

Much has been written in recent years about the
incompatibility of the role of a secret intelligence
service with the mores of an open society. But as a
matter of clear historical record, democratic societies

have, over the centuries, employed secret services
with no noticeable ill effects on free institutions.

Effective intelligence services and covert action
campaigns have played decisive roles in the preser-
vation of free nations under attack by insurgents
and foreign agents. In the immediate post-World
War II era Greece, Italy, and the Philippines re-
ceived life support through clandestine means or di-
rect paramilitary assistance to help defeat forces
dedicated to the overthrow of the government. Ma-
laysia and Singapore came somewhat later. In
almost every case the Soviet Union and other Com-
munist countries significantly abetted the insurgents.

Soviet-backed insurgencies are the final arguments
favoring America's need to conduct and maintain
competence in covert action and counterinsurgency
in response to this challenge, for quite clearly the
Kremlin has dedicated itself to expanding its influ-
ence and dominion over others through clandestine
means. It should hardly be news.

In 1915, for example, pacifists and radicals from
all over continental Europe met in Switzerland to

'l'hc Challenge

l)rotest the continuation of the First World War.
Among those present was Vladimir Lenin, then in
r:xile from czarist Russia. One of the pacifists, 'noting
Lenin's absence from a meeting, went to find him.
'l'he man finally ran Lenin and some of his com-
rades to ground in a forest-and was shocked to find
him practicing with firearms. The truth can often be

trgly. Lenin, his supporters, and their legatees-the
l]olsheviks who formed the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union-have been preoccupied with the use

ol force and camouflage from their beginnings. And
over the years, the tools of political warfare-propa-
ganda, deception, "agents of influence," bribery, and
secret financial support-have been used to advance

and protect Soviet interests in both developed coun-
tries and the third world whenever other means were

tactically inappropriate. Where the situation requires
it (often as a resuit of the successful application of
the methods just mentioned), the Soviets have

turned to more direct means: the fostering of insur-
gency and guerrilla warfare and outright invasion.

Since the founding of the Comintern in 1919, the
Soviet Union has provided schools and training pro-
grams, financial and operational suPport, and refuge

for revolutionaries, terrorists, and insurgents whose

activities further its interests. An acceleration of this
program over the Iast decade has resulted in the
buildup of a vast apparatus from the Soviet Union
and among its allies, such as South Yemen, to sup-
port insurgencies and subversion. Each year this ap-

paratus has assessed the usefulness of thousands of
foreign visitors-many of them students-to the
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Communist cause. Promising recruits are trained in
marksmanship, sabotage, use of explosives, survival
in the bush, political agitation and indoctrination,
secret communications, and other techniques of clan-
destine operations. A principal conduit for these ter-
rorists and guerrillas-in-waiting is Patrice Lumumba
University in Moscow, which accepts more than
1,000 students a year from Asia, Africa, and Latin
America. Traditionally the assistant dean of Lu-
mumba University is a high-ranking Soviet staff in-
telligence officer. The entire faculty is virtually
composed of intelligence officers whose principal
function is to spot and screen potential supporters
for Soviet interests, be they political, intelligence, or
paramilitary operations. There is, of course' much
chaff with the wheat in this process. The chaff is

given some kind of education and then sent home,

while the wheat is carefully cultivated, nurtured,
and trained for Soviet PurPoses.

Through this process, the Soviets developed Illich
Ramfrez, known the world over as Carlos, the assas-

sin and terrorist who, among other exploits, orga-

nized the kidnapping of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) leaders in
1975. It was hardly a shock that Carlos spent a year

at Lumumba University. In his second year, how-
ever, he suddenly announced his "disillusionment"
with the Soviet system and disappeared from view.
Not long afterward he surfaced, working with an ex-

tremist Arab terrorist organization, and proceeded

on his bloody trail. Although it is perhaps too gener-

l'hr Ohallenge

,rrs to ascribe all the killings and kidnappings engi-
rrccred by Carlos to Soviet inspiration, he and his
rrssociates have clearly been encouraged and sup-

lrorted in crucial ways by the KGB and other So-
vict-controlled organizations. For example, Carlos
rrscd a Soviet antiaircraft rocket launcher (SA-7) in
I'aris in an attempt to shoot down an Israeli passen-
qr:r jet. In 1973 his cell received explosives from Bul-
qaria. In Paris he conspired with Henri Curiel-an
I')gyptian Jew who was a Communist with links to
the French Communist Party, the KGB, and the
( luban Direcci6n General de Inteligencia (DGI)-
;rnd ran a support organizatron for terrorists in gen-
t:ral.

Ulrike Meinhof, the German assassin and terrorist,
was a Communist Party member. So was her hus-
lrand, the publisher of a West German expos6 and
scx magazine subsidized by Communist funds sup-
plied from Prague. Nor have allies of the Soviet Un-
ion hesitated in supplying arms, training facilities,
and money to international terrorists and potential
insurgents like the Baader-N{einhof gang in West
Germany. George Habash, the leader of the extreme
Palestinian terrorist organization, the Popular Front
for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), is but one re-
cipient of financial largess from, among others, East
()ermany and North Korea. East Germany also fur-
nishes training sites for such groups; Czechoslovakia
adds money and arms.

A former Cuban intelligence ofHcer, Orlando Cas-
tro Hidalgo, has testified that in the early 1960s
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some 1,500 men a year were brought to Cuba for
training from other parts of the world. They were
given a three- to six-month course and sometimes as

long as a year in guerrilla warfare. In 1967 Manuel
Carrasquel, a Yenezuelan, told of training in Cuba
at Camp Matanzas, one of three such camps near
Havana. A chief professor was none other than Gen-
eral Viktor Simenov of the Soviet KGB, who was
simultaneously moonlighting as chief of operations
for the Cuban intelligence service.'

The role of the Soviet Union in manipulating and
frustrating the policies of other governments through
foreign-based Communist parties and through its in-
telligence services is as old as the country itself. Brit-
ish historian E. H. Carr, for example, once noted
that "the initiative in introducing propaganda as a
regular instrument of international relations must be
credited to the Soviet government. . . . Soviet Russia
was the first national unit to preach an international
doctrine and maintain an effective world propa-
ganda organization."' Other countries have attempt-
ed to follow this lead, but only the Soviet Union could
marshal such diverse organizations and "fronts" as

the Women's International Democratic Federation,
the Maison du Livre 6t.u.rg.., and the Japanese
Friends of the Russian Language Association to ad-
vance the policies of one particular state.

'Christopher Dobson and Ronald Payne, The Carlos Complex (New
York: G. P. Putnam, 1977), p. 33.

'Edward H. Carr, The Bolsheuik Reuolution 1917-1923 (New York:
Macmillan Company, 1951), vol. I, pp. 137-138.

'l'tu Challenge

F ailure to confront and repel the challenge posed
lry these techniques of international political warfare
is dangerous, recklessly so. Indeed, such failure
rrrisht well lead ultimately to a nuclear con-
lrontation between the Soviet lJnion, controlling
rnuch of the world, and an isolated, embattled
United States, turning to its nuclear arsenal in con-
vulsive desperation.

In fact, Kremlinologists say this is pretty much
the way the Soviets see the possibility of nuclear
war. But we still have the option to combat expand-
ing Soviet influence through political warfare and
counterinsurgency so that the balance of world
power-the Soviets call it the correlation of forces-is
never so favorable as to lead them to the ultimate
temptation . . . or us to the ultimate desperation.

Political warfare is very often the stitch in time
that eliminates bloodier and more costly alternatives.
There are cases in which a cause supported, a news-
paper campaign initiated, or a particular candidate
encouraged in an election could mean (and in the
past has meant) that the crisis in which our vital in-
terests might be at stake never arises. Such compara-
tively minor preventive actions are likely to be most
effective when heavy-handed Soviet efforts to influ-
ence events in an area are already obvious-and fre-
quently as discreet and delicate as a jackhammer.

But beyond the goal of defusing a crisis lies the
broader strategic aim of trying to influence the So-
viet Union itself. A new Russia, open to the world,
with an authentically representative government
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would be much more likely to contribute to a resolu-

tion of the grave problems that mankind faces' Here

political u.iio., can do little unless it is a coordi-

.r^t.d policy that seeks to establish coherence on all

aspects of our operations that touch the Soviet Un-

ion. To be most effective, such a coordinated policy

should include such passive weapons as trade' cul-

tural, and academic exchanges' Most are not secret

or devious, but their effectiveness can be devastating

when guiied and coordinated by a professional po-

litical 
"action cadre which understands the Soviet

Union and its weaknesses and insecurities' There is

no myopia in the Kremlin' It spends enormous

amounts of money, time, and effort to influence the

views and policies of our nation' Should we not seize

any reasonable opportunity to 
-try, 

directly or in-

directly, openly oi secretly, to influence theirs?

Like it or not, we must engage in political or covert

action if we are to defend ourselves effectively against

international terrorism, which strikes today at the very

foundations of civilization itself' For centuries' even the

most primitive nations recognized that it was in their

own self-interest that diplornatic representatives be as-

sured personal immunity and security' No longer' Th.e

assassinations and abductions of diplomats imperil

this heretofore sacrosanct tradition. This development

eats like rust at the ability of nations to conduct civi-

lized relations with each other and forces the ransfer

of resources from productive pursuits to economically

nonproductive defenses. Most alarming, it jeopar-

l /rr' Ohallenge

,liz<:s the liberty and safety of the innocent while dis-
rrrpting social order, the basis for freedom, which
rl()vcrnment exists to uphold. Beyond such horizons
lrrrk chaos and anarchy. As an alternative, the third

'lrtion is hardly a Hobson's choice. It is common
,,('l)se.

An essential element of the third option is pene-
Ilation of the enemy organization-that is, having
\'()ur own agent inside the enemy camp. (Knowing
what a terrorist group plans to do, you can do some-
tlring about it.) Guards, burglar alarms, and watch-
rlogs cannot do all that much to prevent the
tragedies that the Carloses of the world would inflict
upon us, nor do they help bring them to justice. For
tlris you need informants or, more crudely, spies. To
n:cruit such "assets," as they are also known, you
rrrust build an organization capable of protecting se-
(:ret operations, policed by only a few responsible of-
licials, who themselves are isolated on a "need to
know" basis. Finally, if you are at all serious, you
rnust arm that organization with the power and le-
gal authority to neutralize the terrorist bands uncov-
t:red. Nothing complicated here: ABC common sense.

Counterterrorism also demands an effective and
deceptive "mix" of covert actions to keep bandit na-
tions, such as Libya or Cuba, off-balance-thus less

able to breed, nest, and nurture terrorists. Nations
which sponsor terrorist intervention in the internal
affairs of other countries (Libya's assistance to IRA
gunmen, for just one example) surely should not be
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immune from external efforts to persuade them to
mend their homicidal ways. Such enlightened covert
actions can also assist third world countries in ef-
fecting constructive socioeconomic changes which
deny terrorists a cause.

Probably the most effective form of covert action
is the clandestine sponsorship of armed insurgency
and its antidote, counterinsurgency. Insurgencies-
the Russians call them "wars of national liberation"--
and the methods of combating them constitute the
principal subject of this book. All my professional
experience convinces me that given the character of
the worldwide assault now being mounted against
us, we must first of all understand the nature of in-
surgencies, then, on the most urgent national basis,
swiftly rebuild our capability to combat them.

To understand how this capability has deteri-
orated, we need only look back briefly to 1975, when
the United States turned its back and ran away
from two major challenges. Much of our present
baleful quandary about the conduct of foreign af-
fairs largeiy originated in that period. Would the
"militants" who stormed our embassy in Tehran
have done so had they' not seen on television the
brawling evacuation of our embassy in Saigon?
Would there be close to 100,000 troops from Com-
munist countries in Africa today if the United States
had not refused, by congressional action, to help the
non-Communist guerrillas in Angola, in Somalia-
anywhere in the globe? Would American "commit-
ment" have become an entertaining locker-room joke
among allies and opponents alike?

'l'he Challenge

After the debacle in Vietnam, a humiliated U.S.
lirreign policy establishment blushed and turned its
attention elsewhere to what it felt to be safe turf.
Military planners concentrated on rebuilding the
conventional army, strengthening NATO, and sort-
ing through the murky implications of the Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks. Attention shifted from "wars
of national liberation"-Communist-sponsored insur-
gencies-to what is euphemistically referred to as "es-
sential equivalence" of strategic forces between the
United States and the Soviet Union. Thus mesmer-
ized, we forgot how the Soviet Union defined d6-
tente for the third world: ". . to extend dttente to
Asia, Africa and Latin America. . . , it was necessary
to step up the fight against imperialist intrigue, to
abolish the hotbeds of colonialism and racism, to ex-
tinguish the existing military conflicts."3

During this period of paralytic hand wringing and
self-examination the debate about which options the
United States should have available to deal with
crises abroad took place, in both public forums and
congressional hearings. Before Congress, William
Colby, then CIA director, accurately summed up the
dilemma in which we had locked ourselves. He said
the nation had two options short of a nuclear con-
frontation in coping with international crises: We
could send in the marines, we could do nothing.
Senior intelligence officers like myself, who had ex-
perience in paramilitary operations, had always in-
sisted that the United States should also consider the

3Oleg Orestuv, "Cohesion ol the Forces of Peace and Progress," So-

uiet Military Rerieu, vol. l1 (November 1976), pp. 55-56.
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third option: the use of guerrilla warfare, counter-
insurgency techniques and covert action to achieve
policy goals. In our view, irregular warfare skills
would give the United States an additional arrow in
its national defense quiver.

Those who listened generally acknowledged that
our experience over nearly two decades in such di-
verse areas as Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Viet-
nam, Laos, Cambodia, the Philippines, Zaire, and
Angola proved that we understood how to combat
"wars of national liberation." We had also shown
how potent an offensive weapon guerrillas like the
Meo of Laos could be when their courage, mobility
and superior knowledge of terrain were linked to the
destructive firepower of tactical aircraft that were
flown to support their operations. But the trauma of
Vietnam had left the nation's leaders unwilling to
use either guerrilla warfare or counterinsurgency
techniques. When the Ford administration at-
tempted in November 1975 to use irregular warfare
measures to prevent an easy victory in the Angolan
civil war by Soviet-backed Cuban forces, Congress,
via the Tunney amendment, forbade expenditure of
anlt funds in Angola-except to gather intelligence.
Thus, the United States chose to do nothing when
confronted with the need to project power in a dis-
tant land-and by so doing awarded Cuban inter-
ference with not only a victory but a springboard
base from which to launch other adventures in Af-
rica.

The clear lessons of Angola did not make many

tltr (,iltallenge

r ,nvcrts for paramilitary operations among either
rircrrrbers of the executive branch or Congress. In-
',llrrrl, the third option became even more unpopu-
l.rr, distasteful. Despite this, advocates of
lorrnterinsurgency have continued to argue that it is

likt'ly United States interests will be ever more
rvi<lcly challenged through "wars of national liber-
;rtion." They predicted that Moscow, Flavana, and,
irr some areas, Beijing would exploit the impatience
lirr reform which lies just below the surface in much
,l Latin America, Africa, the Middle East, and
Southeast Asia. Others, equally articulate and at the
snme time politically more influential, argued differ-
('ntly-and shrilly: The United States has no right to
irrterfere in the internal affairs of other sovereign
slates, they insisted, no matter what the provocation
or danger. Unlike Isaac Newton, who discovered
new dimensions of gravity by waiting for an apple
to drop from a tree, they simply sat beneath the
boughs and said "ouch" when hit.

Until now their view has prevailed. Not surpris-
ing, then, that although Presidents Ford and Carter
directed the United States to maintain a counter-
insurgency capability, this capability has withered
into virtual uselessness. We at CIA knew it. And we
knew our enemies and allies knew we knew it-yet
we did nothing. Budgetary pressures, particularly
under Admiral Stansfield Turner's stewardship of
the intelligence community, forced drastic personnel
reductions and maintained equipment inventories at
levels below what I believe are necessary to sustain
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the third option-if it were selected for implementa-
tion. In my view, it would take at least three years
to train a new cadre of guerrilla warfare and coun-
terinsurgency experts. An expansion of the weapons
inventory and other supplies could be done in less

time-and at a minimum cost of about $6 million.
But the fact remains that we now have less irregular
warfare and counterinsurgency capability than our
vital national interests demand.

While the United States lodges complaints with
the United Nations, the Soviet Union supports revo-
lutionary groups with deeds as well as words. In the
Soviet lexicon "words" translate into propaganda
support and "deeds" into provision of arms, funds,
and training for guerrillas.

Beyond shrinking reserves of skills and weapons,
we have also given up the concept of "plausible de-
nial." It almost seems that Congress and the press

want to insist that we publicly announce any covert
action even before it begins. Perhaps there is some-
thing especially moral about playing poker with
your back to a mirror, but it isn't profitable. In con-
trast, a closed Soviet society permits "plausible de-
nial" to flourish and makes it easier for the Soviets
to work with guerrilla movements via intermediaries.
Even our allies do not mislead themselves. In Bri-
tain-a nation which is the model for democracies
across the world-the government imposes censorship
on a free press when it is about to publish a story
deemed against the national security. This process is

called the issuance of a D Notice. Such self-serving

I ltr (,ihallenge

,1,'r'iccs appear to horrify many Americans who seem
t, , lrc rnotivated more by self-expression than self-in-
t,'r(':it. Do as I do, and I shall kiss you. Not so the
l-rr rvit'ts.

'l'lrc Kremlin recognizes that insurgents are usu-
,rlly lbund in the early phases of their development
rn rcmote, often inaccessible rural areas. On-the-
',( ('no presence of Soviet personnel in such regions
,,uld generate suspicion and thus risk dropping the
,lrsquise of a "strictly national" insurgency. There-
lor'<:, th€ Soviets apply subtle camouflage. They em-
;rloy others to do what needs to be done to assist the
ursrrrgents. Their true role is hidden. They can deny
llrr: use of guerrillas as an instrument of national
lrolicy. Cuba is the Soviet lJnion's favorite Trojan
lrorse-and it is so overworked it has become both
lrrrttle scarred and war weary. Some of its people
rrrust wonder, therefore, if selling sugar and rum in
rvorld markets wouldn't be more profitable than ex-
porting revolutions. Occasionally, East Germany and
North Korea also serve as Soviet stalking horses.

For years the Soviet attitude toward guerrilla
(roups was rigid. The Soviets supported only those
rroups that they could control. This view changed
with realization that havoc caused by autononous
suerrilla and terrorist groups in unstable parts of the
world often paid off in handsome bonuses-even if
rrnplanned and uncontrolled by the Soviet Union.
Such disorder and chaos sapped funds and energy
away from more constructive social or economic re-
fbrms which would undercut the whole reason for

I
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the insurgency to begin with. As a result, in th<'

mid-1960s the KGB started aiding guerrilla groups
that were not necessarily Moscow's willing lackeys.

Take the experience of Vladimir Nikolaevich Sak-
harov, a KGB agent prior to his defection in Kuwait
in July 1971, as outlined by John Barron, the Amer-
ican author and acknowledged expert on the KGB.'
It clearly illustrates the new Soviet outlook. In early
1970 Sakharov learned that both the KGB and the
Soviet military intelligence service, the Chief Intelli-
gence Directorate (GRU), were exploiting Palesti-
nian guerrillas. By that summer he had read
intelligence reports which showed that the KGB was
smuggling weapons to the Palestine Liberation Or-
ganization (PLO) via Egypt. He also learned that
the GRU, the intelligence arm of the Soviet army,
was providing guerrilla warfare training in the So-
viet Union to select Palestinian candidates. (Brian
Crozier, former director of the London-based Insti-
tute for the Study of Conflict, confirms the existence
of a GRU sabotage and insurgency school in the
Crimea. His information also indicates that black
African guerrillas from South Africa and Namibia
have been trained in camps outside Odessa.)

Furthermore, Sakharov revealed that the Soviets
carefully avoided involvement with Palestinian air-
line hijacking operations, fearful that their own clan-
destine links to the PLO might surface in the

alnterview with John Barrgn, author of the book KGB, The Secret

Work of Souiet Agents (New York: The Reader's Digest Press, 1974) in
Washington, D.C., on January 7, 1980, concerning Soviet support to
guerrilla and terrorist groups.

I'hr Ohallenge

;rltcrmath and debris of a failure. On May 10, 1971,

tlris f'ear prompted the Central Committee to issue a
t()l)-secret directive to Soviet embassies to keep the
l)rrlcstinians at arm's length.t Contacts were to be
Irirndled only by the KGB and the GRU and
llrrough the Soviet Afro-Asian Solidarity Com-
rrrittee-a KGB front organization. Their support of
l'alestinian terrorists, in my judgment, has been
rrrassive. Since 1974 about 1,000 Palestinians have
rcceived Soviet training in guerrilla warfare in the
Soviet LJnion, East Germany, and Czechoslovakia.
And roughly two-thirds of all the guerrillas and ter-
rorists trained in the Soviet Union or Eastern Eu-
rope are from Fatah, the PLO's main military
branch.

Despite heavy camouflage, Soviet-sponsored "wars
of national liberation" have been exposed in such di-
verse locations as Chad, Lebanon, Namibia, Oman,
South Africa, Sudan, Thailand, and Zimbabwe.
'Ihis dangerous magnitude of involvement with in-
surgencies must be understood by Americans who
shape or influence our policy" If, however, doubts re-
main about the nature of this challenge, the skeptic
should examine the new "Brezhnev" constitution of
the USSR. Chapter IV, Article 28 states: "The So-

viet lJnion is committed to strengthening the posi-
tion of world socialism, of supporting the struggles of
peoples for national liberation and social progress."
The message is blunt and its implications are clear.

John Barron, KGB: The Secret Work qf Souiet Secret,4genfs (New
York: The Reader's Digest Press, 1974), p. 57.
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Despite ideological differences with the Soviet Un-
ion on many issues, the People's Republic of China
is as deeply committed to the exploitation of "wars
of national liberation" for security purposes as is

Moscow. Historically China has been preoccupied
with the need to defend its borders and extend its
influence over legitimate spheres of interests. This
explains Beijing's long-standing commitment to in-
surgencies in Burma, Thailand, Malaysia, and Cam-
bodia. Chinese support generally follows the Soviet
pattern: plausible denial, while providing arms, am-
munition, training, funds, and propaganda aid. On
occasion the Chinese stray from their regional role
and participate in insurgencies as far away as An-
gola, where they backed the anti-Soviet group led by

Jonas Savimbi. Generally, however, the Chinese are

less adventurous than the Soviets. China's limited
ability to deliver supplies to far-off places undoubt-
edly makes for caution.

For the rest of this century the third option is

likely to become more important for the United
States than in the past. Major Soviet political initia-
tives in Europe, such as its successful campaign
against the enhanced radiation shell (the so-called
neutron bomb) and the current attack on inter-
mediate-range nuclear weapons for Western Europe,
will probably increase. We should be willing and
able to help those in Western Europe who favor a

strong defense to combat these well-financed and
massively staffed drives. Countering terrorism is also

a growing concern in Europe, and the Europeans'

l ltt (;hallenge

no-nonsense efforts to curb it are far better than our
,,rvrr. Indeed, America's tactics are not unlike those
, rl :r sapper who attempts to locate land mines by
tr o<lding gently on the terrain-with earplugs in case
, rl an explosion.

It is, however, in the Near East, Africa, Latin
,,\rrrerica, and Asia that covert action, especially
rirrcrrilla warfare and counterinsurgency, may make
, r'rrcial differences in the success or failure of West-
rrn policies.

Vanishing raw materials, coupled with increasing
population and social, economic, and political up-
lr<'avals, will add to the instability of many develop-
irrg countries. Soviet interests in these areas are
sinrple: Exclude the Western powers from some; es-

trrblish military bases directly or through surrogates
like the Cubans in others; exercise dominant politi-
cal influence; and establish control of major natural
rl'sources where they exist. The vulnerability of our
oil supply in the Middle East is hardly the world's
lrt:st-kept secret. Now something new has been
rrdded. According to recently released CIA reports,
lhe Soviet Union and its East European satellites
will soon need some of that oil for themselves. The
<'ost and difficulty of developing the USSR's Sib-
t'rian reserves in the next decade make access to
Middle East oil of great importance. For a country
whose commercial exports are as competitive as an
icebox on the Arctic Circle, but whose ability in sub-
version and intrigue is unsurpassed, the logic of the
situation seerns clear. If Soviet control over Af-
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ghanistan is established, we may expect to see "pop-
ular liberation forces" in Pakistan's Baluchistan and
Pashtunistan. The Soviets might even succeed in
seizing control, indirectly, in the minority areas ol'
Iran while their Tudeh party in Tehran takes over
during the chaos of national disintegration. (As we
contemplate what is happening in Iran today, we
should remember that for more than twenty-five
years, since the ClA-assisted coup of 1953, Iran was
the major stabilizing force in the Middle East-an
example to others of land reform, public health and
education, industrial development, and the emanci-
pation of women.)

When we examine the world today, we see nations
on every continent embattled by Communist-
trained, if not always Communist-inspired, move-
ments dedicated to the disruption of public order
and, at the least, the breakdown of the normal pro-
cesses of government. These nations-many are old
allies-face incipient revolution. Others are under-
going the terror of civil war: Namibia, Cambodia,
Iran, and El Salvador. And one country, Afghanis-
tan, where the right kind of help might still count, is

being bruta.lized by an invader in the name of social
progress. The best possible American covert action,
guerrilla warfare, and counterinsurgency teams could
not have saved the day everywhere. But there is an
undeniable parallel between the recent collapse of
our competence in these fields and the spread of in-
stability and insurgency throughout many parts of
the globe. The time has come to test whether this

'I'hr Challenge

trrgic trend can be reversed and whether a renewal
,,1'the third option can help stem and then turn the
llooding tide.

I n succeeding chapters I have outlined and illus-
tr';rted the stages through which insurgencies evolve
tlrrr;ugh contemporary examples. Simultaneously, I
lrave tried to explain and illustrate the armory of
tt'chniques which can be utilized to counter them ef-
li'ctively.



CHAPTER II

THE
CADRE PHASE

OF INSURGENCY

Despite tomes of evidence to the contrary, the birth
of a Marxist or Communist insurgency is really very
simple. First there must be an element in the popu-
lation of a given country which has been impreg-
nated with thoughts of revolution. Subsequent
developments generally depend on the presence of
two midwives:

The Soviet Union concludes (ot a surrogate
power, such as Cuba, concludes) that the poten-
tial gains of clandestine intervention in a particu-
lar country exceed the risks.
Intelligence officers are able to spot, assess, and re-
cruit enough qualified candidates for political in-
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doctrination and guerrilla warfare training to
form a revolutionary nucleus, or cadre.

Having reached the conclusion that these condi-
tions have been met, intelligence officers stationed in
the country to be subverted intensify efforts to iden-
tify additional potential recruits. Directly, or
through agents of the local Communist Party, they
seek them out at cultural events, at trade union
gatherings, at student meetings, and in all the eddies
of society where the representatives of a foreign
power are allowed to circulate. Not infrequently,
while KGB officers or DGI operatives are trolling,
they themselves are being sought by disaffected
groups or individuals who, in the emotional state of
revolt, have decided to solicit foreign funds, weap-
ons, training, and guidance to pursue their own po-
litical aims violently.

Regardless of how and by whom the contact is

initiated, the Communist officer and the potential
insurgent eventually meet; in tradecraft terms, a re-
cruitmeni target has thus been spotted. There ensues
a feeling-out process during which the candidate is

evaluated for intelligence, motivation, character,
pyschological stability, leadership qualities, and
charisma. How trainable is the target? Can he or she
assume responsibility for training others? How will
the target react in crisis? How much stress can the
target bear? Will he or she be willing to rob, kidnap,
knife, shoot, or blow up the innocent as well as the
hated?

l'ht Oadre Phase of Insurgency

If' the evaluation is positive, the recruiting officer
lultivates the target, not unlike a polished seducer.
'l'lrc seduction may be prolonged and subtle or rela-
tivr:ly brief and direct. Ultimately the suitor must re-
vt:al his true intentions and ask the loaded question:
Will you, or won't you? Is he or she willing to work
lirr the revolution?

When such overtures are rejected, the fault usually
r:irn be traced to lust, a misjudgment of the target by
tlrc recruiter-and there is a seat waiting on the next
plane to Moscow, reserved by either the embassy or
tlre local government. Case histories show, however,
that most recruitment offers are accepted if appraisal
of the target has been made professionally and cor-
rt:ctly. Recent Cuban successes in Nicaragua-in July
1979 insurgents maintaining extensive clandestine re-
lations with Havana overthrew the government of
l)resident Anastasio Somoza-suggest that the Cu-
bans and their Soviet tutors are today quite profes-
sional.

Upon recruitment the cadre candidate assumes a
new life role, almost as the grub becomes an insect.
It begins with his or her travel vra a circuituous, se-

cret route to the Soviet lJnion, Cuba, China, East
Gerrnany, or Czechoslovakia for basic training. A
Peruvian traveling to the guerrilla warfare school of
Cuba, for example, might fly first to Paris. There
contact is made with an intelligence officer from the
Cuban Embassy, who exchanges the recruit's pass-

port for a Cuban travel document. This, plus an ap-
propriate legend or cover story of who he is and why
he is traveling, enables the cadre candidate to fly
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from Paris via Prague to Havana. The leaves in the
Peruvian's bona fide passport do not reveal travel to
Cuba. After three to six months' training the insur-
gent reverses his steps and returns to Paris, where he
picks up his valid passport. He then returns to Peru,
now one of the hard-core cadres charged with pre-
paring the insurgency. Where has he been? At the
Sorbonne, of course. And here are his grades, bills,
and canceled checks to prove it-all, of course, clever
forgeries.

The variations of tradecraft employed to transport
candidates to training centers are limited only by
the bounds of ingenuity. In Thailand, for example,
in 1966 a potential cadre candidate was recruited in
Bangkok by the Communist Party and shuttled
overland by car, truck, bus, and train to the Thai-
Lao border around Nongkhai, on the banks of the
Mekong River. There he boarded a native boat. The
swift current of the muddy Mekong soon carried the
recruit to Vientiane, Laos, leaving, naturally, no
tracks. At the open-air morning market the candi-
date next met with either a Chinese or a North
Vietnamese official living in Vientiane. Tradecraft
was scarcely a problem. A rich mixture of merchan-
dise and people, the market was ideal for such clan-
destine meetings. It was Vientiane's crossroad at
which Indian, Pakistani, Chinese, Thai, Lao, or
Vietnamese merchants haggled with anyone who
came to buy or look. Everyone was equal in the
bumping, pushing, and shoving of the market, for
amid the blending of body odors, dust, and burning

l'lu: Cadre Phase of Insurgency

srrn, both the rich and the poor bought their food
srrpplies for the day. Two more buyers made little
rlifference. After a rendezvous next to a pre-
<lr:termined vendor's stall, the recruit was on his
way, by overland routes, to China or Vietnam for
training.

What can we do at the earliest of all stages to in-
hibit the growth and development of the insurgency?

An insurgency is most likely to originate in an en-
vironment of harsh economic and social injustice,
political repression, and pervasive corruption. Other
I'actors, such as nationalism, a desire for regional au-
tonomy or a rejection of standard values in a pre-
dominantly urban society, carr also contribute to
creating a climate for revolt. The resulting despair
and frustration convince potential cadres that con-
structive change can come about only by a violent
uprooting of the entire prevailing order. Meanwhile,
others persuade foreign powers that assistance to the
revolution may be profitable. There are always ears
ready to listen.

Therefore, it would seem to be only a common-
sense conclusion that one effective way of nipping an
insurgency in the bud would be to encourage and
assist threatened nations to undertake lasting social
and economic reforms, thus to justify hopes of the
population for a better future. Such a policy is sim-
ply enlightened self-interest. One technique success-
ful in the past: local civic action programs which
deny insurgents the allegiance of people in given
areas.

I
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Successful civic action programs have tried t<r

meet the people's aspirations for improved educa-
tional, health or transportation facilities. When a

government has come close to satisfying the needs ol'
its constituency in a particular village or district,
then guerrillas have been unable to flourish.

Even when shouldered with the best of will and
skill, even when wisely and generously assisted from
abroad, genuine progress in many third world coun-
tries is made at snail's pace. Political traditions and
values have evolved over centuries in Western demo-
cracies. They cannot be instantly adopted in nations
the roots of which are even more ancient. And even
when accomplished, reform and progress will not
necessarily prevent insurrection attempts. Nonethe-
less, they are better alternatives than plastic bombs.

Between World War II and 1970 few third world
nations did more to better the lot of their cittzenry
than did Mexico. For example, the Mexican govern-
ment reduced illiteracy from 85 to 17 percent, curb-
ed disease among the rural population, raised per
capita income almost fourfold. It built an infra-
structure to exploit natural resources and more
evenly to distribute their fruits. Although Mexico
would hardly be considered a model of democracy
by Western European or American standards, its
people enjoyed incomparably greater freedoms than
do Soviet citizens, including the right to criticize the
monolithic ruling political party. Soviet citizens are
not granted this modest privilege in their country.

Despite measurable progress, Mexico was far from
safe. The KGB, through North Korean agents, re-

l'hr Cadre Phase of Insurgency

, r'rrited and trained a substantial insurgent cadre
rk:<licated, in its words, to turning Mexico into "an-
ollrer Vietnam." Only a last-minute crackdown by
Mcxican authorities in March 1971 avoided wide-
spread bloodshed.

'Ihe Federal Republic of Germany has built a

nrodel democracy which bestows political freedom
;urd economic well-being upon its people. Their
slandards of living have nearly surpassed our own.
Yet this did not abort the hatching of anti-establish-
rrrent and anti-American terrorist cells such as the
llaader-Meinhof gang, nor did it discourage the So-
viet Union from attemptine to assist them.

At the opposite end of the world, the island mir-
acle of Japan spawned the Sekigun-the Japanese
I{ed Army-which serves as hired guns for several of
the most vicious terrorist gangs in existence, among
them the Popular Front for the Liberation of Pales-
tine (PFLP). Japan's healthy balance of payments,
smoothly humming industries, and bountiful life-
style helped isolate this group on the fringes of soci-
ety. But it did not destroy the Sekigun, which re-
mains waiting at anchor in such safe harbors as

South Yemen and North Korea.
Who can say for sure what has bred them? A

Iove-hate relationship with their fathers? A fury then
turned against authority, mindless in its destruc-
tiveness? Whatever it is, no nation-even the United
States-is immune from such aberiiations. Take them
for facts. They exist. Should they be tolerated and
nurtured by the rational society they seek to destroy?
And should we look on benignly as others assist
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them in this goal? If not, how should we deal with
them?

From experience, we can see eight steps which, il'
taken in time, have been effective in combating an

insurgency in its early, or cadre, phase. They seem,

perhaps, overly obvious, childlike in simplicity. It is

surprising how often they are ignored.

l. Find out who is doing the recruiting. The security
and intelligence services of the menaced country
bear primary responsibility for uncovering the
identity of those enlisting or gang-pressing poten-
tial revolutionary operatives. They should be as-

sisted by American experts to the extent that they
need and ask for help in this mission.

One method consists of continuous surveillance
of Communist embassies and personnel. By track-
ing their movements, analysts can establish a pat-
tern and, in time, possibly the purpose of their
activities. Deviations and contacts within the local
population can betray recruiting efforts. Addition-
ally, other insurgent contacts may be unearthed
by photographing everyone entering and leaving
an embassv, and then comparing the results with
photos or "mug shots" of known or suspected ter-
rorists.

Listening devices can yield a wealth of intelli-
gence. Each embassy has a room regarded as se-

cure; some are even lead-lined to foil electronic
eavesdropping. Here intelligence officers discuss

sensitive matters, such as efforts to initiate con-

I'ht' (ladre Phase of Insurgencl

tacts with potential insurgents. If electronic de-
vices can be introduced into these sanctuaries,
t:xtensive information about both the recruiters
and who they are trying to recruit can be
recorded.

2. Learn how they are doing it and zuhat procedures

are being used in selecting cadre cadidates for training.
Experience has told us that each nation's intelli-
gence forces often employ different-and some-
times specific-techniques of what we call
tradecraft, or how one goes about the business of
espionage. For example, Soviet master spy Rudolf
Abel preferred hollow coins, bolts, shaving
brushes, and batteries to hide and transmit mes-
sages. More recently, in Mexico City, Russian con-
trollers ordered American satellite and code spies
Christopher Boyce and Andrern' Lee to communi-
cate their desire for a meeting by placing a chalk
mark on a light pole at a certain corner. It was a
typical and often-used device. Notices in news-
paper ad columns are also popular. Yet another
KGB ploy: the "telephone tree," in which a con-
tact is asked to be at a certain public phone booth
at a specific address, on a specific day, at a spe-
cific time. If he is not there to receive a call from
his control, he has been provided with the loca-
tion of yet another booth, at a different address, a
different time and day. And so on. These are
called alternates-in case something goes wrong,
one always can count on a prearranged alterna-
tive.tlrrtii

i
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Much of this tradecraft is commonplace. An<l

once recognized for what it is, the spoor is not itt
all difficult to follow. Unfortunately many of otrr

friends in the so-called third world lack the experi-

ence and operational background to read tht'

signs. If it is in our national interest to do so) w('

should provide them the advice and tools to Pro-
tect themselves-as well as ourselaes- Such expertist'

can include the techniques of installing telephone

taps on embassy personnel, our own debriefings ol'

Cuban and Soviet defectors, information acquired

by our own agents in the enemy camP' stolen

documents, and the interception of communica-
tions.

3. Penetrate the spotting (tuho is the target?)) assess-

ment, and recruitment organization to identify the candi'

dates selected for guerrilla warfare training. An agent

appropriately placed in the other camp's recruit-
irg machinery can be better than a monkey

wrench. The source cannot always identify cadre

candidates by name, residence' and occupation.

But often the penetration agent, if in the ranks of
the hostile intelligence service, may have access to

its support apparatus or the local Communist
Party that can provide enough data concerning

age, physical description, educational level, and

family status information to allow the local secur-

ity service, backed by worldwide United States re-

sources, to identify the target candidate.
Once a positive identification has been made,

legal action can be taken against the recruit at the

I'ht Oadre Phase of Insurgenc]

rrppropriate time and place. It is important to
rrote, however, that not all such potential terrorists
or guerrillas should be arrested. There are advan-
tases in tracking a cadre candidate until he leads
the authorities to others in his cell or, for example,
lo arms caches.

Let us consider a hypothetical case. Suppose a
penetration agent in the Chilean Communist
I)arty reports in lg72 that he is scheduled to meet
an unidentified male in Santiago to pass him
Iunds for travel to Cuba. The hint is, of course)
that a Chilean candidate is planning a clandestine
trip. But subsequent events prove this false. The
agent passes on the funds, as instructed, and ob-
tains a good physical description of the contact,
plus the distinct impression from a brief conversa-
tion that he is a Brazilian. With this as a starting
point analysts can study airline passenger mani-
fests from Chile, Brazil, and Mexico over a two-
week period. Two prime suspects emerge. Each is
eventually photographed, and the photographs are
shown to the agent who has passed the funds. A
positive identification of the Brazilian results.
Monitoring of his activities leads to identification
of other guerrilla candidates, thereby inhibiting
the growth of an insurgency in Brazil. This is how
it should happen, and although this example is not
a summary of a real operation, it contains enough
of the truth to make its point.

4. Determine what to do about it or how selectiael2 to

disrupt b2 due process of lau the cadre phase of insur-
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gency operalions. Numerous options are available iI'

there exists reliable information about what hos-

tile intelligence services are doing to recruit cadre

candidates. For example, the recruiting officer can

suddenly be declared persona non grata by the

country to which he is assigned. His expulsion can

negate his recruitment accomplishments. If a KGB
officer is forced to Ieave quickly for Moscow and

his cadre candidates are still waiting to go abroad,

an elaborate set of plans evaporates into thin air'

Contact is broken between the candidates and the

recruiter. A fatlback position must be prepared, a

replacement briefed and trained-all of which

takes time. Meanwhile, the candidates themselves

can be detained, denied Passports' and prevented

from leaving the country for training.
More sophisticated approaches can also be used

if the host country has the manpower and skills to

use them. For one, playing double-agent games

can render the cadre candidate ineffective' The se-

curity service simply recruits the cadre candidate
itself. It is true that this can be a dirty game. In
the past it has involved blackmail, threats of a

long prison sentence, and, in the case of our com-

petition, the KGB, outright execution. Most prof-
itably, however, the process of "turning" such a
cadre candidate is no more painful than rational
persuasion-a sane measure of what one stands to

gain or to lose. In any event) nobody has ever

claimed that the Marquiss of Queensberry in-

vented plastic explosives'

I'ht Cadre Phase of Insurgency

5. Don't hide it. An aroused and well-informed
citizenry is an effective deterrent to the type of
spotting and assessment that has to take place if
the Soviets and Cubans are to recruit cadre candi-
dates. The people should be told what they can
do to cripple insurgent activities. After all, it is

their society which is at stake. Radio, television,
and newspapers should be encouraged to launch a
campaign exposing how foreign powers are at-
tempting to recruit cadre candidates from among
their audience. This can seriously impair recruit-
ment efforts. And it is particularly effective if the
campaign teaches how to help thwart enemy ac-
tivities. For example, such an effort might be
spearheaded by a television series on the KGB,
dramatizing its mission and organization. Cases of
Soviet espionage and efforts to incite revoltrtion
should be reconstructed. Biographic sketches
might be provided on known KGB officers in the
country concerned. The truth is rarely libelous.
The concluding presentation would ask the people
to report possible recruitment activities by the So-
viets to an open telephone line manned by secur-
ity or police officials around the clock.

6. Find out hout we can help, or how the United
States can assist in the establishment and maintenance oJ-

an ffictiue security agenq) in the target countrlt. The first
iine of defense in any counterinsurgency effort is

an effective internal security service. This organi-
zation must be staffed with intellieent, dedicated,
and incorruptible officers who have been trained
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to use counterintelligence techniques to Penetrat('
the cadre phase recruitment cycle. In most under-

developed countries quality manpower is in short

supply, and what little there is often seems to bc

snaiched away by high-profile, more prestigious

units, such as an air force. Given the sink-or-swinr

realities of internal disorder, leaders must put a

greater percentage of talented young men in in-

telligence than they have in the past-and musi

pay them accordingly. It is no secret that corrup-

lion is rooted in poverty and inequality' In some

third world nations-many of which are threat-

ened by insurgencies today-judges are paid less

than clerks, security forces less than either' The

temptation is ever present to bribe and extort' It
*rrri b" reduced. And parity in salary is one good

place to start.
The security service should have arrest powers

properly supervised by judicial review' What's

-oi", it should have the modern capability to

maintain computerized records on citizens trav-

eling abroad.
Does this sound extreme? Not really-although

such a step would be greeted by shrieks of para-

noid hystiria in our own nation' Others find

themselves quite able to accept such modest con-

trols. Who they are might surprise you' Travelers

in France-indeed, throughout most of Western

Europe-are required to Present their Passports

when booking into hotels. In Germany one carries

an Ausueis, or identity card. And no one leaves

England without first presenting proof to the gov-

I'ht Cadre Phase of Insurgenc)

ernment that he or she has paid up back taxes.
The United States, naturally, is not threatened by
an armed insurgency. But, then, neither are those
European nations for the most part.

In order to undertake such practical measures,
the service must earn the respect and confidence
of its citizens. There can be no violation of the ac-
cepted norms of human rights, or the service be-
comes seriously disadvantaged.

Internally it must keep a clean house. Security
standards within its own ranks must be rigorous
enough so that our intelligence officers-together
with other foreign liaison services-can feel com-
fortable when they exchange sensitive data. There
must be minimal risk that such information will
be compromised by indiscretion, corruption, or
treason. Call it, for want of a better word, trust.

Israel's Shin Beth, which is responsible for inter-
nal security, is a first class agency. It is the pri-
mary reason why the PLO has had only limited
success operating in either Galilee through Israeli
Arabs or on the West Bank through its indigenous
Arab agents who are PLO adherents. Frustrated
Palestinian terrorists now resort to other tactics to
attack targets in Israel. One such tactic is the
launching of commando teams at sea in small
rubber rafts, but this is difficult because of heavy
seas, navigation and maneuvering problems, and
the risks of detection by heavily armed Israeli pa-
trols at sea or on land. These obstacles have frus-
trated most seaborne attempts by Palestinians to
penetrate Israeli defenses.
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mount an education campaign to rally public
opinion in behalf of their enactment.

B. Assist the host country's military or police forces to
establish and train an elite antiguerrilla unit. Once the
cadre phase has begun, a country must accept
that it may not be able to prevent the insurgency
from advancing to the next and more dangerous
stage. To prepare for this development, the
friendly government should organize . a special
antiguerrilla unit, staffed by elite military or po-
lice personnel. The strength of the unit should de-
rive from quality of personnel, their training and
leadership, from mobility, firepower, communica-
tions, and tactics, rather than from numbers. Ini-
tially the size of the unit need not exceed one 550-
man battalion.

This elite strike force should be formed as soon
as the cadre phase of insurgency has been de-
tected. Later there will be scarce time to build it
when the guerrillas' "war of national liberation"
actually begins in earnest. Experience in Vietnam
and elsewhere has shown that the selection and
training of personnel who will conduct combat op-
erations should be completed at least sixteen
weeks before there is an actual need to use them
in the field. Emphasis in training should focus on
the unit's ability to move and attack with light-
ning speed-and without telegraphing the knock-
out punch.

A drama that unfolded in Bolivia in 1967 offers
an example of how this tactic can pay off. The
Bolivian government requested counterinsurgency

i

,

I
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Other attempts-most by infiltration from Leba-

non and Jordan-have also proved hazardous'

Often terrorist teams are intercepted by security

forces at their crossing point, for word of their ar-

rival has preceded them. When such groups d<r

manage to Penetrate the frontier undetected, their

targe; are frequently indiscriminate and strictly

those of opportunity-such as innocent women

and childr"". fni, countering of the Palestinian

threat by Shin Beth and its sister service, Mossad,

which trandles foreign intelligence, is a textbook

example of how a third world nation should fash-

ion its own secret services. And, frankly, it does as

good a job of advising other third world countries

on this topic as does the United States' In sum, an

effective security agency is a country's first Iine of

defense because it narrows or closes potential ave-

nues of attack by enemies-diverts their efforts

onto side streets where they can better be con-

tained.
7. Guide gouernments in the preparation of antiterrorist

laws. When the cadre phase begins to unfold,

many countries find they do not have laws on the

books to deal with the threat. It is critical that a

government be able to neutralize Soviet- or Cu-

f,un-rrrpport.d revolutionaries, not by sending

them into exile but by putting them in jail' The

basis for confinement is particularly important'

Put another way, it is better to be able to arrest

and convict subversives on the basis of a laza than

on an executive order' If such laws cannot be

passed expeditiously, the party in power should
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assistance from the United States after learninq

that Che Guevara-alias Ram6n Benftez-had cs-

tablished a guerrilla base in the mountainous arcr

in the ,orrih..tt"..t part of the country' Tht'

United States sent a mobile Special Forces train-

ing team from Fort Gulick in the Canal Zone t<t

BJirriu to train a Bolivian ranger battalion in

counterinsurgency techniques. Training was still in

progress when local Bolivian forces in the area re-

".i"-.a 
intelligence that Che and his small band

had been spotted nearby. American advisers rec-

ommended airlifting the special Bolivian battalion

now nearing completion of its training to the area'

and on October 1, 1967, it was deployed in a rug-

ged, heavily jungled area called the Valle Grande'
- 

Six days after the unit took to the field, infor-

mants reported the presence of a band of sus-

picious strangers-some armed-in a village not far

away. The battalion immediately picked up their

trail. It took them a week to corner the group' On

October B they engaged in a fire fight with Che's

band, which, cornered and outgunned, was soon

destroyed. Survivors fled' The next day Che him-

self was captured.
Much nonsense has been written about the cir-

cumstances surrounding Che's death' The fact is

that Che was executed because of widespread

lcharges of Bolivian ineptitude in dealing with
I Ch.'r euerrillas.

\ O"J particularly galling source of this ridicule
'had 

been R6gis Debray-French Marxist and Che's

'l'\rc Cadre Phase of InsurgencT

confidant-who had interviewed Guevara in his
Bolivian hideout in March 1967. As a result, De-
bray was arrested by Bolivian authorities. During
his highly publicized trial, Che's admirer taunted
Bolivia's security forces as being inept, incompe- \
tent, worse than Keystone Kops. This humiliation 

I

sealed Che's death warrant. To erase this popular 
I

impression, Che was taken from his detention area
and summarily shot by a one-man firing squad at
a secret location in the countryside-without, I
might stress, the knowledge of any U.S. agency or
representative.

A postmortem on the destruction of Che's guer-
rilla cadres clearly shows that in this case the
United States responded promptly and properly to
a friendly nation's plea for help. The Bolivians
used the aid intelligently and effectively. The re-
sults derailed Castro's export of the revolution to
Latin America for more than a decade. Several
Latin nations were able to use this breathing spell
to attack the social and economic ills that breed
and sustain similar insurgent movements.

The lesson: When governments friendly to the
United States are threatened by Communist-initi-
ated or -sponsored insurgencies-but lack the experi-
ence to cope with the problem-the United States
must consider if it is in its interest to provide the
third option. The go or no-go decision should be ap-
proached with realism, not timidity. The third op-
tion can provide solutions that other, longer-range
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programs of reform and economic aid cannot resolve
until the violence ends.

Our decision to help must always be a political de-
cision, made by legally constituted ciailian authorities
who bear responsibility for the conduct of our for-
eign policy. But it is the duty of the U.S. intelli-
gence community, particularly those with covert
action experience and responsibility, to forewarn pol-
icy makers of the birth of such an insurgency, to as-

sess the risks of acting and of not acting, to explain
just what the third option will entail.

Similarly it is the duty of the Defense Depart-
ment, which is legally responsible for military secur-
ity of the nation, to add its own assessments. But in
a democracy the final decision must rest with the
chosen representatives of the electorate.

In deciding whether to invoke the third option,
policy makers must frequently deal with the argu-
ment that we should not help a particular nation
defend itself because its government is not democra-
tic. This argument should be considered in the con-
text of world realities. For example, of the 152
sovereign states belonging to the United Nations,
only 33 can be classified as democratic by the most
generous and elastic of definitions. If we adopt the
position that we will help only those societies which
presently meet our own democratic standards (which
we ourselves do not always perfectly apply), then we
isolate ourselves from the majority of mankind and
forfeit much of our power to control global events.
Worst of all, we abandon the majority of nations-

'fhe Cadre Phase of Insurgenq)

allies and neutrals alike-to the whims of our adver-
saries, who have repeatedly demonstrated their in-
tention to impose their will on others. Encouraging
such a scenario is not only dangerous but ludicrous
and irresponsible. We are fooling no one but our-
selves.

Policy makers must appreciate that the mere exist-
ence of many modern-day insurgencies does not per
se mean that they are always justified or that their
success will liberate and enrich the lives of the poPu-
Iation affected. Can any serious, informed student-
whatever his political persuasion-honestly contend
that the people of Iran today are better off than
they were before the 1979 revolution in Iran? Can
anyone argue that the tortured, starved, massacred

people of Cambodia have profited by the success of
Hanoi's "war of national liberation" in Southeast
Asia-or from their own Khmer Rouge insurgents?

Let us not be hypocrites. At the bottom of all this
lies our own self-interest. Was, for example, the Mar-
shall Plan a good-guy gift to a war-torn Europe? It
wasn't. Its implementation was the result of cold
reality. Did we or did we not want a weakened
Western Europe-easy prey for Stalin's Soviet Union
bent on expanding its influence by whatever means
appropriate? The Marshall Plan not only thwarted
the Kremlin's intentions in such nations as Greece

and West Germany but served our own security by
rebuilding and toughening former allies and
enemies. It is not by accident that West Germany-
now thoroughly democratized-is America's most
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powerful ally. Was this immoral? Only a Mad Hat-
ter would say yes.

The same principles apply to the third option.

CHAPTER III

THE
SPANISH BASqUES

-A Case Studlt of
the Cadre Phase

The Spanish Basque movement merits study because
it illustrates many characteristics of a budding insur-
gency which, for all its destructiveness, has been
unable to advance beyond the cadre phase. The re-
cent history of the movement also shows how timely
political action can inhibit and contain such a

movement.
Ever since 1937, when General Francisco Franco

abolished the autonomous government of the Basque
region, many Basques-a hardy mountain folk of
northern Spain-have longed for restoration of au-
tonomy or outright independence. After World War
II more moderate nationalists hoped the United
States would help in reward for Basque assistance to
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French and Italian underground cells in the {lelrr
against Germany. In 1953 these expectations eval)()
rated after the United States negotiated an asr('('
ment for military and naval bases in Spain witlr
Franco, a staunch enemy of Basque independenr','
Even the most temperate leaders, such as Jos6 Arr
tonio de Aguirre, who headed the Basque govenr
ment in exile, recognized that on the cold war scerlc

of values, the United States ranked the goodwill ol
the Spanish state far above that of a nationalistir
minority consisting of only some 2.5 million people.

In 1958 frustrations spawned a covert indepen-
dence movement, Basque Homeland and Liberty
(ETA), which advocated a separate nation consisting
of the four Basque provinces in Spain and the threc
in France. Naturally this was unacceptable to either'
Paris or Madrid. ETA was based-as many such
movements are-on a dual structure: a political
branch and a military branch, the ETA/M-or ac-
tion/military service-staffed and run by cadres dedi-
cated to attainment of political ends through
violence and terror. The ETA/M is highly disci-
plined, difficult to penetrate, because most members
have known each other since childhood. Being famil-
iar with each other's behavior and patterns of life,
they are quick to detect collaboration with the au-
thorities. Treason is swiftly dealt with by execution.
The terrorist cadres have the advantage of operating
on their own turf, so to speak, familiar terrain where
they know every nook and cranny. Pressed, they are
able to flee government pursuit by escaping across

I hr ,\panish Basques

tlrr: border into safe houses among France's Basque
..,rnmunity in cities like Bayonne and nearby Biarritz.

'l'here is evidence that KGB and ETA/M repre-
,rcntatives have met in Paris as well as in Spain. In-
.k:cd, the Basque separatists make up only several
tlrreads of an intricate web of terrorist connections
rvhich spans the world, and the role of the splicer is
olien played by Soviet or Cuban agents. For ex-
;rmple, the ETA also maintains ties in France with
the Revolutionary Coordinating Junta (JCR), a
grouping of Latin American terrorist organizations,
which in turn enjoys give-and-take with Cuban
"sympathizers.') How do they use one another and
lirr what? From available information it appears that
irrms, including assault rifles, rockets, submachine
guns, and grenades, are smuggled to Paris in Cuban
or Libyan diplomatic pouches-a favorite ploy. The
weapons are then funneled through Basque channels
in France into ETA/M's hands in Spain. Bulkier ex-
plosives have been obtained by raids on government
installations and construction sites. Basque terrorists
have acquired some money through bank robberies-
"expropriations," they are called-and have accepted
foreign funding from Libya, which has bankrolled
movements from Belfast to Mindanao in the Philip-
pines. Meanwhile, small numbers of ETA/M terror-
ists have undergone guerrilla warfare training in
Algeria. A handful may have gained actual combat
experience since 1977 by fighting with the Algerian-
sponsored Polisario Front in the Western Sahara.

On December 20, 1973, Basque terrorists assassi-
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nated Prime Minister Luis Carrero Blanco, heir a1r

parent to Generalissimo Franco. This proved to b,'
one of those terrorist acts which had profound effects
unforeseen by the assassins. Blanco's death enable<l
King Juan Carlos to assume the leadership of Spain
after the death of Franco in 1975. Though young
and inexperienced, Juan Carlos saw the need to
channel Spanish society back to democracy. In onc
of his wisest actions, he selected as prime minister
Adolfo SuArez, a strong, sensitive, and visionary poli-
tician.

Although sorely provoked by continuing killings
and bombings, the Spanish leaders resisted pressure
from the military to retaliate with repression. In-
stead, they sought to gratify the desires of Basques
for more control of their own affairs without jeopar-
dizing the glue which bound Spain into a single na-
tion. But in so doing, they had to consider and
contend with three different political parties in the
Basque region, each of which felt itself entitled to a
greater role in self-government than the others.

The largest, the Basque National Party (PNV),
while willing to consult with the government about
effecting peaceful change in the status of the Basque
region, nevertheless winked approvingly at ETA/M
activities, considering them a useful prod to Madrid.
Next, the Spanish Socialist Workers Party (PSOE),
displayed even less willingness to cooperate with the
central government in curbing terrorism. And a
third party, Herri Batasuna (People's Unity)-it
could claim only 10 percent of Basque votes-openly
supported the ETA. Given this mixture of power,

'l'he Spanish Basques

the government could field no organized or local po-
litical opponent against the ETA. Thus, the task of
suppressing terrorism in the Basque region, as well
its defending against its spread, fell solely upon the
Spanish police and military.

In 1979, however, Su5rez maneuvered to change
the political equation and isolate the ETA from the
llasque political mainstream. Sensing the danger, the
ETA/M launched a new wave of terror aimed at
disrupting negotiations between the government and
the Basque National Party. On January 3, 1979, its
sunmen shot the military governor of Madrid, Gen-
eral Constantino Ortfn Gil, and on May 25 they as-
sassinated General Luis G6mez Hortigiiela in
Madrid, killing in the meantime a number of lesser
military and police officials.

Despite these provocations, ihe government per-
sisted in its search for a peaceful solution to Basque
autonomy, and on July 17,1979, it finally succeeded
in negotiating a home rule agreement, the Guernica
Statute, which called for elections to establish an au-
tonomous Basque government. Again, the ETA/M
reacted violently. On July 28 it attacked police pa-
trols in Bilbao and San Sebasti6n, killing three offi-
cers and wounding four. The next duy bombs
exploded in each of Madrid's two main railway sta-
tions and at the airport, killing four civilians and
wounding at least 113. The ETA/M quickly claimed
credit for the carnage. No one doubted the claim.

Nevertheless, Su6rez and the Basque National
Party continued to negotiate. In August they agreed
upon a far-reaching statute to the home rule agree-
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ment which provided that control of the police, edu-
cation, broadcasting, and some taxation would bt'
gradually transferred to the new regional govern-
ment.

The ETA immediately recognized the dangers.
The statute and the referendum scheduled for Octo-
ber 25, 1979, would eliminate much of the restive-
ness in the Basque region, thus its own need to exist.
The ETA/M ordered Herri Batasuna, its overt polit-
ical party, to urge voters to abstain from the referen-
dum. It argued the statute did not recognize the
right of the Basque people to self-determination. In
contrast, the Basque National Party, which played
such a critical role in making a referendum possible,
marshaled all its resources to get out the vote. The
Catholic Church-a powerful force in its own right-
also made clear that it favored the autonomy stat-
ute.

Again, the ETA reacted ferociously. This time, on
September 23, 1979, gunmen murdered the military
general of San Sebasti6n Province, Lieutenant Gen-
eral Lorenzo GonzSlez Valles y S6nchez. On Octo-
ber B, 1979, terrorists in San Sebasti6n sprayed a bar
frequented by police personnel with submachine
gunfire, wounding eleven people. The same day a
police inspector was killed in the Basque city of
Pamplona, and terrorists killed two noncommis-
sioned officers of the paramilitary Civil Guard in
Santander. These murders raised the number of po-
litical killings committed in Spain to that date to
t14.

'l'he Spanish Basques

About 1.5 million Basques, eighteen or older, were
t:lisible to vote in the October referendum and 60

l)ercent of them cast ballots. The results were an
overwhelming endorsement of the agreements restor-
irg autonomous government. The actual election
took place in March 1980, and the moderate Basque
National Party received a twenty-five-seat mandate
to form the new regional government.

Today the hard-core cadre of the ETAiM has
shrunk to no more than 200 men. Their immediate
prospects for recruiting more manpower among Bas-
ques, many of whom have recoiled from the past ter-
rorism and are concerned with building the future,
are not promising. Because of the patience and per-
sistence of Su6rez, the ETA/M will now be con-
fronted by Basque, as well as Spanish, police and
military authorities. More than anyone else, they
have a vested interest in preserving law and order in
the region.

Still, the Spanish military remains concerned
about instability in the Basque area, where Iast year
80,000 of a one-million labor force were unemployed.
Some fear that the Basques will be only temporarily
satisfied with local autonomy, that soon they will
plot to exploit it as a foundation for total indepen-
dence. To prevent this, the military is prepared to
intervene with massive force, if necessary. Nothing
would more delight the ETA. It would discredit
moderates in the Basque National Party and revive
ETA chances of rallying the people. We told you so,
they will crow.
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This desire to provoke heavy-handed interventiorr
or repression has resulted in ETA commanders' sinq
ling out important military personnel for assassinzr-

tion. Prime Minister SuArez, while politically
sensitive to the concerns of the military, is nonethc-
less unlikely to adopt extreme measures in tht'
Basque region unless they are unavoidable. He un-
derstands that such political insensitivity could ig-
nite an escalating chain reaction of violence and
repression that would destroy progress so far and
drive a permanent stake into the heart of Spain's
modern experiment with democracy. Yet every at-
tack upon an army officer or a Spanish civilian
makes it that much more difficult for the Spanish
government to do anything which smacks of appeas-
ing terrorism. Thus, although the Basque insurgency
has been contained in its puberty phase, it still poses

a danger. Spanish interests and those of all nations,
including the United States-let us not forget our
nuclear submarine base at Rota as well as Spain's
desire to join NATo-demand that Basque terrorism
be kept off-balance.

Spain has the capability to deal with the insur-
gents on a military basis. Its leaders have also dem-
onstrated that they can cope on a political level. It
remains for them to enlist the support of elected
Basque authorities to apply jointly the basic counter-
insurgency steps that have proved so effective
against the cadre stage and once and for all elimi-
nate the cancer, not with a sledgehammer) but with
a scalpel. Otherwise, the patient will not survive the
operation.

'l'he Spanish Basques

But Spain also needs and deserves assistance from
its friends.

France, for one, could help by assigning more po-
lice and intelligence resources to deny Basque terror-
ists sanctuaries into which they periodically retreat
along the French/Spanish border areas. France also
rnight do more to intensify surveillance and pene-
tration of Soviet, Cuban, and Libyan intelligence es-

tablishments based out of Paris. The Revolutionary
Coordinating Junta should also become a prime tar-
get, thus unmasking and interdicting foreign support
of the ETA. This, then, is in France's interests.

As for the United States, it could help such a joint
French-Spanish effort by providing intelligence gath-
ered by our worldwide networks. Frequently we have
access to sources which are denied to either the
French or the Spanish secret services. For example,
we may acquire an "asset" who has penetrated the
Puerto Rican terrorist movement in its European ac-
tivities and can supply intelligence of Basque links
to Cuban operatives-or a forthcoming arms deal.
Would it shock you to learn that we discovered not
long ago that a certain "Middle East" nation was
planning to transship arms via the United States-
hidden in the household effects of one of its diplo-
mats? The cargo: hand-held antiaircraft missiles.
Who is to say what their destination was-perhaps a
rooming house in Qreen. from which they could be
fired at, for example, a low-flying passenger jet from
Kennedy International Airport. The name on the
fuselage is inconsequential. But it could easily have
been Iberian Airlines. Such is the nature of the
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enemy. The United States could help Spain cope
with this threat by assigning two professional intelli-
gence officers to work with Madrid on this specific
insurgency problem. The two officers would require
about $100,000 in annual expenditures to support
joint operations which would be targeted on Basque
agents who could furnish the intelligence needed to
prevent major terrorist-inspired disasters from occur-
ring. This parsimonious investment could nonethe-
less buy much-not the least of which is some peace
of mind for ourselves and our allies.

CHAPTER IV

THE
INCIPIENT PHASE

An insurgency enters what we call the incipient
phase once cadres have been trained and begin
building the subterranean infrastructure required to
mount sustained operations rather than acts of ter-
rorism. To lay this hidden foundation, the cadres es-

tablish bases within defined operational areas. Arms,
ammunition, and explosives must be purchased or
otherwise acquired from foreign supporters, then
cached. Meanwhile, channels for resupply of both
material and recruits must be opened, broadened,
and protected.

Most important, the revolution must attract ever-
increasing manpower-for this is the lifeblood of pro-
longed struggle. Without it, combat losses cannot be
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replaced; cadre cells-the core of it all-cannot bt.
rebuilt if exposed and shattered by security forces.
One devastating example: the Viet Cong's ill-time<l
Tet offensive in 1968. While American TV viewers
convinced themselves that North Vietnamese ancl
Viet Cong forces had scored a resounding victory,
the facts clearly showed otherwise. For the insur-
gents, Tet was a Waterloo. Thousands surfaced in
expectation of a quick defeat of U.S. and Saigon
troops. One by one, they were killed or captured.
The cream of the Viet Cong's cadres were lost-and
only direct North Vietnamese intervention ulti-
mately worked.

If effective, political indoctrination and guerrilla
warfare instruction abroad have equipped returning
cadres with an intimate and working knowledge of
how to use the basic tools of terrorism and revolu-
tion. They are familiar with firearms and explosives,
as well as other-even nastier-instruments of torture
and death. They know how to compartmentalize in-
surgent teams so that one does not know of the ex-
istence of the next-thus cannot betray it. They have
learned countersurveillance to prevent disastrous
penetration. They have learned how to conceal and
support themselves in either the rural or the urban
environment where they are to functionl swim as a
fish in the sea, Mao called it. They have at least
rudimentary knowledge of clandestine communica-
tions.

Ideally, in any case from the standpoint of their
foreign sponsors, they have pledged themselves to a

The Incipient Phase

fanatical, revolutionary morality that justifies slaugh-
ter of the innocent and destruction of society, and
they have a zeal that enables them to pass on the
germ of insurgency like so many Typhoid Marys. It
matters little whether the slogans bear no relation to
reality. What is important is that they believe. And
they are able to make others believe.

Typically, cadres slip back into their homeland in
small groups at different times and by various
routes. Some, most reliable, will have been provided
with avenues through which they can communicate
with their often-impatient sponsors. Frequently used
channels include agents within the local Communist
Party or, in some noteworthy cases, intelligence offi-
cers working out of Soviet, Cuban, or East European
embassies. Sometimes clandestine meetings are ar-
ranged in a neighboring country where they are less

conspicuous.
Customarily cadres divide into cells or groups of

no more than five to ten people. The first critical
task for a cadre is to neutralize the area in which it
has chosen to operate, then to develop a sanctuary
in the form of a "safe house" or camp. The selection
must be made wisely. A misjudgment of location,
the attitudes of its inhabitants, and terrain can be
fatal.

A rural operational base camp must be carefully
scouted. What about concealment and water? Is
there enough? There should also be several different
ways by which guerrillas can enter or flee. Once es-

tablished, the guerrillas must cultivate the goodwill
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of peasants in the surrounding area, usually within a
radius of a six-hour march-enough warning time of
approaching security forces to allow insurgents to
flee. From villagers close by the guerrillas can ac-
quire an intimate knowledge of terrain, local trails,
water holes, and hiding places that will permit them
to survive. In time, and if won over, peasants may
offer such logistical support as food and medicine or
volunteers as porters-to say nothing of serving as
the insurgents' eyes and ears. And peasants will be a
source of indispensable intelligence when the cadre is
planning operations or is evading or ambushing gov-
ernment forces.

Once they have mastered their new environment
and gain confidence that they can survive and pros-
per in it, the guerrillas organize civic action pro-
grams, such as assisting the local residents to dig
wells or repair their homes. But nothing comes free.
Along with this assistance local villagers can expect
a steady diet of political indoctrination. This widens
the guerrillas' support horizons as the audience in-
creases. But it inevitably brings them into conflict
with those who object and will not be bamboozled
by sheer rhetoric. Like a spectator at a bad circus
act, they are apt to throw eggs at the carnival
barker. The insurgents soon turn to assassinating
and burning the property of such cynics.

This, in turn, tends to polarize political views in
the operational area. There is muscle behind the
talk, after all. As the terrorizing of doubting Thom-
ases intensifies, so do the bonds of commitment by

'l'he Incipient Phase

supporters. Gradually the band gains new recruits.
They may have grievances against the government,
or they may simply seek adventure. Whatever their
reasons, they are by now convinced that these insur-
gents in their midst mean business. The band clev-
erly exploits these diverse motivations, and as new
recruits are enrolled, they are trained and equipped.
By addition of local recruits, the band gains more
tactical flexibility. Many can farm by day and play
guerrilla by night. The insurgency begins to emerge
from the incipient phase once the cadre cells have
consolidated their bases, cached arms and supplies,
and significantly increased their numbers through lo-
cal recruiting. When the band successfully employs
force against government installations and survives
the initial retaliatory measures of police or con-
ventional military forces, it is finally free of its in-
cipient stage cocoon.

There are specific actions security forces can take
to prevent this newest of insurgency metamorphoses.
Let's examine a few of them. They are:

l. Identify the guerrilla cadres as the2 reenter the coun-

tr2 or quick\ thereafter. If security services unmasked
a trainee scheduled to go abroad during the first,
or cadre, phase but failed to prevent the journey,
an efficient travel monitoring system still may spot
the subject when he or she returns. Penetrations of
the local Communist Party can result in advance
word of travel plans. Intensive surveillance of the
Soviet, Chinese, or Cuban embassies, using previ-
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ously described techniques, mvy also lead watchers
to newly returned cadres.

If ever an objective and authoritative history o1'

American counterinsurgency operations in Viet-
nam sees the light of day, it surely will reveal that
we made many mistakes. However, it will also re-
veal tactics that were used successfully. Much of
our experience in counterinsurgency was gained
through the prolonged involvement in Vietnam.
We must heed its lessons. It would be folly to fail
to profit from our errors. But it would be stupid
to ignore and fail to apply methods which proved
effective.

We found the Viet Cong apparatus to be highly
compartmented. Penetration was therefore diffi-
cult. Meanwhile, however, we had found that
many Viet Cong cadres, using multiple aliases,
were training at base areas in neighboring Cam-
bodia. Members of the Viet Cong Saigon City
Committee traveled to and from these camps with
the regularity of homing pigeons. This pre-
dictabilty was a weakness which cadre leaders had
overlooked. But we had not. To exploit it, Ameri-
can advisers developed the concept of what we
called-for lack of something better-Dai Phong or
"Big Wind." It was implemented by our Vietnam-
ese counterparts in the Special Police. Essentially
the plan was based on the exploitation of Viet
Cong prisoners. For example, if a detained mem-
ber of the Saigon City Committee revealed under
questioning that he had been trained at one of
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three Cambodian sanctuaries, he would be asked

to describe his fellow students and instructors'
Frequently Viet Cong cadres not previously

known to the Special Police were thus identified.
But the question then arose: What to do about it?
Under the Dai Phong plan cooperative Viet Cong

cadre members were disguised in police uniforms
and stationed at a k"y checkpoint where all
people and vehicles entering Saigon were either
searched or their travel documents examined. It
was a slow and often fruitless task. But we kept at
it. A former cadre member might be in place

at a checkpoint for weeks. Despite the boredom

and frustration, the plan ultimately paid off when

a Viet Cong, trying to infiltrate back into Saigon

fr.om Cambodia, was recognized by his former
comrade. Now began the ticklish part. When such

an identification was made, the informant sig-

naled his controller with "body language"-a
slight wave of a hand, a smile, or whatever had

been agreed on. The police would then begin sur-

veillance of the susPect, which they would main-
tain day and night until he led them to other Viet
Cong cadres.

At this point a decision would be made whether
or not to make wholesale arrests or to continue
monitoring the cadres in hopes they would lead

further up the Viet Cong chain of command. This
approach was singularly successful in reducing
Communist cadre activities and attacks in the Sai-

gon area from 1969 to 1972.
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2. Locate tlze urban and rural safe houses that the
cadres haue established to support thi incipient phase oJ
g-uerrilla operations. At first glance this seems like
finding a needle il the haystack. A"t,rally, .ro
magic is required-if the security service is moder_
ately competent in counterintelligence techniques.
Safe houses can be located through surveillance of
the identified trainee once he has returned home.
Additionally, safe houses can be uncovered by re_
cruited agents from among local Communist
Party functionaries or, if one is very, very lucky,
in the local residenturas| of the Soviet, Chinese, or
Cuban intelligence services. Another prodr.ti,r.
source can be rural and urban informants whom
the local service has seeded in enemy operational
areas. Residents can detect changes in a commr_
nity's living patterns much the way a doctor can
determine an increase in pulsebeat. New or sus_
picious tenants are noted instantly. An unex_
plained transfer- of property becomes a subject ofgossip-all should be tapped. Agents locaily ,,in
place" are in a position to hear even the grass
grow. Their contributions are pearls of intelli_
gence.

Rural informant programs have been used as ef_
fective counterinsurgency tools in Malaysia and,1. Philippines as well as in South Vi.arru_,
where in 1970 the Special police maintained more
than 5,000 sources on the payroll. These eyes and
ears of the security service regularly provided a

6The field unit of a Communist intelligence service operating underdiplomatic or commercial cover from offi1es in an embassv.
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mass of reports that required painstaking analysis
and sorting at district or province level. If accu-
rate, analysis produced hard intelligence about
where Viet Cong cadres were meeting with fellow
conspirators. Monitoring of these meetings
through electronic devices or informants disclosed
the plans, intentions, and capabilities of Viet
Cong organizations at the district and province
level. Armed with this intelligence, the police or
the South Vietnamese military could counter at-
tacks or ambushes before they even got under
way.

3. Identif2 and disrupt channels for arms and ammuni-

tion. In most countries the government requires
citizens to obtain permits to own or buy firearms;
thus, the acquisition of five to ten weapons is a
major project for a guerrilla armorer. Generally
speaking, weapons must be smuggled into ttie
country by covert channels run by the local Com-
munist Party. The diplomatic pouch of a foreign
supporter like the Cuban DGI is one popular ruse.
But if aware of the dangers, customs, border pa-
trols, police, and military forces can often throttle
the supply of weapons. Obviously interdiction of
arms supplies can be like shooting ducks in a
bathtub if-and this is a big, capital "if'-your
own agents can be inserted into the smuggling
chain, the Communist Party, or the hostile intelli-
gence residentura.

4. Gain intimate knowledge of terrain which appears

best suited for a guerrilla base. Analysis by maps, aer-
ial photography, and information from local au-

I
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thorities can pinpoint potential base camp loca-
tions. Where, for example, are the water holes,
rivers, and clearings, and how about main trails?
What about potential ambush locations? These all
can be triangulated and then pinpointed, predi-
cated on the assumption that guerrillas generally
operate a reasonable day's march from a base site.
In short, you may now know what an enemy will
do and how he will go about it-even before he
does. Once that is done, drop zones or helicopter
landing areas should be marked for later ,rr. by
the government's elite antiguerrilla unit. So you
have managed to prepare the battleground to
your liking, not the guerrillas,.

5. Establish informant netzuorks in potential guenilla
operational areas. Don't wait for the enemy,s arrival.
Have selected informants planted in villages
throughout the chosen area. The number of infor-
mants required depends on such diverse factors as
terrain, population density, type of agriculture
that is practiced in the area, and means of trans-
portation in and out of the district. The broader
the society, the more varied its life-style, the
greater the number of "in place assets', needed. A
network of this type can be controlled and ser-
viced by local police units. The key to its very ex-
istence: to provide advance word that a guerrilla
band has moved into the area. Once that fact is
established-plus what security forces have already
gleaned about the area-the network can provide
the tactical intelligence needed to make the gov-
ernment's antiguerrilla unit combat-effective.

'l'he Incipient Phase

6. Organize efectiue ciuic action programs to encourage

and reward loylty to the gouernment among the local pop-
ulation. Civic action can be important if it delivers
what it promises. It can convince the people that
steps are really being taken to improve their lives.
Programs should be designed to attack social, eco-
nomic, and political evils. Corrupt, repressive, and
incompetent local officials must be removed. Next
comes the improvement of the local economy: the
digging of water wells, the building of bridges and
hospital dispensaries. Schools must be opened and
professionally staffed. New agricultural techniques
can be taught, and harvests increased tenfold
through the use of seed stock programs.

A full range of American-sponsored civic action
programs functioned in Laos during the
1961-1973 period. They had had two goals. The
first was to improve the quality of life among the
hill tribes of North Laos so that they might see

that the royal Lao government was interested in
their economic and social well-being as well as in
their fighting qualities. During my service in Laos
we developed fishponds, established pig breeding
centers, and managed vocational schools which
taught carpentry, brickmaking, and auto mechan-
ics.

Our civic action effort opened cooperative retail
stores to break the monopoly of Chinese mer-
chants over manufactured goods that had been
sold in hill tribe villages at exorbitant prices. This
project was particularly well received by the Meo,
for it convinced them of our concern for their eco-
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nomic needs. The Meo were quick to recognizc
that one does not eat rhetoric and propaganda. At
best, the leaflets can fuel campfires- in cold
weather.

The second goal was the development of a sense
of national identity among the hiil tribes so that
the concept of a Lao nation could in time be ac_
cepted by a society that had been traditionallv
nomadic. The teaching of a common Lao tongue
rather than tribal dialect became a., impo.tlrrt
part of the school curriculum. Meanwhile, newly
opened hospitals, clinics, and dispensaries brought
tribes together through the cornmon need for
n1at1! care. Supported by the central government,
all this contributed to developing a sense of na_
tional identity.

The nation-building process was assisted by useof radio to transmit basic messages to the hill
tribes, supplying practical information on crop de_
velopments while simultaneously undertaking po_litical education to build morale, a sense of
national identity, and patriotism.

In Laos, at least, civic action produced results.
It won and kept the ,,heart, u.ri minds,, of the
majority of the hill tribes on the side of the royal
Lao government for more than twelve years.

7. Initiate antiguerrilla operations uith the elite unit
as soon as tactical intelligence reaeals the presence oif a
guerrilla band. Nothing is so effective in stopp"ing
the development of an insurgency as the neutral_
tzation of those who, havirrg fi.ri.n"d training in

The Incipient Phase

the Soviet lJnion, China, or Cuba, have taken to
the field for the first time. Pressure, increasing
pressure, must be applied: raids on guerrilla base

camps, ambushes, sustained pursuit, and the de-
nial of water and supplies. Pressure. Pressure.
Pressure. Often the guerrillas-weakened by con-
stant pursuit and harassment-will turn and fight.
When they are thus brought to bay, the govern-
ment must concentrate all the firepower necessary
to destroy them if they choose not to surrender.
The scalpel may now be discarded; the sledge-
hammer, swung.

The Provincial Reconnaissance Unit (PRU), or-
ganized by the South Vietnamese with American
help into an elite anti-Viet Cong force, provides a
classic case in point. Its mission was to collect in-
telligence on the Viet Cong Infrastructure (VCI)
and use this to take the war to the armed insur-
gents. The PRU was deployed to all provinces.
Generally, each unit consisted of no more than
100 men.

These units were at various times under the
control of the province chief or, in the later stages

of the war, the senior province police official.
Sources for quality intelligence ranged from
Phung Hoang (Phoenix) intelligence and oper-
ations centers to informants to captured docu-
ments. With such solid intelligence on file the
PRU could plan, for example, a surgical operation
designed to capture or eliminate a particular Viet
Cong cell. Such missions were always approved in
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advance by the Vietnamese province chief or his
deputy. Once sanctioned, the attack was carried
out with the suddenness of a thunderclap. Delays
risked security leaks.

The PRU operated largely at night and man-
aged to score spectacular successes. Although its
tactics often thrust it into costly fire fights with
the Viet Cong, the ratio over any month was al-
ways highly favorable to the PRU. Its units were
well trained and highly motivated. They exploited
the element of surprise to the fullest and operated
on the basis of sound intelligence. In the frrst six
months of 1971 the PRU averaged more than 500
VCI captured per month throughout South Viet-
nam and about 120 killed. In contrast, the PRU
suffered about 60 wounded per month, l0 killed.
Most significant, this extremely effective combat
ratio was achieved within the legal framework of
the South Vietnamese system that existed during
a period of war.

The PRU impact was not lost on the enemy.
Debriefings of captured VCI frequently elicited
statements that they feared the PRU more than
any other South Vietnamese unit because it con-
sistently hit the VCI in its base area. The testi-
mony of one's enemy is frequently the most
eloquent evidence of success.

The preceding techniques must be used simulta-
neously, not piecemeal, to attack the incipient phase
of an insurgency. They are cost-effective, bureau-

'l'he Incipient Phase

cratic inspectors might
significant loss of life
gency-not to mention
eign state.

say, because they can save a

in later phases of an insur-
the independence of a sover-
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CHAPTER V

EL SALVADOR

-A Case Stu4)

of the Incipient Phase

In July 1979 the Sandinista victory in Nicaragua
sent political shock waves through Latin America.
Despite what many Americans believed, the defeat
and ouster of President Anastasio Somoza was
viewed by both conservatives and liberals in many
Latin American nations as proof of the decline of
United States power and prestige. Whatever your
political preference, the fact is that by not inter-
vening decisively, either overtly or covertly, to bring
about a more orderly transition of power in Nica-
ragua, we showed conclusively that we had no stom-
ach to protect what Latin Americans see as

important U.S. interests in Central America. Our
impotence confused the left, frightened the right,
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and bred a new unstable political climate in Central
America.

But the impact was not felt in Latin America
alone. Signals were received in faraway places. In
the Middle East the PlO-always to be counted on
as an ally in such "wars of liberation"-threw its
support behind the Sandinistas in return for recogni-
tion once the struggle was won. Operating from
their base in Kingston, Jamaica, they actually sent
Fedayeen advisers to assist the guerrillas, as well as

trained Sandinista cadres in Palestinian camps.
From around the world, terrorist organizations and
Communist supporters alike arrived like hyenas to
feed on the carcass.

Cuba, never one to look a gift horse in the mouth,
took appropriate note of this new reality. Fidel Cas-
tro quickly reshaped his concepts of how to export
revolution to Central America and the Caribbean in
the 1980s. Previously Havana had paid more atten-
tion to Nicaragua, Guatemala, and Honduras than
to El Salvador. Having been satisfied with inches, he
now took yards. During 1979 the insurgency in El
Salvador rocketed from the cadre to the incipient
phase. By February that year approximately fifty
members of the urban terrorist organization Fara-
bundo Marti Popular Liberation Forces (FPL)
slipped into Cuba for guerrilla warfare training.
Upon completion of this course, they returned home
to form the core and leadership of a "Popular Mi-
litia" force under the FPL.

The FPL's namesake-Farabundo Martf-was a
Communist killed by security forces in a 1932 peas-

Iil Saluador

:rnt revolt. But the FPL itself, an offshoot of the Sal-
vador Revolutionary Action Party, was not born
until 1972. Its founder and leader, Salvador Caye-
tano Carpio, was a former secretary-general of the
Communist Party of El Salvador (PCES). But be-
cause the party rejected terrorism, he broke from it
and struck out on his own. Under his firebrand lead-
ership the FPL trumpets a revolutionary Marxist
creed. Hardly news, its villains are "foreign imper-
ialists"; its goals, the overthrow of existing order and
the establishment of a Communist society.

By 1976 the FPL was bombing such targets as the
offices of the National Conciliation Party (PCN),
National Guard posts, and commercial properties.
For funds it kidnapped people for ransom. Alarmed,
the El Salvador government hit back and succeeded
in rounding up key cadres. The FPL went to ground
to lick its wounds, which, while serious, were not fa-
tal. It concentrated on rebuilding itself. In the coun-
tryside, as it gathered strength, there was a surge in
rural terrorism: attacks on isolated police posts, kid-
nappings, intimidations.

On the whole, FPL personnel were busily training
in the Soviet lJnion, Mexico, Guatemala, and Costa
Rica as well as in Cuba. And this time there would
be no mistakes, no overreaching. Those trained
abroad in turn trained others back in El Salvador.
Today's estimates of the FPL's manpower vary, but
a strength of 800 to 1,000 combat-ready guerrillas is
not farfetched. What's more, this hard core is backed
up by some 2,500 tacit supporters. Leadership of the
insurgency has tightened up. The FPL is directed by
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a tough, central group which, through harsh disci-
pline and revamped security procedures, has had re-
markable success in foiling penetration since the
1976 debacle. As a result, much is unknown about
the actual size of its central command and its
makeup.

Available facts suggest the FPL is organized into
four regional committees based in the cities of San
Salvador, San Miguel, Santa Ana, and Aguilares.
The most important regional organtzation is buried
deep within the capital of San Salvador. The re-
gional organizations are subdivided into local corn-
mittees which use classic cell structures to limit
exposure of the cadres one to the other. This im-
proves security and may explain why FPL action
teams have been so successful in abduction and as-

sassination operations.
Financing has been no problem. For example, one

knowledgeable Mexican banking official estimated
that from 1976 to 1978 the FPL gained more that
$9 million in ransoms alone. A year later, a risk as-

sessment expert, working out of London for an insur-
ance company, concluded that in the first three-
quarters of 1979 the FPL had accumulated more
that $4 million through kidnappings. This same in-
dividual also acquired fragmentary evidence that the
Soviet Embassy in Costa Rica is a conduit for funds
going to the FPL. Indeed, the FPL is so comfortably
in the black it could not only sustain its own oper-
ations but grubstake the Sandinista National Liber-
ation Front of Nicaragua as well. In addition,

F)l Saluador

reports from American businessmen working in El
Salvador suggest that the FPL has given seed money
to the revolutionary group in Guatemala known as
the Army of the Poor (EGP).

Like its healthy cash flow, arms are rarely in short
supply. The FPL has acquired an assortment of
weapons through familiar insurgent methods_steal_
ing from the Salvadorian forces, buying on the black
market, and smuggling from abroad.

But the picture is even gloomier still. The FpL is
not alone in El Salvador. Other insurgent groups are
also in touch with Cuba. As it has noted increasing
violence in El Salvador, political polarizatiorr, urrJ
U.S. timidity, Havana has become more willing to
take political risks. Officials from Cuban embassies
in Costa Rica and Mexico have dealt with a second
Salvadorian terrorist outfit, the Armed Forces Na_
tional Resistance (FARN), which probably numbers
between.60p,a4d 800 men. In addition, some of the
leaders,of the FARN, like Eduardo Sancho Casta-
neda, have visited Cuba for strategy discussions.
During these sessions the Cubans have urged in_
creased cooperation between the various insurgent
groups and the Communist party of El Salvador.
Prior to events in Nicaragua, such advice went un-
heeded because of differences between the Commu-
nist Party and insurgents about when and how to
stage the revolution.

As cadres in El Salvador studied the causes and
consequences of Somoza's defeat, they realized that
El Salvador is too small (2,400 kilometers) and too
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densely populated (4,515,000) to be a stage for a ru-
ral, Nicaraguan type of revolution. Instead, they
elected to return to urban insurgency, using the ve-
hicles of labor agitation and terrorism. With im-
proved security, a trained combat force of 800 to
1,000 men, and a hodgepodge ideology of Marxism-
Leninism and Maoism, the FPL was ready to try
once again. It became bolder as this confidence grew.
Assassinations were added to the wave of kidnap-
pings. The unified Popular Liberation Army (FpLp)
was hatched from cadre cells and guerrilla bands.
Growth of their mass military power, according to
FPL thinking, depended directly on how soon the
Sandinistas in Nicaragua consolidate themselves and
are then able to supply them with weapons on a
large scale. Previously the FPL set no timetable for
victory. But buoyed by the Nicaraguan experience,
individual cadres have predicted the fall of the gov-
ernment by the end of 1980.

El Salvador, headed by President Carlos Hum-
berto Romero, appeared in mid-1979 to recognize
that social discontent has made open revolution less
a possibility and more a certainty. But his govern-
ment did little, if anything, to cope with political
chaos. For want of a better policy, the president sim-
ply decided to hold free municipal legislative elec-
tions in March 1980 under international supervision.
Political exiles were told they could return home to
participate in this "democratization', process. The
hope was that a civilian would become the next
president and allow military leaders to return to the
barracks.

Iil Saluador

This wishful thinking was challenged by those in
the military who believed that such steps were only
placebos and as effective in stopping social or politi-
cal unrest as a BB gun might be in bringing down a
rampaging elephant. As a result, even tourists in El
Salvador during the summer of 1979 could not help
overhearing rumors of a pending couP' Sure enough,
their ears had not deceived them. With kidnappings,
assassinations, and bombings by leftist organizations
multiplying, there was a corresponding increase in
lawlessness by the right. Anarchy was perceived by
the military to be just one or two more murders

away. A two-man junta decided to correct the situ-

ation. On October 15, 1979, it announced President

Romero's ouster,
The apparent leaders of the coup were a Colonel

Jaime Abdul Guti6rrez and Colonel Adolfo Arnoldo
Majano. They quickly expanded the junta to a five-
man body that included three civilians. But it soon

became clear that the coup was really the handiwork
of more junior officers who had organized themselves

into a clandestine Military Youth Council. Pre-

dictably, the change of government did little to
slacken the tensions. The militant left, including the
FPL, lost no time in denouncing the couP as a rr^a-

neuver designed to disguise the former government
in sheep's clothing. Nothing, they said, had changed.

Worse, many believed them.
In the first quarter of 1980 El Salvador was still in

the incipient phase of insurgency, but the "war of
national liberation" has since been nourished. In the
coming months it is sure to expand. Much depends
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on the will of those who are now in power to meet
the continuing challenges of change. Leaders favor-
ing a democratic approach to the future face for-
midable odds in attempting to save the country
from civil war, anarchy, and eventual Communist
control. A full-scale Marxist revolution can engulf El
Salvador at any time as the insurgency mushrooms
out of the incipient phase.

What can be done to help El Salvador stay out of
the Communist orbit? First, the government of El
Salvador must field sufficient quick reaction forces to
check the current wave of terrorism. Nothing can be
accomplished without meaningful security. Yet, omi-
nously, visitors note there is rarely a visible sign of
authority when violence takes place. This impression
of helplessness must be eliminated by the deploy-
ment of police and military personnel into potential
troublesome areas. The stutter of submachine gun-
fire and the crack of explosives cannot go un-
answered. Police and military communications des-
perately need improvement. Prompt grants of such
equipment by the United States would be one way
of helping a neighbor in need.

But muscle must be accompanied by an improve-
ment of the country's political climate. Colonels and
majors are not likely to accept democratic reforms
and a true civilian rule until they see progress to-
ward security and stability. The United States must
a.ccept this reality. But it should not act alone.
Other interests are at stake here-for example, those
of West Germany and Japan, whose products and

l" l ,\aluador

rt'r'lrnology have found eager markets in our hemi-
'.plrcrre. Together, we should persuade the junta to
,lcve lop a coherent program of reform. Some exam-
pl<:s:

' A date for free elections.
' Unrestricted return of exiles to participate in poli-

tics.
' A church-state dialogue to enhance human rights

and the social well-being of the populace.
' Financial pump-priming for urban and rural re-

form. This could be obtained from foundations,
trade unions, or business interests in West Ger-
many, Japan, and the United States.

Most irnmediately, the United States should assist

Salvadorian authorities by applying tourniquets to
arms-smuggling arteries from Nicaragua and Cuba.
The two countries should also cooperate to penetrate
terrorist groups, rendering them less effective. We
have the tools and know-how. Time must be bought
with which to accomplish social, economic, and po-
litical goals. A viable democratic center might
emerge in the less violent atmosphere which would
be created by reforms. If it did, extremism of both
the left and the right could be contained and then
reduced.

It is unlikely that El Salvadorian leaders, alone
and unaided, can derail the revolutionary locomo-
tive now gathering momentum. They must have
U.S. help. From my own experience it is possible to
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estimate that the cost to the U.S. would not exceed
$5 million a year. As for stafl no more than five in-
telligence professionals assigned full time would be
needed. By anyone's measuring stick, this is a bar_
gain. Consider the alternatives.

CHAPTER VI

OPERATIONAL PHASE

If, despite aggressive countermeasures, an insurgency
is able to grow to multiple bands of twenty or more
men in a single district or province, the movement
has escalated to the next and most violent of all
stages. Now the insurgency threatens the survival of
the government itself.

In the operational phase, guerrillas surface to con-
front security forces in open combat. Their tactics
are now more hit than run. The risk is often worth
the gain. If they have accurately calculated their
strengths-and government weaknesses-they can
drive out security forces to the point at which au-
thority must abandon the region, leaving guerrillas
in sole possession of the population. If this falls short
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of the mark, they try at least to own the night. The
tempo of recruitment increases. The delirrery"of a.m,
by foreign importers or through raids on gor.r.r_..r,
installations reaches 

- 
a fevei-ish peak. ilzleanwhile,

civic action and political indoctrination p.ogr;rr,-;ury:g the populace intensify.

, Tl. increasing aggressiveness of the guerrillas inthe form of more frequent and large_scale assaults
acts to open the desperate gor.rrr*.rrt,s jugular fur_ther. Combat widens and escalates. But all cautionis not thrown to. the winds. To guard against thepossibility of their forces being ,iip.a oJt i., orr.costly .fire fight, the insurg"rrt -ba.rd, 

remain .rr*nized in separate.units. H-owever, they now_rnu;
for the first time*know of each other,s existence. To
maximize 

-the impact of operations, they coordinate
through clandestine communications_couriers, dead
dro.ps, meetings in safe houses, coded radio -..rug..,and the like. The longer the guerrillas are permitted
to operate at this level, the more they consolidate
control over an area, the stronger they will grow. It
becomes easier to- receive f..sh" supplies, .eJ.rrity i,harder to pierce. Indeed, at this stage tt. grr.r.ill.,
may have added antiaircraft weapons to their ar_Dory, endangering airborne or helicopter assaults bygovernment forces. The flow of intellig..r.. ,.rd ..'_cruits.dramatically increases, for at least in this re_gion they are the government_and the people know
rt.

, Legal authority must respond promptly to defeatthe insurgency lest it grow ao un even greater dan-

Olterational Phase

ger. Here are the necessary steps which can still be
taken at this late moment in the struggle by the cen-
tral government and its American advisers-assum-
ing, of course, they are on hand.

l. Accuratelt determine the guerrillas' strength, dis-
position, and intentions. Quality, timely intelligence is

indispensable to the defeat of any guerrilla force.
It car. best be gathered from deep-penetration
agents who have managed to have themselves re-
cruited by the guerrilla bands. The difficulty does

not lie in finding these assets. As the insurgency
grows, guerrilla forces must run the risk that less

reliable recruits will be attracted to the move-
ment. For them the glamour may quickly fade as

hardships in the bush increase. Enough sun, sweat,
hunger, and fear can streak the most professional
of makeups. And when it does, government talent
spotters must be ready to pounce.

The real problem lies in receiving communica-
tions from such a double agent so he can warn the
security service of his unit's next move. Inasmuch
as guerrillas often move in remote areas, the prob-
lem is significant. Yet it can be solved with in-
genuity and technology. Take, for example, a
commercially available electronic device like the
lightweight Narco Electronic Position Indicator
Radio Beacon (EPIRB).' This is no whiz-bang

?Kent Richardson, "Saved by an EPIRB," Yachting fluly 1979), pp.
111-13 and 124-26, describes how a sea-to-air beacon was used to res-

cue a small boat crew in the North Atlantic in October 1977.
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gadgetry. It is simply a beeper which emits ir

steady signal as long as its tiny solenoid batteries
have life. Ditched air crews use them to enablc
rescuers to pinpoint their location. Suppose such a
device was inexpensively modified and installecl
into equipment which is permitted to fall int<r
guerrillas' hands. The equipment could run from
a first-aid kit to a flashlight. Suppose, then, thar
signals from such a device were picked up by an
aircraft flying over suspected guerrilla base areas.
Instantly the guerrilla unit's location would be
pinpointed. The technique hardly requires a Mer-
lin to pull it off. Nor does it need Midas. At pres-
ent rates the device can be purchased for only
$300. The more complex problem is how to ex-
ploit this tactical intelligence without exposing-
and killing-the agent who furnished it. If one
were to use the information to bomb the guerrilla
camp, government forces might be bombing their
own agent, for such weapons do not recognize
passwords. A solution requires that the security
service running the agent possess detailed knowl-
edge of the guerrilla's environment and life in
jungle camps.

Laos was one testing ground where American
advisers combined just such a knowledge of the
area with basic technology to avoid these dilem-
mas. As an example, let's take a look at a case in
which basic details have been altered to protect
those who were involved. A Meo, who was gang-
pressed into a Pathet Lao unit, decided to use
family connections to relay a message to a Meo ir-

Operational Phase

regular unit under the command of the royal Lao
government's General Vang Pao. Contact was

maintained with the agent in this manner until it
was decided that more sophisticated means were

called for. How, for example, were we to know
where the guerrilla band-and an agent-were at
any given moment? To this end a clandestine ex-

change of "walking sticks"* on a remote mountain
trail was arranged.

The agent's "new" assault rifle, disguised as his

own-down to chips and a reproduction of his

hand carvings-contained a device which was the

equivalent of the EPIRB beeper. From then on,

the agent's signaling gear was no more than an
arm's length away. Wherever it went, its giveaway
transmission was as easy to sPot as a shark's fin in
a swimming pool.

By the monitoring of this beacon, movement
patterns by the Pathet Lao were plotted. But our
dilemma remained: How could our man be pro-

tected if an attack were to be launched against
the group by air? When the options were dis-

cussed with the Meo penetration agent at a pre'
selected jungle meeting site, an operational plan
developed. The Meo, who was an animist, had

adopted the habit-by now accepted by his Pathet

Lao associates who were Buddhists-of morning
communion with spirits he believed inhabited a

clump of trees which grew a few hundred yards

*A walking stick is a staff that facilitates moving over a mountain-
ous terrain. The Meo personalized these sticks with carvings and

other hallmarks.
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from the Pathet Lao base camp. It was agrecrl
that a Union of Lao Races Radio broadcast in
Meo would transmit a code word on an appropr i-
ate Wednesday evening broadcast. The code wor<I.
when heard by the agent on a transistor radio lis
tened to regularly at the Pathet Lao camp, mean(
an attack would be made the next morning.
weather permitting. Upon receiving his coded sig-

nal, the agent knew that he should proceed thc
next morning to his regular spot of worship but at

the first sound of an attack flee into the jungle.
When weather was favorable, tactical aircrali

were available, and signals from the beacon clear,
the code word was broadcast. As the haze cleared
off the mountains the following Thursday morn-
ing, two formations of three Royal Lao Air Force
T-28 aircraft swooped down upon the camp. The
six fighter-bombers caught the enemy by surprise,
and their bombing and rocket fire caused massive

secondary explosions as enemy fuel and ammuni-
tion supplies went up in every direction.

Weeks later reports trickling in from Pathet Lao
prisoners confirmed that this attack had cost the
guerrillas twenty dead, thirty-five wounded, and
several munitions dumps. The destruction of the
base camp was total. Having gained a head start,
the Meo penetration agent escaped unharmed.

2. Intensiflt counterintelligence operations against the

guerrillas' support apparatus. The secret supply lines
through which a guerrilla receives food, medicine,
and arms are perhaps his single greatest weak-

( )lnrational Phase

ness-if security forces are sufficiently informed

and equiPPed to shut them down'

e, utt 
^ 

ioads once led to Rome, so do supply

pipelines to an enemy's camP' This is as much a

iu., u. a growling stomach' Assume that security

agents lea"rn that- a particular peasant is found

rJutinely larding a food cache near his village for

the guerrillas' ihe agents then can slip a signal

beacl., into the supplies which will enable them-

with proper U.S. equipment-to track the move-

ment of these supplies to the guerrilla base camp'

Once that occurs' a tombstone for the group is as

good as carved. This technique was used success-

Fully in Malaysia as late as 197 4 to disrupt the ac-

tiviiies of Malaysian Communist Party guerrillas

who were operating as insurgents deep in the

jungle.
3. Deaise prychologicaL warfare operations to- keep

pro gou ernment re sistanie aliu e in guerril la- contro I Ie d ar eas'

if lue.riltas control ^\ area by night' the govern-

-.lttt should use radio and television to convey

messages of hope aimed at persuading listeners

utd ,rle*"rs th;t the guerrilla occupation is tem-

porary. This must be done subtly so that the cam-

puigrr. does not propagandize for the guerrillas'

"u.,4" 
by reveali,tg gottttttment weaknesses' "We

shall reiurn," MacAithur said' And he did' No

promises that cannot be kept should be made'

4. Start an "open arms" program which appeals to the

guerrillas to lalt iown their weapons in return for amnesQ'

The open arms program must realistically show

il

i

i

i

;

I

i

l
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insurgents what a brighter ,urur"'o.tn! l"rT"i,
them, their families, and the nation. For thosc
who respond, it is critical that credibility be forti-
fied by sending them to centers for vocational
training and political reorientation. When the re-
education process is completed, the government
should publicize success stories of guerrillas who
have rejoined the government so that their former
comrades-in-arms still in the bush can believe that
their own defections can be beneficial.

The open arms concept was field-tested in Ma-
laysia as the Surrendered Enemy Personnel Pro-
gram and judged a success. It was later applied in
Vietnam, where it convinced thousands of Viet
Cong and some North Vietnamese to come over
to Saigon's side each month. The sultanate of
Oman has also experienced success with this tech-
nique in its struggle with the Popular Front for
the Liberation of Oman (PFLO). The number of
defections has not been great. Indeed, they range
from one to two per month. But their quality has
been impressive, and the absence keenly felt. A
dividend is the self-doubt sown among guerrilla
cadres: Who will succumb next?

5. Expand ciuic action programs in the areas adjacent
to those where the guenillas dominate. Civic action
programs, begun in the incipient phase of an in-
surgency, should not be abandoned because the
insurgency has reached the new plateau of its op-
erational phase. Spread more health and economic
opportunities to as large a segment of the popu-

Operational Phase

lation as possible. The emphasis should be on pro-
grams which prove that cooperation with the
government will pay off with better economic and
social dividends than those the guerrillas offer' In
Laos we found the use of bulls, imported from
Thailand to improve the quality of the hill tribe
herds, was an effective technique. This apparently
insignificant gesture convinced the people that the
government was in the war for the long haul.

6. Step up the intensity of antiguenilla operations b2

the elite antiguerrilla unit. If organization of the elite
antiguerrilla unit began in the cadre phase, as it
should have, the unit should now be at its full
strength of 550 men. It should be fully deployed
in platoon formations against the twenty-man
guerrilla bands. Superior equipment, training,
leadership, and motivation will soon be felt.

A proved reality of irregular warfare is that
guerrillas buckle under sustained pressure in their
operational areas. Il acting on reliable intelli-
gence, the antiguerrilla unit makes contact with
an enemy unit in a raid, ambush, or Patrol action,
it must not relax its grip until the enemy surren-

ders or is defeated. Tactics are critical. Night-vi-
sion devices, helicopters, and gunships-plus
advice from a one- or two-man American unit-can
keep the enemy force pinned down or on the run.
In either case, contact should not be broken. Bet'
ter communications, mobility, and firepower will
inevitably lead to the defeat of the individual
guerrilla band. Each victory should be widely
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publicized in all the media throughout the coun_
try, for defeat is propaganda that guerrillas can ill
afford.

Fidel Castro, having been a guerrilla himself,
understood how best to deal with them. After thr:
Bay of Pigs fiasco he applied these same tactics to
destroy the Miami-based exile organizations that
were operating as guerrillas in Oriente, pinar del
Rio, and Camagiiey provinces. By 1966 the last
vestiges of meaningful opposition irad been elimi_
nated from those traditional areas where irregular
warfare could be waged. Castro did this by
ceaselessly pressing the guerrillas with l..ge n,r_'_
bers of troops, who wore the guerrillas doirn until
they had either to surrender or to stand and fight
against superior forces. Cornered, the grerriiir.
were crushed.

7. Establish population controls. As guerrillas be_
come operational, they normally must vanish from
society, their homes and favorite haunts. It is at
this 

. 
point that population controls are needed,

particularly in the districts adjacent to the guer_
rilla operating area. The key to a population-con_
trol system is an identification dlcument issued
within a limited period of time to all residents ofa given area. The card should exhibit a photo_
gr?qh, a fingerprint, and a basic description of its
holder. And it should be tamperproof. A by_proa_
uct of issuing the document is an accurate census
of everyone living in the district. Suspicious shifts,
increases or declines, can be quickly noted. Mean_

Operational Phase

while, the guerrilla's movement is restricted. With-
out such a document he can scarcely run the risk
of a check by security teams.

B. Organize local self-defense forces. A local self-de-
fense force, or citizens' militia, should be recruited
in the districts adjacent to the guerrilla oper-
ational area rather than in them. These forces are
trained with light infantry weapons to defend
their own villages, if or when the insurgency spills
over.

If these forces are motivated, well led, and sup-
plied with reliable communications equipment,
they can be effective indeed. But more con-
ventional forces should be kept close by to cover
the local forces by artillery support or air power.
A village protected by a tough self-defense force
becomes a springboard from which government
forces can mount their own offensive operations.

9. Coordinate conuentional militarl forces utith the elite

antiguerrilla unit. When the presence of guerrilla
units in an area) but not their exact location, is

detected, sweep-and-encirclement operations are
one time-tested way of finding and eliminating
them. Conventional forces should carry'out sweep
operations themselves. Meanwhile, the elite anti-
guerrilla unit can take up blocking positions across

likely routes to or from suspected guerrilla loca-
tions. As sweep operations get under way, the
guerrillas will flush and slip away toward safe

areas or their base camps. A nasty surprise will
await them if the antiguerrilla unit has been prop-
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erly positioned. Again, superior training, equip_
ment,-and firepower shourd smash the scatte.ing
guerrillas.

10. Keep the enem2 of balance. Mount raids against
sanctuaries or supply depots in nations borJering
the. operating zone. If the guerrillas are receiving
logistics support or sanctuary from a neighborini
country and if their depots can be pinpointej
within ten kilometers of the border, hit_urrd_r.r.,
commando raids should be launched against
them. It is a high-risk and politically sensiti; op_
eration, and the raiders should be carefully cho*.r,
from regular military forces. The goal is to wreak
as much havoc as possible among guerrilla person-
nel and to destroy a m.*imrL- of .q,ripment.
Such raids send a clear political message to the
neighbor that is interfering in the interrial affairs
of another state.

In November 1979 South African forces killed
seventy-five South-West Africa people,s Organiza_
tion (SWAPO) guerrillas and destroyed ,rrir"rorm
weapons caches in a series of deep_penetration
raids into Angola and Zambia. prior to political
settlement, Rhodesian (Zimbabwe) forces success_
fully attacked guerrilla bases in Zambia, Mozam_
bique, and Angola. In hindsight, this concep t may
have been the single most ilportant tactic used
by Rodesia to keep the guerrilias off balance and
incapable of realizing their full military potential.ll. Establish an interrogation capabilitlt that can
promptQ exploit guerrilla prisoners. Each rerrolutionary
movement has its own jargon and idiosyncrasies.

Operational Phase

It is essential that the government train specialists
who can speak the insurgent's language, recognize
his weaknesses-in short, know him better than he
knows himself.

In the mid- to late 1950s in Kenya, British inter-
rogation teams literally wrote the book on how to
conduct such interviews. Their skill and insight
were primarily responsible for crushing the Mau
Mau insurgency and paving the way for a peace-
ful transition to independence. The bonds which
tied a terrorist to the movement were forged in su-
perstition. Recruits underwent gruesome "oath-
ing" ceremonies conducted by Mau Mau witch
doctors. Not only did these sessions rob the recruit
of his dignity and self-respect, but they also swore
him to secrecy. Were he ever to betray the oath, it
would kill him. This was fervently believed and
was rooted deep in tribal custom. But the British
found a shortcut. Interrogators simply hired their
own "witch doctors," who, with appropriate
mumbo jumbo, de-oathed the oath taken by the
prisoner. Free of its stigma, the terrorist coopera-
ted willingly. Together with sound knowledge of
the guerrilla's personality and motivation, such
skilled interrogations can rapidly extract intelli-
gence from both prisoners and insurgents who
have returned under the open arms program.
Also, captured enemy documents can be better
analyzed.

Interrogation should begin as soon as possible to
take advantage of the captive's confusion or dis-
orientation. Information should be exploited in a
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matter of hours, if possible. Otherwise, tactical ad_vantages will vanish. The guerrillas will covertheir tracks quickly once the/ discover the loss ofeither a cadre member o. documents. Inter_
:?.gutrclrr specialists must be both flexible and mo_bile. They must be prepared to move to where theprisoners are first b.ougtrt in at a moment,s notice.As time passes, the nucleu, of .*f..tise created inthis phase can become a founduiion on which tobuild a series of provincial interrogation centersthat ..will support the go,ur.rr*.rrt forces mostheavily engaged in counterinsurgency operations.

_ - 
This approach has been succfssfully utilized inVenezuela, Columbia, Malaysiu, urrd' the philip_

pines. It is essential for .rry ."riou. 
"o__rrrder ofa professional counterinsurgency effort.

CHAPTER VII

WESTERN SAHARA

-A Case Study

of the Operational Phase

Few Americans know or care rnuch about the guer-
rilla war that persists like flies in the forbidding,
faraway deserts of the Western Sahara in northern
Africa. Yet this forgotten insurgency today confronts
our citizens with a serious challenge to their world-
wide interest. Leaders in the Far East, the Middle
East, Latin America, and, surely, the Kremlin are
watching to see if, or how, we respond. Our re-
sponse, or lack of it, will be interpreted as another
indicator of what to expect from the United States
in the 1980s.

The evolution of this particular guerrilla war illus-
trates why a great power cannot afford to remain
oblivious to events in the rest of the world, no mat-
ter how much the power might wish to ignore them.
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When the movement that was to blossom into a

full-fledged insurgency originated in 1968, few parts
of the world were of less concern to the United
States than the 266,700 square kilometers con-
stituting the Western Sahara-about the size of Colo-
rado. The area, bordered to the west by the Atlantic
Ocean, shoehorned between Morocco, Algeria, and
the land now known as Mauritania, was under
Spanish control. It was-and is-mostly desert, an
anvil for a pitiless sun. Although it contains some
valuable mineral deposits, it had few population
centers. Only about 75,000 people inhabited these
frightful wastes. And many of them were nomads, as

though to remain in one place were to roast to
death.

In 1968 Saharian students living in Rabat,
Morocco, fell under the spell of the wave of nation-
a"lism then sweeping across Arab nations. They
founded the Saharian Liberation Front, which op-
posed Spanish rule of their homeland. At first they
only staged political rallies and wrestled with orga-
nizing a fledgling political base. Really, nobody cared
less-least of all Spain. On June 17, 1970, however,
they became news. In dispersing a demonstration in El
Aairin, the capital of Spanish Sahara, Spanish police
overreacted and killed several onlookers. The mistake
provided the Saharian Liberation Front with the one
key ingredient they lacked: martyrs-symbols of injus-
tice around which future supporters could rally.

The sparse population of the Western Sahara in-
cluded a nomadic tribe, the Reguibat, who tradi-

Western Sahara

tionally roamed over wide areas of northwestern

Africa. Except for the ocean, the Western Sahara

has no natural frontiers. Thus, the Reguibat ranged

freely into Algeria, Morocco, and Mauritania'

H.riy, proud, uttd ittd"pendent, the Reguibat have

t.urrr"i io live off the land, to survive in a hostile

environment, by adapting themselves to its climate

and terrain like chameleons' They also are expert

marksmen. Not illogically, it was to the Reguibat

that insurgent leaders turned to recruit their first

armed cadres.

The escalation of the insurgency beyond the cadre

phase between 1970 and 1973 is shrouded in rumor'

ho*.rr.r, by 1973 the movement had surfaced and

held its first political "congress," now called the

Frente Popular Para la Liberaci6n de Sagufa el

Hamra y ifio de Oro (Popular Frolt for the Liber-

ation of Sagufa el Hamra and Rio de Oro)' The title

came from the region's natural zones: Sagufa el

Hamra in the northlnd Rfo de Oro in the south' The

name was soon shortened to simply Polisario'

By 1973 the movement began to receive Soviet

arms and supPort from Algeria and Libya' As if in
repayment, ii quickly assumed an increasingly anti-

Western Posture.
Resorting to classic guerrilla warfare' Polisario

forces, com-posed mainly of the Reguibat tribesmen'

started raiding Spanish outposts' After each raid the

insurgents -.lt.d away and retreated to base camps

in thi desert, where supetior knowledge of terrain

gave them tactical advantage over their pursuers'
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The assaults continued and inflicted painful casual-
r-ies on the Spanish for the next two years.

Meanwhile, Morocco claimed that the Spanish
Sahara belonged to its territory by historic right. it
pressed the claim because of rich phosphate, ura-
nium, and oil shale deposits known to be buried in
the desert. Spain acknowledged that Morocco might
have a valid claim to part of the Western Sahara,
but not all. On November 14, 1975, prolonged nego-
tiations culminated in a Spanish agreement to trans-
fer joint sovereignty over the Western Sahara to
Morocco and Mauritania. However, when Spain fbr-
mally abdicated control and withdrew its troops in
February 1976, it insisted that the Saharian people
should have the right of self-cletermination. In other
words, who was to rule whom?

Morocco argued that the right of self-determina-
tion was exercised that same month, when a major-
ity of the Saharian Territorial Assembly voted to
integrate the Western Sahara into Mauritania and
Morocco. Accordingly, in April 1976, the two ad-
joining nations formally divided up the Western
Sahara by announcing new boundaries. Morocco ac-
quired the northern two-thirds of the Sahara, con-
taining most of the mineral reserves, and Mauritania
took the southern third.

But in this game of geopolitical monopoly, no one
had included the reality of the Polisario. Its forces
swiftly moved into the vacuum created by the de-
parting Spanish. They were soon locked in combat
with both Moroccan and Mauritanian troops, who

Western Sahara

discovered that the insurgents were deadly foes. The
Polisario was able to fieid a force of between 3,000
and 5,000 guerrillas, composed mainly of the tough
tribesmen and experienced veterans of service as

Spanish territorials. Using Land-Rovers to increase
mobility, they struck at Moroccan patrols, ambushed
convoys, and rnined supply lines. The net result:
Thirty to fifty Moroccans were killed each month.
But against the weaker Mauritanians, they mounted
battalion-size offenses. In May 1977 they struck into
Mauritania itself, besieging the town of Zouerate
and damaging its ore-mining facilities.

But individual Moroccan troops also fought well,
and when provided tactical air support by Mirage
fighters, they hurt the guerrillas badly. By the
middle of 1978 it seemed doubtful that the Folisario
could graduate beyond the operational phase of in-
surgency, as a result of its limited manpower reserves
and dependence on external supplies. Although they
could not eliminate the insurgency, the Moroccans
and their Mauritanian allies had contained it, albeit
at the price of significant manpower and economic
resources. The war became a standoff.

In July 1978 the scales tipped when a new govern-
ment in Mauritania committed itself to ending the
war. Not long after, its troops were ordered to aban-
don the Western Sahara. This allowed the Polisario
forthwith to move in, set up new bases, and improve
its logistic system. It also left Morocco holding the
bug'

Morocco responded aggressively by withdrawing
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troops stationed on reserve in Mauritania, annexing
the southern third of the Sahara, and dispatching
15,000 to 20,000 men to hold it.

By now, however, the Polisario was given new life
by the advantages of having to fight only a one-

front war. Morocco stood alone. The guerrillas took
the offensive. On January 28, 1979, they overran a
sizable Moroccan population center for the first
time-the town of Tantan. In August they routed
the garrison of Lebuirate in southern Morocco and
occupied that town. A Moroccan relief column man-
aged to dislodge them within twenty-four hours.
Nevertheless, attacks of this magnitude unveiled a
new threshold of guerrilla capability-and a grave
danger to the Moroccan government under King
Hassan II.

A respected European political analyst calculated
that by August 1979 the war was costing Morocco
$350 million a year, minus its casualties. With nei-
ther a negotiated settlement nor victory in sight,
Moroccan public opinion turned against the
struggle. Such unrest could inevitably lead to the
overthrow of King Hassan by a military coup.

By summer 1979 Washington policy makers, who
had considered any exercise of American power in
the Western Sahara unthinkable, began to think
about it. The reasons were compelling.

In addition to being a man of great personal in-
tegrity, King Hassan is one of the most steadfast of
Western friends. He is also loyally regarded by our
few remaining allies on the African continent-not to
mention Saudi Arabia. This is due to the fact that

Western Sahara

he has repeatedly demonstrated his convictions by
courageous stands against more militant neighbors.
His personal diplomacy, goodwill, and imagination
were largely responsible for creating the climate for
the secret Egyptian-Israeli dialogue which led to
President Anwar Sadat's historic 1977 visit to
Jerusalem and the subsequent Camp David accords.
In April 1978, when former Katangan radicals in-
vaded Zaire and endangered its copper mines and
sovereignty, King Hassan sent Moroccan troops.*
Their aid was decisive in repelling the invaders. In
other ways which cannot be disclosed, Hassan's
statesmanship and bravery have significantly bene-
fited the United States and the West.

All this aside, King Hassan has steered his nation
to democracy as rapidly as culture, tradition, re-
sources, and political realities allow. In comparison
with other regimes of the region, his has stood as a
beacon of stability, progress, and hope. This does

not mean additional reforms are not needed. Indeed,
they are, and the United States should play a role in
urging that they take place. His ouster would, how-
ever, leave the Moroccan people-as well as our
own-with an uncertain and less promising future.

Although Hassan is not a puppet of the United
States, or anybody else, he is correctly perceived as a
leader who, because of his own beliefs and views
about what is best for his people, has irrevocably
cast his lot with the West. Should the United States
fail to help him and his nation, we would be seen,

*So did the French-a clear lesson to a confused America of how to
act when one's interests are at stake.
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correctly, as having forsaken yet another loyal friend
in time of crisis.

These were only some of the considerations that
caused alarrn in Washington. And they still do.

The insurgency in the Western Sahara and its
threat to Western interests could not continue with-
out substantial foreign assistance. The Polisario
insurgents will have no incentive to negotiate mean-
ingfully as long as they can rely on this assistance-
unless of course the United States elects to give
Morocco the means of defeating the insurgents.

Most of the military equipment and munitions
obtained by the Polisario flow from Algerian depots
kept well stocked by the Soviet bloc without restric-
tions on usage. Additionally, Algeria affords the in-
surgents sanctuaries and training sites and allows
them to maintain a major base near the border city
of Tindouf, where thousands of Saharian refugees

congregate. They form a pool from which the guer-
rillas can replenish their manpower and strengthen
their support mechanisms.

Algerian motives for providing this assistance are
threefold. First, to exploit iron ore deposits in the
Tindouf area, they wish to secure port facilities on
the Atlantic by controlling the Western Sahara
through a Polisario victory. Secondly, should Has-
san's forces successfully absorb the Western Sahara
and exploit its mineral reserves, they fear that
Morocco would become a powerful rival. Finally,
there is ideological animosity between pro-Western
Morocco and Algeria. Though wary of falling into
the Soviet orbit, Algeria is more inclined toward

Western Sahara

East than West. On occasion it serves as a Soviet
proxy, mostly to beard the lion in its own den-i.e.,
the West.

Support of the insurgency costs the Algerians com-
paratively little and gives them no cause to fear re-
taliation from the West. Thus, they see no reason to
withdraw their support from the Polisario.

Similarly, Libya has learned that it can breed in-
ternational terrorism and foment revolution as far
away as the Philippines, the Caribbean, and Central
America with impunity. So it, too, continues to pro-
vide Soviet arms and its own oil profits to the Poli-
sario Front.

Morocco has charged that Cuba actively aids the
insurgents. It is probably right. Evidence indicates
that a group of approximately twenty-five guerrillas
traveled via Paris to Havana for training in October
1976. Moroccan claims that Cuban advisers train
Polisario members in Algeria and sometimes accom-
pany them on combat missions in the Western Sa-
hara have not been independently substantiated, so

far as this writer knows. But as of late 1979 at least
fifteen Cuban diplomatic and thirty-five medical
personnel were known to be in Algeria. The presence
of such an abnormally large Cuban contingent is

certainly suspicious-unless, of course, there are a lot
of sick Cubans in Algeria.

Indisputably Cuba has provided the Polisario
Front with vigorous political and propaganda sup-
port in the nonaligned movement. Yet, while ex-
horting everybody else to recognize the Polisario's
political front-the Saharan Democratic Arab Re-
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public-Cuba has stopped short of granting such rec-
ognition itself. For although Castro desires to polish
his image as revolutionary extraordinaire, he does not
want to go so far as to lose the millions of dollars
Cuba annually earns from sugar sales to Morocco.

The United States had three obvious choices as it
rnuddled through its policy toward Morocco: It
could remain passive and indifferent, thereby shun-
ning an ally in peril and risking the fall of another
strategic territory; it could use its good offices and
those of its allies to try to promote a negotiated set-
tlement between Morocco and Algeria; it could give
Morocco the wherewithal to defeat the polisario by
providing it with professional counterinsurgency ad-
vice and equipment.

After the Mauritanian withdrawal in 1978 some
of us in the U.S. intelligence community saw a need
to protect Moroccan and our own interests. A de-
bate of sorts ensued between strategists, mostly in
the National Security Council and the Defense De-
partment, who believed we should not risk offending
the third world through any exercise of power, how-
ever indirect. Ambassador Andrew Young was a
leading proponent of the latter view.

In a rather timid test of political waters, the Car-
ter administration attempted to determine what the
attitude of Congress would be toward sale of attack
helicopters and reconnaissance aircraft to Morocco.
Congressional attitude in 1978 was sharply negative.
Rather than try to explain to Congress what was at
stake, the administration shelved the idea of helping
Morocco. Nothing was done.

Western Sahara

However, the developments of 1979 raised the is-
sue anew and forced a reassessment which showed
clearly that the restrictive arms policy had not bene-
fited the United States. Harold H. Saunders, assist-
ant secretary of state for Near Eastern and South
Asian affairs, told the House Foreign Affairs Com-
mittee in July: "The Polisario's decision to increase
the scope and intensity of the fighting had made it
difficult for us to maintain Moroccan understanding
for a U.S. arms policy of great restraint."

Still, the administration dithered in indecision un-
til prodded by our Arab friends in September 1979.
President Sadat publicly announced that Egypt was
prepared to supply arms and aid to Morocco in the
war against the Polisario. The Moroccan govern-
ment, two days later, replied with a circumspectly
worded expression of gratitude to Sadat and the fra-
ternal Egyptian people.

American and other Western analysts read a

deeper meaning into these diplomatic tea leaves.
Their conclusion: Saudi Arabia-Egypt's bankers-
had decided no longer to oppose aid to Morocco,
even if such aid was American and was transferred
through Egypt. A worried ally was sending a mes-
sage to Washington: "Stand by your friends." Anx-
ious to soothe the Saudis, who were both alarmed
and disgusted by repeated displays of American im-
potence, the administration finally made a decision
in October 1979.

It was to assist Morocco in achieving a negotiated
settlement, rather than a military victory. Given this
objective, the administration ruled out the dispatch
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of badly needed American advisers. president Carter,
though, announced on October 22, 1979, that the
United States would sell the Moroccans limited quan_
tities of counterinsurgency hardware, principally
Cobra helicopter gunships and armed reconnaissance
aircraft, OV-10 Broncos.

By keeping to the middle of the highway, the
President was run over by traffic both going and
coming. The compromise satisfied neither ihose who
favored decisive use of counterinsurgency skills nor
those who opposed any intercession. Typical of the
latter was Representative Stephen J. Solarz, chair_
man of the House Subcommittee on Africa, who de_
clared the President's decision was ,,compatible with
neither our principles nor our interests.,, proponents
of counterinsurgency were pleased at least tt see a
dawning awareness within the administration that
tools, other than sledgehammers or opiates of self_de_
lusion, are available to perform complex foreign pol_
icy tasks. They also welcomed the immediat! ..li"f
the modest assistance will afford the Moroccans.
However, they feared the decision will result not in
an equitable negotiated settlement, but rather in a
prolonged and ever more costly stalemate.

Still, at the beginning of l9B0 it appeared that the
United States could elect to do much more.

The Iranian revolution, with its resultant chaos
and near anarchy, and the Soviet invasion of Af_
ghanistan altered the strategic balance of power in
the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean regions against
the United States. More important was the ,rational
and international humiliation the United States suf_
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fered in the eyes of its own people and the rest of
the world. For the United States dramatically dem-
onstrated that it was incapable of projecting power,
conventionally or covertly, to rescue hostages held
by a fanatical terrorist group. It was reduced to go-

ing ignominiously from one farcically ineffective in-
ternational body to another, hat in hand, begging
that someone else solve our problems for us. Even a

gasoline station operator like Billy Carter became a

go-between.
Pressures brought to bear by this degradation,

coupled with alarm within the administration, com-
pelled yet another reappraisal of basic foreign policy
objectives. Moreover, the national psyche began to
shed some of the self-imposed mental limitations
that had so strongly influenced-some might say en-
feebled-foreign policy ever since the Vietnam War.
The administration pronounced a need to establish a

mobile U.S. strike force, to reinstate draft registra-
tion, to prepare contingency support bases in So-
malia, Oman, and Kenya, and to repeal or modify
legislation which, in practice, had made major cov-
ert actions impossible. All these reflected a new
awareness that it might be necessary to exercise
power abroad. And one even heard expressions of
the novel opinion, novel at least during the past dec-
ade, that should the United States exercise this
power, conventionally or covertly, it ought to do so

with a resolve to win.
Within this refreshing climate there exists the pos-

sibility that we may recognize that we ought to do
much more to help Morocco promptly terminate the
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insurgency-either by outright victory or by forcing
the insurgents to negotiate. This must be a national
decision made not by intelligence or counter_
insurgency professionals, but by elected leaders. This
decision will no doubt be affected by the outcome of
the 1980 presidential election. But policy makers
should know that if a decision is made to assist
Morocco meaningfully, the resources and profes_
sional techniques needed to implement this decision
will need to be refurbished. H.re are some timely
steps:

' First of all, the United States should conceive and
coordinate among all relevant government depart_
ments a comprehensive assistance program which
integrates military, economic, and poliiical consid_
erations. This effort should have as a primary goal
the creation of a climate of confidence in itu'Uua
which would permit political, social and economic
reforms to take place in a more timely manner.

' The United States should persuade Saudi Arabia
to advance Morocco some $350 million for the
purchase of an appropriate mix of American OV-l0 reconnaissance aircraft, F_5 fighter_bombers,
C-tT cargo planes, and attack helicopters. This
combination of airpower would enable l\4orocco to
search out the polisario and inflict costly casual_
ties. It also would deprive the polisario of the
ability to mass forces for attacks on Moroccan
population centers.

Given aircraft that almost ideally meet counter_
insurgency requirements, Morocco could provide

Western Sahara

better tactical air support to ground units, thereby
enhancing both their defensive and offensive capa-
bility. The cargo planes would permit better lo-
gistical and medical support to combat personnel.
This, in turn, would measurably improve the
morale of troops by assuring them better rations,
frequent rotation out of combat areas, and, most
important, lifesaving evacuation by air if
wounded.

' With the goodwill that it would acquire through
broader support of Morocco, the United States
should persuade King Hassan to modernize the
chain of command in his military establishment.
Decentralization means commanders have more
freedom to act quickly and flexibly. Air power,
communications, and intelligence must be better
coordinated. Collection and exploitation of intel-
ligence must be improved. Photographic intelli-
gence from tactical aircraft, use of infrared devices
to find Polisario camps in the desert at night, and
creation of relay centers to speed the flow of as-

sembled intelligence to commanders in the field
would be a great help.

' The Moroccans need foreign advisers to assist

them in using new equipment and applying new
counterinsurgency concepts. If the United States
remains unwilling to lend American advisers, it
should help covertly assemble qualified instructors
from elsewhere.

' America should promote formation of an inter-
national consortium composed of France, Spain,
Saudi Arabia, and itself to finance development of
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Morocco's phosphate, uranium, and oil shale de-
posits. But in a display of evenhandedness, the
consortium should make arrangements for Al-
gerian iron ore to be transported freely through
Morocco to an Atlantic port for export to world
markets'at favorable prices.

. America should concentrate upon persuading Al-
geria that continuation of the proxy war against
Morocco is not in its national and strategic inter-
ests. Algerian concern over Libyan meddling in
neighboring Tunisia, coupled with new incentives
offered by the West, might make continuation of
the insurgency difficult, if not impossible.

The foregoing program would cost money and
manpower, although they would not have to be
borne solely by the United States. The fundamental
question policy makers must ask is whether the costs

of doing nothing might not be far more.

CHAPTER VIII

COVERT WAR PHASE

Some mystery surrounds what point an insurgency

shifts into top gear, its covert war phase' Like- the

iii" "o*ittg 
in, the changes can be blurred, subtle'

It creeps forward. Then, at once, you are in it over

yo,r, nlua. The time has come for action-that is' if
ih" Ur,i,.d States wishes to have any say at all in
the outcome. In any reading of the danger signals'

there are several new characteristics to look for'

In the covert war phase the insurgents begin to

coordinate their attaci.s in battalion stength, simul-

taneously in two or more large regions' Not always

do they strike as a battalion, however' Often com-

panies from these battalions will appear in different

iocations to harass government forces, to police the
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battlefield for weapons, and further to drarnatize
government weakness to those living nearby. By now
the insurgents are able to fight pitched battles of
prolonged duration against conventional forces and
inflict heavy casualties. Elsewhere, neither the elite
antiguerrilla unit nor conventional forces of the gov-
ernment are able to prevent the guerrillas from cut-
ting vital railways and highways. The time has

arrived when the government is no longer able to
halt expansion of the insurgency with forces on
hand.

The presence of a few advisers, a couple of dozen
sophisticated aircraft, and limited amounts of other
selected equipment will not help. Time is running
out. Will the United States provide military equip-
ment and other assistance on a large and diverse
scale? Or do we pull back and write off another
ally? Are we prepared to send American civilian or
military personnel-or enlist qualified foreign person-
nel-to work with the besieged country's forces down
to the company level? This is what will be re-
quired-but it need not mean the use of American
combat troops. Rather, teachers of leadership and
tactics and the use of more sophisticated hardware
equipment are what is required.

Assuming we decide that it is in our best interests
to prevent the beleagured nation's collapse, we
should jointly do the following:

l. Establish force leuels for the gouernment's cln-
uentional forces to 0^e supported b1 United States equip-

ment. On the basis of a mutual intelligence

Couert War Phase

assessment of the threat, a joint force level should

be agreed upon. The agreement.should specify the

total size of the force, its organization and equip-

ment, and a timetable must be set for combat

readiness' Usually the remaining time available

will not allow us to reequip the nation's army

fully. So both parties should concentrate on up-

gruiing roughly a fourth of the country's forces'

these, thett, *itt become a spearhead against the

insurgency which is now in full bloom'

2. 
-Prouide 

an airlift capabiliQ' usuall2 under commer-

cial couer, to moae suppties and personnel to staging areas'

Giventheemotionsinthethirdworld'ourtarget
nation may wish to avoid the impression that it is

being kept glued together by a Western power'

There are valid reasons why the government may

wish to soft-pedal such outside assistance' In this

case, airlift under commercial cover is one effec-

tive disguise. In other words, let's invent an air-

line.
The unmasked aircraft should deliver American

supplies directly to the regions where the forces

ur.^fighai.r9, not to a cenual depot in the capital'

This 
"speed-s delivery of equipment to those who

need ii most. It also cuts the hemorrhaging of ma-

terial which can occur from a single arms dump'

But things are not that easy' An infrastructure

to support ihe airlift must be built' Landing strips

must Le blasted out of dense jungle' Fuel blad-

ders-they are just that, rubber and shock-resistant

containers fo, 
"ke,o'e"e 

and aviation gas-must- be

onhandtoservicetheaircraftwhentheyarrive.
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And once prepared, the jungle strips must be pro_
tected. For, if they are to be of any use, they must
be located near combat zones. And there is _o.e
yet. Crews must be prepared to parachute sup_
plies-around the clock, if necessary_to govern_

3-.lt forces deep in the bush or cut off from relief.
This means a careful mapping of the terrain and
split-second timing between drop crews and troops
on the ground. Only then can- constant pressure
be brought to bear on the enemy.

Outside of delivering tools of war, the airlift canprovide medical services to the combat troops.
Nothing will buoy morale more than certain
knowledge that troops will be promptly evacuated
to hospital facilities if they u.. *o,.rrrded. The air_lift, when not providing support to combat forces,
can be used for civic action missions. For e*ample,
livestock can be delivered, along with building
materials and farm machinery_to say nothing oi
med-evacing sick villagers for treatment. Such
high-visibility civic action can be a push in theright direction to those who remain unconvinced
of this government,s determination not only towin the war but also to improve the lives of its
citizens.

The record shows that the CIA,s Air America
provided just this kind of support to those fighting
"wars of national liberatior,'i in Laos and Viet-
nam. It did so with a fleet of short takeoff and
landing aircraft-literally able to land on moun_
taintops-helicopters, and a fixed_wing armada of
multiengine aircraft, such as the versatile C_123

Coaert War Phase

and the workhorse C-130. Air America was both
versatile and successful because it had a first-class
assortment of deeply committed and professional
crews.

3. Furnish instructors to expand specialized military
training programs, When sophisticated equipment is

supplied to conventional forces locked in a guer-
rilla war, lack of qualified training personnel lim-
its their effectiveness. How, for example, can we
expect a third world trooper-with a lack of edu-
cational skills-to instruct others in the use of de-
vices like anti-intruder radars, night-vision optics,
or remote sensors? One might as well provide
them with bows and arrows.

This problem can be overcome only by qual-
ified instructors from Western nations who can
teach such specialties as demolition, disarming of
booby traps, sniper tactics, and ambush defense.
They need not be Americans, for qualified profes-
sionals can be recruited by the host nation with
U.S. help from third-country governments. A few
experts can triple the effectiveness of any training
program. Preferably the training should be done
in host country facilities. There are circumstances,
however, in which the training must take place
abroad or in nations close by. Here, then, is a
place where we can borrow a page from the
Kremlin's book.

A classic example of how foreign instructors can
help build an effective fighting force began with a
January 1961 contact by American personnel with
a Meo leader, Vang Pao. An American paramili-
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tary expert became convinced that Vang pao and
his Meo irregulars were determined to stay in the
hills north of the Vientiane plain and resist the
Communist drive which had swept across a large
part of the Plain des Jarres. On the basis of the
conclusion that Vang Pao would indeed put up a
flight, coupled with American policy to contain
the Pathet Lao, the CIA proposed to arm 1,000
Meo. This recommendation was approved in Jan-
uary 1961 by Assistant Secretary of State J. Gra-
ham Parsons, Admiral Harry D. Felt, Commander
in Chief Pacific Forces (CINCPAC), with Head-
quarters in Honolulu, and Winthrop Brown,
American ambassador to Laos.

_t7By March of that year this force had expanded
tb 4,000 men. Understandably the CIA wanted to
keep a low profile in Laos, so arrangements were
made for members of an elite police unit from
neighboring Thailand to help train the Meo. The
Thai instructors taught the Meo map reading,
tactics, demolitions, and the use of their Ameri-
can-supplied weapons. These irregular warfare
experts were later enlarged by Royal Thai Army
personnel. Without these instructors, Meo resist-
ance, which started with 4,000 men and grew to
over 25,000, would never have become a reality.8

sLaos: April 1971, a staff report prepared for the use of the subcom-
mittees on U.S. Security Agreements and Commitments Abroad of
the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate (Washing-
ton: Government Printing Office, 1971), on page 15 identifies 39,000
irregulars in Laos in fiscal year 1969. It should be noted the Meo
were an integral part of this total figure.

Couert War Phase

4. Selectiuely employ "uzlunteers" as combat troops or

aduisers. The supply of high-quality manpower is
limited in any country, even less so in a besieged
third world nation. Rather than stand by and
watch these units bled white, the use of skilled
volunteers should be considered. They can be elite
combat units or advisers who accompany local
forces in the field. Combat leadership is indispen-
sable. How, then, to recruit them?

The volunteers can be reservists from a neigh-
boring country who have just finished tours of ac-
tive military duty and are hired to fight on fixed
contract terms. Obviously their own government
must be sympathetic and well aware of the dan-
gers of the insurgency's becoming a threat to their
own security. It is a wise idea, however, not to al-
low their friend-in-need to fall into the trap of
relying on such aid-at the expense of shouldering
its own defense burdens.

If properly devised and administered, volunteer
forces can load the dice against insurgents. In
June 1970 Laotian Prime Minister Souvanna
Phouma appealed to the royal Thai government
to send three additional army battalions to Laos.
Souvanna planned to deploy them around popu-
lation centers in southern Laos to counter increas-
ing North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao attacks. He
requested that the United States underwrite the
Thai units as well as those that were already en-
gaged in the fighting in North Laos. For policy
reasons Thailand and the United States refused
the request. Instead, a more flexible and mobile
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plan was suggested: Thai volunteers formed into
CIA Special Guerrilla lJnits, seeded in South Laos
trouble spots. All parties eventually agreed to this
proposal.

Now Thailand is about as close to a free society
as one is likely to get in modern-day Southeast
Asia, and the Thais are very sensitive about keep-
ing it that way. They are resourceful and tough.
Indeed, if there is one thing that many of them
like better than their national beer, it's a good
fight. Once the word was out, the government had
little trouble raising a whopping thirty battalions
of "volunteers." As the men completed their train-
i.g, they relieved Thai regular units at Long
Tieng in North Laos. They had served there for
more than a year, defending the Meo heartland.
By mid-1971 all Thai regulars had been rotated
out of North Laos. From then on Thai participa-
tion in the Lao war was on a volunteer basis.

Each of the fresh 550-man battalions was led by
fifty officers from the Royal Thai Army. But the
remaining 500 men were recruited from civilian
life, primarily from among those Thais who had
previous military service. Regular army personnel
were required to resign before they joined their
units. It was understood, however, that they
would be reinstated without loss of benefits after
they returned from Laos. The program developed
a formidable combat force which made a major
contribution to the defense of Long Tieng, Gen-
eral Vang Pao's headquarters for his irregular

Couert War Phase

forces, and the heartland of Meo resistance.
Meanwhile,Lao General Vang Pao fought his war
of position and maneuver to keep two North Viet-
namese divisions off balance in North Laos. Suc-
cess was largely due to the professional fighting
instincts of the individual Thai soldier, the lead-
ership of General Vang Pao, and the sound ap-
proach by Lao, Thai, and American officials to
what at first appeared to be a complex problem.n

5. Appropriately expand from the operational phase

earlier programs which are proued successes. In the
midst of a full-blown covert war it is unrealistic to
focus on furthering innovation-stage programs.
No time exists. Survival is what counts. Emphasis
should be placed on improving existing programs.
Here are some examples which U.S. advisers and
government officials should consider:

' Continue to widen intelligence collection on guer-
rilla strengths, dispositions, plans, and intentions.

' Step up counterintelligence operations against
guerrilla support operations.

' Do not relax psychological warfare operations that
keep alive the spirit of resistance to the insurgents
in guerrilla-held areas.

' Expand the open arms program to encourage less

committed guerrillas to surrender under provisions
of amnesty.

' Broaden the scope of the civic action programs,

e"Withdrawal of troops from Laos underway"-Bangkok Post (Bang-
kok, Thailand) November lB, 1973, provides a Thai perspective con-
cerning Thailand's involvement in Laos.
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functioning in areas neighboring those the guer-
rillas operate in or control by night.

' Keep hitting the insurgents in their base areas
with small, elite antiguerrilla units. Use booby
traps.
Maintain population controls to read the move-
ment of people and commodities, both in and out
of guerrilla-held areas.
Further strengthen local self-defense forces.
Plan more combined operations in which the con-
ventional forces continue to coordinate with elite
antiguerrilla units.
Intensify raids on insurgent supply depots across
the border in neighboring countries which support
guerrilla operations.

As in the earlier phases, success or failure will de-
termine if the insurgency moves on to the next and
final phase.

CHAPTER IX

ANGOLA-A Case Study

of the Couert War Phase,

or the Shoe

on the Other Foot

Survival of the government depends on foreign mer-
cenaries, 18,000 of them. Foreign technicians and
administrators run almost all of the economy-the
part of it that still functions. Foreign police and in-
telligence officers control security. The nation's ports,
both sea and air, are operated by foreigners. The
one real income producer, oil, is administered by one
set of foreigners and protected by another whose na-
tion also shares in the revenues. Yet this massive for-
eign intervention has not managed to maintain even
minimal standards of living. Shops are bare; facto-
ries are shut down; roads revert to muddy trails;
railroads are silent, motionless. In the bush beyond
the cities and towns the countryside belongs to the
guerrillas.
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This is the reality of Angola today. It is the same
reality Angolans klew ."rr.., years ago, except then
they were economically better off. bnly th. ,ol.s
have_changed. Now the foreign troops surrounded infortified enclaves and towns a.e Crturrs, not portu_
guese. As before, foreigners occupy the best housing.
The o_nly imported goods and food are from Cubi;
East Germany, and the Soviet Union. Dissent anj
rnsurgency grow. The frightened government_now
missing its former leader, Agostinho Neto, who diedin a Moscow hospital last year_depends more and
more on Communist cadres from abroad.

During the colonial era the portuguese ran things
and. took the privileges. But then the count|
worked, and there was some degree of toleranc.. To
T1"y Angolans it must seem that history hu, 

"orrr.full circle- with a vengeance. yet there is one strik_ing difference between 1974 and today. The group
that presently rules Angola, the popula, Morr"merr^t
for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA), received pow_
erful external backing when it was an insurg.rr"y.
But today's anti-Communist insurgents hr.,re ,r"o sig_
nificant support from abroad. Whlle the portugueie
faced guerrilla force3 supported by the Communists
and others, the Communist_sponsored government ofAngola faces strictly indige.ror, -orrements which
must rely on their own resources.

Yet the most influential political force in the
country is the insurgent movement, while the minor_
ity,- held together by Soviets and Cubans, proclaims
itself the government. This tragicomedy 

^has 
pre_

Angola

vailed since 1975, when the Portuguese withdrew
I'rom Angola and left three guerrilla movements to
settle their differences peacefully or otherwise.

The winner to date is the MPLA, originally an
anti-Portuguese guerrilla movement, founded in
1956. During its entire history its power has sprung
from the support of the 1.7 million strong Kim-
bundu tribe (about 27 percent of the populace) and
the bulk of the country's 120,000 mulattoes (about 2

percent). Combining this with tissue-thin support
scattered among the hundred or so other tribes in
Angola, one could estimate that about 35 percent of
the population are genuine backers of the MPLA.
Since 1975 the MPLA has controlled the Kimbundu
heartland in the north-central region and the major
urban centers.

The second liberation movement, the National
Union for the Total Independence of Angola
(UNITA), formed in 1966 by Jonas Savimbi, wields
influence in the southern half of Angola. UNITA's
strength is the 2.3 million Ovimbundo tribe and ele-
ments of three allied tribes, the Chokwe-Lunda,
Ganguela, and Ovombo. UNITA can count on the
loyalty of about 45 percent of the total Angolan
population.

The third revolutionary group is the National
Front for the Liberation of Angola (FNLA), headed
by Holden Roberto. The FNLA has concentrated its
activities in the far north, where it is supported by
the Bakongo, yet another major tribe. Unlike its two
insurgent compatriots, the FNLA can count on little
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strength in other quarters. It represents less than 12
percent of the total population.

Predictably, there was little peace in January
1975, when Portugal turned the country over to a
governing body from the three liberation movements
that had fought against it. In November 1975, de_
spite rumbles of mass trouble to come, Angola was
granted full independence.

Little changed. Tribal and regional support re-
mained the strength of each movement and contin-
ues to override either political or economic realities.
In hindsight, no one should have been surprised by
the fighting which erupted among the thrie g.o.rp.
in mid-1975.

It has continued primarily because the MpLA,
confident of powerful Communist assistance, saw no
reason to compromise, even though the other trvo
groups represented a majority of the people. To un_
derstand this confidence, one need only look at the
Cuban forces that have decisively shaped Angola's
political evolution since the portueuese left. 

"pidet

Castro had at last arrived on stage center.
For more than a decade Castro had hustled the

third world, trying to promote revolutionary kinship
with movements in hopes they might profit from
Cuba's experience and seize power through a rural
insurgency. Castro's lessons, learned in ihe Sierra
Maestra, were taught to anyone willing to listen. But
Che Guevara's Gtitterdiimmerung in Bolivia in 1967
forced Castro to change tactics. He gave more aid to
established guerrilla forces and less attention to

.'l rruola

lounding his own. Castro had supported the MPLA
li'om 1961 on. But the total force of Cubans advising
the rr lvement never exceeded more than a few hun-
rlreci men. Only limited numbers of light weapons
were supplied. MPLA cadres were trained, of course,
and Cuban propaganda lionized Neto's struggle.
'l'he door swung open in the late spring of 1975.

Oastro, in consultation with the Soviets, decided in
1975 to expand his involvement in Angola as Portu-
gal's own revolution and retreat from Africa acceler-
ated. But there were two other considerations. First,
Castro was convinced that the United States, in a fit
of hand wringing caused by the agony of Vietnam,
would no more intervene in Angola than it would
return to Southeast Asia. Castro probably was aware
that the United States was giving some help to the
FNLA, but it was not significant enough to concern
him. He knew the United States, while still at the
table, had folded its hand. Moreover, he was con-
fident he could count on the Soviet Union. Sec-

ondly, Castro believed that increased aid to the
MPLA would bring it victory, thus dazzling and
saying to the world that he could export a successful
revolution as far away from home shores as Africa.
What he sought most, of course, was an impeccable
set of revolutionary credentials. What the Soviets
wanted is less clear-cut. But their historical interest
in mineral- and oil-rich nations with port facilities is

certainly one clue. Another can be found in the
strategic location of Angola. Fully three-quarters of
the West's imported oil moves south from the Per-
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sian Gulf, rounds South Africa's Cape of Good
Hope, then heads north up the West African coast
toward Europe. The huge supertankers must pass
within easy range of aircraft based in Angola. And it
requires no Svengali to venture that such bases
might be used to choke off the oil and to divide and
disperse further Western naval forces which would
have to protect these vital sea lanes. But there is yet
another bonus.

Angola shares borders with both Zaire and Zim_
babwe. Neither nation is exactly an ocean of calm.
Also, from Angola, the Communists can infiltrate
and support guerrillas in Namibia, to say nothing of
South Africa, farther south. In other words, it i"s a
handy springboard for expanding additional ,,wars
of liberation" through central Africa. Thus, Angola
is more than a pawn on the Kremlin,s chessboarl of
geopolitics.

Castro began throwing dirt on the casket before
the mourners had even departed. The Cuban mili-
tary buildup began in September 1975, via air and
sea. By late October 2,000 Cuban troops were in An_
gola-two weeks before Portugal formally granted in_
dependence on November ll, 1975.

At the same time Soviet naval forces took up posi_
tions from which they could threaten to block *est-
ern interference with Cuban supply routes across the
South Atlantic from the Caribbean. A Kotlin_class
guided-missile destroyer, a large landing ship loaded
with naval infantry, and the Soviet ,ruryi, largest
supply ship steamed into the Gulf of Guinea. F.._

Angola

ther north, a modern cruiser and an oiler lay off the
Guinea coast. TU-95 bombers were ferried to the
airfield at Conakry, Guinea, from which they could
cover the Cuban sealift. Another cruiser and two
guided-missile destroyers patrolled farther north near
Gibraltar. The navies of the West had no compar-
able forces in the South Atlantic. Fait accompli.

During the period of initial buildup the Cubans
suffered heavy losses, so heavy that they were in
danger of being overwhelmed by coordinated attacks
by the FNLA and UNITA. Then they were routed
and badly mauled by a South African thrust into
Angola in November 1975. Recognizing an opportu-
nity to punish the Cuban adventure, Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger advocated substantial U.S.
support to Savimbi and Roberto. But Kissinger's ap-
peal fell on deaf ears in Congress. The recently
passed Tunney amendment to the Intelligence Ap-
propriations Bill expressly forbade funding for any-
thing other than intelligence collection in Angola.

Thus assured that the U.S. would not interfere
with vulnerable lines of communication and supply,
Castro and friends immediately reinforced their ex-
peditionary army. By November a massive air- and
sealift landed 20,000 Cubans in Angola. These
troops, plus a total U.S. withdrawal, reversed the
tide of battle and sealed the doom of the FNLA and
UNITA. Spearheaded by thunderous barrages of So-
viet-supplied, truck-mounted Katyusha rockets and
an umbrella of air support, conventional Cuban
forces soon gained control of the battlefield. By Feb-
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.y"ry 1976 they had driven their opposition back to
the bush.

Believing the situation well in hand. Cuba began
reducing its forces in Angola between March Jnd
August 1976. Castro, it seemed, had gained u 

"h.ufvictory. But he was in for a rude shock. Without Cu_
ban troops to backbone their own less-than-disci-
plined forces, the MpLA soon began to lose control
over wide areas of Angola. pro-Western UNITA and
FNLA insurgents, encouraged by the inflexible field
manual "ready-aim-_fi..,' tactics of government units,
quickly reasserted themselves. In J.rr parlance, the
struggle-far from over_had only reverted to the
covert war phase. By September 1979 Castro had to
change pace in mid-stride and reverse the rotation of
forces back to Cuba. Despite this_and the contin-
uing help from the Soviet Union_the Angolan gov_
ernment is today no closer to defeating th-e UNifn
insurgency than it was when this phase of the war
began in February 1976.

Since the start of the covert war phase, UNITA
has reorganized and regrouped. It does not defend
fixed positions. Rather, it fights as a guerrilla force,
conducting small-unit hit-and_run operations. These
tactics are apparent in UNITA,s literal control over
the vital Benguela Railroad. This lifeline is the prin_
cipal access from the sea to Angola's interior. It is
also the funnel through which both commodities
1"d export materials must move. Guerrilla raids
have virtually shut it down. Meanwhile, more than
5,000 Angolan and Cuban troops have been tied

Angola

down trying to protect it. To date, they have been
unable to keep it open.

Elsewhere, Cuban and government counter-
insurgency forces have been equally unsuccessful.
Despite their best efforts, UNITA is able to maintain
a guerrilla force of more than 18,000 men. Nor does

it appear to have any problems recruiting more. The
main obstacle is a shortage of quality weapons, espe-

cially light antiaircraft missles. UNITA command-
ers in the field also need better communications
equipment to coordinate operations. Even so, the
guerrillas have managed to deny the Luanda
government full control over one-third of the coun-
try.

This continuing stalemate has embittered relations
between the Cubans and East Europeans on the one
hand and the Angolans on the other. By 1977 Cu-
ban arrogance had cost them the respect of their
Angolan allies. Their suppression of a coup against
Neto in May 1977-they killed thousands of Ango-
lans suspected of participation-seared many mem-
ories. Indeed, these sauntering revolutionary
"heroes" and their machismo latino are seen more as

occupiers than supporters by an increasing per-
centage of the Angolan population. Just who are the
colonials anyway? many ask. In such a charged at-
mosphere, 18,000 Cuban troops and Soviet tanks
and aircraft and other supplies have been unable to
help Luanda take the offensive.

The government has to content itself with periodic
probing actions designed to keep UNITA off bal-
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ance. And it is about as effective as a swimmer kick_ing at a- circling shark, Cuban ground troops vent;;e
out of their garrisons much less freq,rently than they
:::: did They have even threatened to kill tenMPLA soldiers for every Cuban killed by the .".;;;
claiming thar the MPLA flee the field, ieaving the#,? dt-. fighting UNITA. This valor in discreti; ;;;
also be due in part to the cariber of soldiers the cu'_
bans now send to Angola. Formerly most were expe_rienced reservists; now they urr- ,u* draftees. But
even the reservists, recalled to Angola aft.. al.eady
completing one tour of service, h"ad majo, _o..li
problems. Moreover, the distinction of ierving inrevolutionary Africa has lost some of it. for-.r"r,rr-
ter' Too many cubans have been there. R"tr..rirrg
"heroes" are thus greeted less by admiring sefioritis
than by a yawn and a ,.so what?;,

Nobody wants 
^to 

die in Angola, not anymore.
Even the cream of the crop, Cubln combat piiots, ishaving second thoughts. i..th", than scream in attree level, where napalm, cannon fire, and rocketshave their best effect on guerrilla concentrations,
they now prefer to delive, srrch ordnance from in_
creasin-gly higher altitudes_well out of the ,.rrg. ofground fire. Accuracy, to say the least, is haphaz"ard.
. C*_:lr_Canpower losses so far are hard io calcr_late. UNITA claimed that 1,000 Cubans were killedin combat between September 1975 and July 1977.
lyban estimates, obiained through sources inMiami, place the figure at 600 fo. tie .urn. p.rioJ.More neutral observers, however, have claimed that

Angola

up to 2,000 Cubans were killed between the fall of
1975 and the fall of 1978. This is the same per ca-
pita ball park figure as American casualties in Viet-
nam. These grim statistics caused some alarm in
Cuba, but-unlike Vietnam-neither they nor the fi-
nancial burden of the war pose a serious threat to
Castro's regime. Unlike Presidents Johnson and
Nixon, Fidel is not faced with the pressures gener-
ated by a free electorate and a skeptical Congress.

Given the control he exerts at home, and the lux-
ury of lavish Soviet logistics, Castro can persist in
trying to build the Angolan army) the FAPLA, into
a modern force of 30,000 to 50,000 troops. UNITA,
although broadly backed by the population, can
only continue to fight in the bush. Its weapons and
supplies restrict its growth to the covert war phase.
Therefore, UNITA struggles on as best it can, hop-
ing it will eventually force Luanda to make major
political concessions. On the other hand, Luanda's
prospects for a real victory are bleak. A stalemate is

likely, since the MPLA and its Communist allies are
firmly opposed to any concessions.

The death of Agostinho Neto has, if anything,
lessened the chances of serious negotiation. The
vacuum of leadership may touch off a new power
struggle among his followers but is not likely to
change either the MPLA's Marxist orientation or its
alliance with the Soviet Union and Cuba.

Neto's succesor, Soviet-educated Jos6 Eduardo dos
Santos, lends an aura of legitimacy to the new re-
gime, because Santos was left in charge of the gov-
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ernment when Neto went to the Soviet Union forcancer surgery in the summer of 1979_n.,r.. ,o .._turn. He may temporarily control external jockeyingfor power, but fr. wili not slg.rificarrtly changeMPLA's policies or the d.t.r_i.ru'tion of UNITA^?.oppose them.

This stalemate in slaughter deeply affbcts the fu_ture of both central and southern Africa. Zi_iul*l,I_tllmibia, and, in fact, all the surrounding nations(which, among o1!er things, u.. ifr. world,s greateststorehouses of critical mirierals for the industries ofthe future) will certainly be influenced by *fr"t t uf_pens in Angola. If Angola were to expel Communistmercenary forces, th_e reftist poriticar ihrust or *iotlregions would be fundamentally changed. So wemust ask: Should the United States hel[ to ..rotrr.the Angola conflict or should *. .i_pfi 
"...p,;;status quo? But how could we promote or influencenegotiations when we have ,ro i.rr..ug.? In our di_lemma p_erhaps we. 

,coul.d 
covertly_and decisively_support UNITA with what it need

and advice. But this appea., ,rrrlikt fitT;Jtdi,:,liadministration, through- its former uN ambassadorand the assistant secretary of state for Africa, en-dorsed the Cuban presence in Angola as ,,a stabiliz-ing force', on numerous occasio.r.. A, for the WhiteHouse, the president d.id not dispuie these shockingopinions by his subordinat"s. Fa.'from it. a."o.airr!to the official view. of^the State Department, the Cu-bans prorect_Angola from SoutfAi;."" incursions.In November 1979 Jonas Sarrimbi himself visitedthe United States u.,i told C.;;;;r. that he was

Angola

winning the war against the Cubans. No one acted.
Meanwhile, South Africa suspended its clandestine
support to UNITA in 1977 because it saw the insur-
gents needed more help than it could or should
make available. Only France kept its lines open to
Savimbi and provided UNITA with limited arnounts
of weapons and supplies through airlifts from
Morocco. That is not enough to change the military
balance. Only decisive action by the major Western
powers can break the stalemate. Otherwise, Angola
will be affiicted by insurgency indefinitely.

Instead of neglecting the festering struggle, we
should look to our national interests and those of the
majority of the Angolan people and weigh how they
may benefit us both. Our support of UNITA and
the FNLA might well push the government into se-

rious negotiations. Certainly, nothing else is likely to
do so. Beyond that, the covert war in Angola should
have one objective: inflicting as many casualties as

possible on Cuban forces. If Cuba can be made to
pay a painful price in Angola, it might reconsider its
role as a cat's-paw for Soviet military ventures in the
third world. If that goal were achieved, it would
blunt the Soviet plans to isolate the United States in
a world which responds only to the Kremlin's
wishes.

If they felt assured of a lasting cornmitment,
UNITA and the FNLA would quickly grasp the sig-
nificance of such a victory. The United States could
join with France-were it willing-to provide basic
Soviet-made equipment such as AK-47 assault rifles
and deadly ground-to-air missiles like the SA-7.
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These would decimate Cuban attack helicopters and
thereby immobilize Cuban troops even further. As
these weapons are in the Angolan government's in-
ventory, courtesy of the Soviet [Jnion, UNITA and
FNLA could obtain spare parts, ammunition and re-
placements by simply capturing them. This would
ease the logistics burden. Providing the insurgents
with a modern communications system would im-
prove coordination within guerrilla organizations
and help them take the offensive against the MPLA
and the Cubans. This covert war support would cost
the United States about $10 million in equipment a
year. Its supervision would require the services of
only fifteen professional counterinsurgency experts.

At this point the cost of failure would be minimal.
But success could reverse the whole course of history
in Africa. Imagine a Cuban Dien Bien Phu, Castro's
foreign legion surrendering and being escorted as
prisoners back to the docks at Luanda. This third
option is worth consideration, something to think
about when one sees the placards of the Iranian
militants on TV, the ones that say, "THE u.s. cANNor
Do ANYTHING."

CHAPTER X

CONVENTIONAL
WAR PHASE

The final phase of a "war of national liberation" is

reached *h"., guerrilla forces decide their military

,i..ngtt is suffi-cient to confront government forces

in u i"ci.ive battle. By this time there is little point

in mourning the spilled milk of what went wrong for

the government during the insurgency's 
- 
earlier

,,ug.rl The dilemma for the government is very

rittipf., Either it survives, or it does not' It is no

io"g"t confronted by bush guerrillas' It must deal

*i,t ut army. The insurgents now have such luxu-

ries as long-range artillery and antiaircraft weaPons'

nrra ,n.y 
"t"ooi how to use them' Ask the French'

who, in 
'1954, 

hoped to suck Viet Minh "guerrillas"

into a meat grinder called Dien Bien Phu'
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French paras and legionnaires at Dien Bien phu
were not defeated by unconventional warfare. They
were crushed by a superior force that employed su_
penor weapons. Cut off from ground supply routes,
they were forced to rely on airdrops. Then^these, too,
f1il9d as pilots were forced to .u., a deadly gu_ri
of flak from the hills surrounding the valley. td.u.r_
while, 

-long-range artillery_firing from hidden posi_
tions-hammered at French hedgehog positions until,
one by one, they were flattened-. Whai was left was
quickly overrun.

Can nothing be done to avoid a defeat of this
magnitude? If it begins to appear the guerrillas
might win the key battle, thus 

-tir" 
*u., the United

States must reassess its own commitment. There are
two options still availabre. The first is to abandon
the counterinsurgency program entirely. This is apainful option, for it resurrlcts the unpleasant spec_
ter of defeat. Emotion, rather than logic, frequently
plays a key role. Does one simply ,,write off, our
losses already taken in trying to contain the insur_
gency in its earlier stages?

It is difficult-when one examines a program
which may have been in operation fo. t#o ;r;r,
p..l"qr."yen longer. For many who were responsible
for.its.birth, the agony is not unlike that of watching
a child die. Careers and reputations are seen to be at
stake. Then, of course, there is politics. Who,s to
blame? Not I. If a meaningful appraisal of o,r, pori_
tion is to be made, there can b. 

"o 
bones to pick, no

blame to fix. Hand wringing is pointless.

Conuentional War Phase

Recognition of these dangers will help make for a
more dispassionate and realistic analysis. Such a re-
view must depend heavily on the judgment and ex-
perience of professional counterinsurgency experts.
Their advice should be heeded. Otherwise, one
might just as well ask an apprentice plumber to ad-
just the flow of water over Niagara Falls. Most dan-
gerous of all would be to have the reappraisal
conducted exclusively by political appointees. If left
to their own devices, their lack of experience and
hidden loyalties could easily cloud or influence a de-
cision-perhaps disastrously. The prudent approach,
therefore, would be to create a mixed panel of ex-
perts and political appointees to conduct the assess-

ment. The product of their efforts should provide
recommendations to elected officials on how to pro-
ceed.

Inevitably the second option arises: Is the United
States prepared to intervene with conventional mili-
tary forces? This choice was exercised in both the
Dominican Republic and Vietnam. One was success-

ful; the other became a national catastrophe. Clearly
the national prestige of the United States is now on
the line. Before taking this fateful step, we must
weigh the consequences of not taking it. What, for
example, will be the effect on our allies and on the
Kremlin? How will they react? Every action-or lack
of it-has an equal and opposite reaction. Take Is-
rael, for example. Suppose it were about to enter ne-
gotiations for a West Bank settlement. Good faith
hinges on a U.S. promise to support Israel in the
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event the settlement is violated and it is attacked. If
that support is questioned, why should Israel nego_
tiate seriously? A fool, they say, is quickly p^.i.a
fro,m his money-or his country.

NATO partners, jittery over American indecision,
decide to assume a more concessionary posture vis_i-
vis the Soviet Union. And who can blame them?
They are considering their interests, their survival
minus U.S. reliability. And so it goes. A house of
cards without an ace. These are but a few of the
considerations we should make in deciding whether
or not to intervene actively in saving our threatened
ally. Keep in mind that we have already spent many
years doing just that. And like it or not, ih. U.rit.d
States is now part and parcel of that nation,s sur-
vival.

Assume, then, that we consider the cost of doing
nothing too great. The president and an informej
Congress commit our conventional forces. Once
done, there can be no turning back. There can be no
alternative to victory in a conventional war in a
third world setting against nonnuclear powers.

Thus, when the decision to intervene has been
made, the conduct of the convention al war becomes
the. responsibility 

- 
of the Department of Defense,

which controls both the tactical and the strategic re_
sources needed to achieve victory. At that poiit the
insurgency has shifted from the covert to the con_
ventional phase, and there must be a passage of the
field marshal's baton from the CIA 1o tne senior
American military commander in the field. This ex_

Conuentional War Phase

change of responsibility must be accompanied by the
prompt and unequivocal implementation of a new
command relationship agreement. There can be no
murkiness about who should do what, for war is in-
tolerant of those who are not prepared and disci-
plined. Any lack of clarity in a combat command
concerning who is responsible for what invariably
translates into battlefield casualties, which no com-
mander wants.

This transition to military control is easier said
than done. The "old hands," no matter how hard
pressed they and their guerrilla forces are because of
enemy successes, suffer an understandable reluctance
to give up command and control of their war to the
"green" newcomers. At the same time the incoming
military command, no matter how eager it may be
to achieve success (and it is eager), is a bit unsure of
itself because of its newness to the theater of war. It
looks to the "old hands" for guidance and assistance.
This is normal. In view of this, a transition period of
up to ninety days may be needed to handle the
smooth shifting of gears. All parties must keep in
mind, however, that it is during this time of change
that new operational policies tend to become en-
trenched. It is important to understand, therefore,
that if decisions adopted during this period of ad-
justment, for expediency's sake, are "off the mark,"
they will haunt the command from that day forward
until they are changed. The command relationship
agreement is, therefore, a critical document to the
success of the conventional war. All parties must
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give it their full support, particularly during the crit-
ical transition period.

The command relationship agreement, when it is
invoked, must clearly define the roles of the am-
bassador, the senior U.S. military officer in the field,
and the CIA. While a sensible command relation-
ship evolved in our last war, Vietnam, there is a
need to learn from this experience. A key conclusion
which emerged was that there should be prepara-
tions in aduance for potential wars that will see our
paramilitary cadres relinquishing command over a
covert war to the defense establishment as the war
moves into a conventional confrontation. This is a
crucial area of neglect which merits immediate at-
tention by Pentagon planners, the State Depart-
ment, and the CIA.

When this problem is solved and properly codi-
fied, the concepts inherent in the solution must be
taught at the National War College and similar in-
stitutions attended by large numbers of State De-
partment and CIA officers. Only through this
approach will our new doctrine be sufficiently dis-
seminated to those who may have to implement it
during the l9B0s.

After the conventional war option is selected, new
relationships also have to be forged between arriving
United States military commanders and the host
country military establishment. This adjustment can
be relatively problem-free, for many senior and mid-
level officers from the host government have more
than likely attended such training centers as Fort

Conuentional War Phase

Benning or Fort Leavenworth' They know the con-

vention;l military system in the United States and

how to work with ii. es of now, a useful command

relationship between the U'S' military and its- for-

eign counterparts is easier to achieve than solving

th? same p.otl.- within our own establishment'

As the command lines are restructured' a concept

of how best to conduct the conventional war must

be agreed uPon. The only choice here is the one-war

theoly. This doctrine grew frgm fmerica's 
experi-

ence in Vietnam. Its srength lies in simplicity' All

host government agencies must contribute to wtn-

.ri.rg lhe war by a lotal reshaping of their missions

to Jne goal and only one goal: taking the battle.to

the eneiry. This means thai intelligence and security

officials, and their American advisers' must place

their resources at the timely disposal of the military

commanders. Essentially they are subordinate to the

conventional military structure' But that is precisely,

what is required in the conventional war phase of

dealing with a former insurgencY'

In the one-war theory, host country intelligence

and security forces, aided by their American ad-

visers, should concentrate on:

' Producing positive intelligence of high qualitl ?"
the strenlth, location, plans, and intentions of the

enemy's 
"military uttd political forces' What's

*or", the information must be timely if it is t" 
.P.'

of use to the host country and the American mili-

tary command. The oPerations planner (G-3) and
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the intelligence officer (G_2) must be informed
about the enemy. Obviously this data will resultin effective conventional operations against the
enemy's forces.

' Mounting counterintelligence operations designed
to protect United States and host country military
units in the field by identifying, neutralizing, or
manipulating the enemy's intelligence agents and
their collection capability.

' Establishing escape and evasion capabilities using
host country personnel operating behind .rr._|
lines as guerrillas. The mlre .*iiterr"e of such a
force will contribute significantly to the morale of
both American and gorr"rr*.rrt forces. In Viet_
nam, dramatic rescues of downed American and
South Vietnamese aircraft crews by helicopter res_
cue units and irregular forces occurred time and
time again-even in the heart of North Vietnam.' Developing a resistance movement behind enemy
forces. In addition to collecting intelligence, such
teams can harass the enemy through low_cost,
high-visibility sabotag. op.ruiions. E*la-ples: sni_per attacks; booby traps. Thus, if the enemy
wants to maintain security of his rear areas, hemust tie down more and more manpower and
equipment-all are assets that would ,ro._utty i.
deployed against us in direct combat.

. My debriefing of German soldiers who fought
in Russia during World War II convinced me tf,at
destruction of military facilities and railroads bf
partisans was only a small part of the total im_
pact of these guerrilla forces. More important was

Conaentional War Phase

the fear Soviet partisans sowed among German
troops. As the fear increased, German morale de-
creased. Nowhere did it seem they were safe.

' Utilizing irregular forces developed from the elite
antiguerrila units to launch high-intensity raids
and ambushes against enemy forces scattered in
areas near the combat zones. For maximum im-
pact these operations should be coordinated with
attacks by conventional forces. The objective of
these combined operations is to tie down enemy
forces in flank security tasks, to lower morale, and
to bleed off personnel from units fighting our con-
ventional forces.

In World War II the Soviets mastered this art
of combined operations. German units retreating
from massive Soviet frontal assaults often found
their escape routes closed by partisans. This tech-
nique needs greater emphasis in U.S. military
planning. Despite the Vietnam experience, deep-
seated frictions and resentment-often jealousy-
exist between our own conventional forces and
elite commando units like the Green Berets. Yet
both are in being to help the other.

' Mass psychological warfare operations designed to
keep alive the flame of resistance throughout soci-
ety. This can also help maintain stability within
the host country government and its military
forces in a time of great stress.

These steps are not sufficient in themselves to turn
the tide of battle, but they are an indispensable part
of the larger effort. Whether this formula produces
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success or not, the first principle of conventional war
is that once the United Statls commits its national
prestige through its conventional military .stablisi_
ment against a second_ or third_rate power, it must
pursue that decision to its logical conclusion_the
military defeat of the enemy. Anything less than
military victory cannot serve ljnited stales national
interests.

This raises the question: Can the United States
face the cruel reality of conventional war? Does it
have a choice? One could ask where on earth are we
likely to have to commit our conventional forces to
engage an insurgent enemy grown strong enough to
threaten an independent atty. Wtrere? How about
the oil-rich Arabian peninsula? In other words, how
dispensable is Saudi Arabia?

Having posed the question and operating on the
premise that counterinsurgency has as its fuidamen_
tal.aim the prevention of conventional war, let,s ex_
amine a futuristic scenario. South yemen, aided iyits Soviet and Cuban allies, launches a covert pata-
military war against North yemen. This war would
be fought by the tribal nomads living in both coun-
tries, with South yemen using its 

-Soviet_supplied

heavy weapons, superior commJ.rications, .rd'iogir-
tics to gain the tactical advantage over North ye_
men's irregular forces. In respons.- to u deteriorating
battlefield situation, North y.rn.r, urgently ..q.r.r,i
American assistance. Saudi Arabia, ,.iirrg un imme_
diate threat to its interests in a yemen dominated
from Aden, uses its substantial influence in Washing_
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ton to endorse North Yemen's request. The United
States response is swift and effective-weapons, com-
munications, and the CIA's counterinsurgency ex-
perts are brought into the covert war. South
Yemen's previous tactical advantage is eliminated.
The prospects are high that what will unfold is a
long-term war of attrition.

Moscow decides, however, that its interests cannot
tolerate a stalemate in Yemen's covert war. The bat-
tlefield escalation that flows from that judgment is

both quick and decisive. Cuban troops enter the
struggle in company- and battalion-size formations.
North Yemen's tribal forces are routed. Its regular
forces fare no better. Defeat is imminent. Sana,
Riyadh, and Washington assess the situation in
terms of what is to be done next. During these delib-
erations the retreat of North Yemen's forces permits
the war to spill over into Saudi Arabia. Serious con-
cerns are raised in European capitals and in Japan
about Riyadh's and lVashington's ability to stop the
expansion of the war.

The options narrow. The basic question becomes:
Does the United States help the Saudis push the war
back into Yemen, or does Washington risk losing ac-
cess to 9.5 million barrels of Saudi oil per day? The
answer is pragmatic-commit America's rapid deploy-
ment force and support it from bases in Oman, So-
malia, and Kenya to carry out a quick surgical
operation to defeat South Yemen's forces that are in
Saudi Arabia and North Yemen. As the Pentagon
moves to put the genie of South Yemen back in the
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bottle, the previously worked-out command relation-
ship agreement permits an orderly transition of re-
sponsibility for the American involvement in the war
from the CIA to the appropriate military com-
mander. Once that is accomplished, the one-war
concept is implemented as previously described.

Antiterrorist operations provide some of the same
procedural challenges to American policy makers as
does a conventional war. In my judgment a mobile
strike force of conventional but specially trained in-
fantry must be committed to the important mission
of rescuing American hostages who are victims of
terrorism. This function must also be assigned to the
Defense Department, for when this force is com_
mitted to action, as it was in the abortive April l9B0
attempt to rescue American hostages from Iran, the
prestige of the United States is on the line.

Fixing the responsibility for such antiterrorist re_
sponsibilities with our military establishment is not a
unique American phenomenon. The West Germans
used this approach in Mogadiscio, Somalia, the Is_
raelis at Entebbe, IJganda, and the British deployed
their Special Air Services commandos to clean out
the terrorists who took over the Iranian Embassy in
London in Muy 1980. The factor that separates
these foreign operations from our own is . . . success.
They achieved it. The United States military did
not when it attempted to rescue the hostages in lran.
One can conclude, therefore, that while our struc_
tural approach toward handling this task was cor-
rect, we fell short on implementation.

Conuentional War Phase

This presents us with the challenge of how to do
it right. One answer is specialization. A small unit-
a battalion-needs to be dedicated to nothing but
hostage rescue operations. This unit should have the
best of intelligence, air, and logistics support. Here,
again, there is need for a command relationship
agreement to handle the integrated task force that
should be established as each hostage situation de-
velops. The intelligence support for this task force
should come from all national and departmental
sources. The task force should, for the time that it is

in existence, have its own intelligence staff which is

an integral part of the task force. This type of inte-
grated task force mechanism does not now exist.
This is one reason why we have failed where others
have succeeded. If this country is to achieve the suc-
cess in the war on terrorism that has been attained
by our allies, we must learn from the lessons of the
past in order to cope with the future.
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CHAPTE,R XI

THE BOTTOM LINE

Preceding chapters have outlined concepts for deal-
ing with "wars of national liberation" through the
timely application of American counterinsurgency
techniques. They have been field-tested in the unfor-
giving school of two decades of practical experience.
The counterinsurgency methods presented have also
been appraised by a panel of experts I brought to-
gether informally after my retirement. In the year
that we have met in small groups for seminar types
of discussions, these twelve experienced foreign pol-
icy experts with extensive service in diplomacy, in-
telligence, the armed forces, media, academia,
national-level politics, and defense-related aspects of
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the private sector have dissected and endorsed all as-
pects of the concepts outlined in this book.

Emerging from our hours of debate is the sugges_
tion the United States may be ready to shed the pa-
ralyzing legacy of Vietnam and the more recint
policies of noninvolvement in nations like Angola,
Nicaragua, Iran, and Afghanistan. The group con-
cluded that the United States cannot limit national
security solely to military and political terms. The
challenges and dangers of the 1980s require a great
nation to view its national security in terms of the
interrelationship among political, economic, and mil_
itary factors-that is, if it intends to remain a power
at all.

It seems to me that the counterinsurgency roles
detailed in this book harm onize with what appears
to be a reemerging American sense of values con-
cerning the projection of power overseas. If so, then
appropriate use of low-cost, high-impact covert ac_
tion programs to achieve foreign policy objectives to
help friendly nations resist subversion by the Soviet
IJnion, Cuba, or China will receive the support of
the American body politic.

But any future uSe of the third option presumes
that the United States will be assured an uninter_
rupted flow of high-quality timely intelligence. It
also assumes that intelligence will be objeciively in-
terpreted and analyzed, no matter how unpleasant
its implications.

The United States cannot expect adequate intelli_
gence without achieving a better balance in collect_

The Bottom Line

ing it. One look at the intelligence budget, however,
reveals that collection through satellites and other
technical systems has been the centerpiece of recent
funding. Indisputably these systems have performed
brilliantly and can be expected to be equally re-
warding in the future. But the question remains: Is
the national collection system in its entirety ade-
quately balanced between technical and human
source activities?

Unhappily the answer can be found in the events
that led to the 1979 debate in the United States
over the presence of a Soviet combat brigade in
Cuba. Surveillance satellites and electronic eaves-

dropping, skillfully employed, spotted the unit and
established its capabilities. But these systems could
not reveal how the Soviets or Cubans planned to use
the brigade. While analysts could fashion scenarios
as to why the Soviet brigade was in Cuba, they
could not substantiate them. Thus, senior officials
lacked critical intelligence on which to make far-
reaching foreign policy decisions. The analysts sim-
ply lacked sufficient hard facts to decipher Soviet or
Cuban intentions. This can come only from human
sources-agents "in place" within either the Soviet or
Cuban establishments, preferably both. The hue and
cry about the Soviet brigade, touched off by dis-
closures made by former Senator Richard B. Stone
of Florida, revealed that such intelligence simply did
not exist. There was no such void in October 1962
when agents first revealed the presence of Soviet
missiles in Cuba-and told us where to look to find
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and photograph them. The result was a national tri_
l-ptt of worth; absence of such intelligence led to a
devastating humiliation in 1979.

This recent performance results from a lack of em_
phasis on human sources during Admiral Turner,s
stewardship of the Central Intelligence Agency and
the intelligence community. To see just hi* io* u
priority has been assigned to such ,,assets,,, 

Congress
needs only to reexamine funds (in constant doiars)
and manpower allocated to agent operations. It also
should examine the priority assigned Cuba on the
national collection scale and study the results. Such
a survey would lead Congress to some meaningful
conclusions about the pitiful state of American"in-
telligence-conclusions that the most artful or
devious politician could not rationalize.

Nor is this all. Future use of the third option also
depends upon the existence of a professional, highly
motivated organization to underlake covert ,"iio'
and counterinsurgency missions. The CIA,s clandes_
tine service once provided just such an organizzrtion.
But it has largely disintegrated. This delerioration
did not take place overnight. It was a slow and
painful process. Contributors to the demise were nu-
merous-the media, congressional committees, special
interest groups in the executive branch, ..rd for-".
employees like Philip Agee. The single most crip_
pling blow, however, can be dated October Zl, lgTi ,
when Admiral Stansfield Turner, president Carter,s
newly appointed director of the CIA, ordered the so_
called Halloween Massacre, eliminating g20 profes_
sional and semiprofessional positions in the ctndes_
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tine service. He ordered the purge to accelerate
dismissals and forced retirements, thus achieving his
goal of reducing the size of the service. But he threw
the baby out with the bath water. He succeeded in
destroying employee morale throughout the CIA.

A reasonable case could be made for personnel re-
ductions, given the reduction imposed on collection,
counterintelligence, and covert action in the post-
Vietnam period. What troubled the CIA's senior
managers and employees most, however, was
Turner's failure to grasp the significance of the hu-
man factor that is such an integral part of a well-
balanced intelligence organization. In a professional
sense, this is unforgivable. Employees knew that sub-
stantial reductions had been taking place in the
clandestine service since 1969. But this had been
done selectively, while our primary assets were re-
tained. Equally obvious, further reductions, even of
the magnitude that Admiral Turner decreed, could
just as easily have taken place through a combina-
tion of attrition and the weeding out of unproduc-
tive personnel by their peers.

Rejecting this compassionate solution, Admiral
Turner forfeited the confidence and respect of a

large majority of our intelligence officers. A devout
Christian Scientist, Turner is a decent man dedi-
cated to serving his country as best he knows how.
And surely no one can rise to the rank of full admi-
ral in the U.S. Navy without ability. Yet Turner's
actions caused him to be perceiaed in the eyes of the
men and women of the CIA as a calculating, imper-
sonal systems analyst who did not comprehend that

I
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resource was, i., and will remain
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Social Security Administration official was hand-
picked to become the agency's chief administrative
officer. An elderly professor quit a quiet campus to
forge a new Foreign Assessments Center. A retired
general from the Army Corp of Engineers was hired
to develop an organization to coordinate intelligence
collection missions within the intclligence commu-
nity. These individuals were men of substance and
accomplishment in their own fields. But they had
little intelligence experience. No organization could
accommodate this cumulative infusion of inexpe-
rienced talent-unless, of course, our few remaining
agents abroad suddenly became instructed in bridge
building, getting a doctorate, or filing for an old age

pension. These weaknesses, coupled with Turner's
own shortcomings, did not create a management
team at the CIA equal to the challenge of the late
1970s and early 1980s.

Not suprisingly people continue to leave the CIA
in droves. They, together with those who had been
forced out, represented a priceless national asset-in
experience and expertise that cannot soon be re-
placed. Berlin during the 1950s, Laos, the Congo
and the Caribbean in the 1960s, Vietnam in the
1970s-all forced a rapid maturing of officers who
served there. In many cases, one became a profes-
sional-or one became dead. Whatever the case, we
accumulated a Midas' treasure of experience. Today
young officers have no comparable proving ground
on which to gain the field experience that is the
basis for both sound judgment and creative innova-
tion.

Whether these perceptions were justified or not,
their effect was devastating. They resulted in a mars
exodus of critical personnel from the clandestine ser-
vice. More harmfully, they destroyed the esprit de
corps, the traditional can_do spirit of those who
stayed. But this was only the beginning.

_ Far from improving this sell-destructive image,
Turner only reinforced it. Because of personal ditrIr-
ences with an outstanding clandestine service officer
who had made some of the most significant intelli_
gence contributions of the past decade, Turner per_
sonally denied the man a promotion to which he
was indisputably entitled. The officer thereupon re_
quested early retirement, which had been routinelv
granted to others of far less distinction. Turn., d.-
nied the request. The officer thereupon quit in dis_
gust. He told me after I had retired that he was
unwilling to serve under the admiral for even eighteen
months, which would have entitred him to a lifetime
of full retirement benefits.

Such incidents appalled not only senior executives
but junior officers 6s well. The youngest reasoned
that if men of such standing in ttre service could be
treated this way, so could they. This was further
compounded by the admiral's habit of awarding key
positions to those who shared one common charac-
teristic with him-a lack of in-depth experience in in_
telligence.

For example, the deputy director was selected
from the ranks of State Department ambassadors. A
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The wonder is that the CIA retains as many able
people as it does. But if a signficant improvement in
morale does not take place by late 1980, there will
have been more than three years during which in-
telligence officers have become used to keeping their
heads below bureaucratic parapets rather than take
the bold risks often required in the collection and
action arenas. This may well become the most dev-
astating of Turner's legacies. For as those who follow
become better able to judge his stewardship through
the passage of time, they may find it necessary to
credit him with the single-handed long-term destruc-
tion of the agency's spirit. This is something that the
Soviets never accomplished, nor did the Church or
Pike committees in their ideological and political as-

sault on American intelligence.
The hemorrhage of talent from within the clan-

destine service has crippled the CIA's once-formi-
dable paramilitary capabilities. Although President
Carter approved a Special Coordinating Committee
recommendation in November 1977 that the CIA
should retain such a capability, Admiral Turner has
continued to whittle away at the unit where just
these skills exist. Professionals have resisted this
steady erosion, fighting to keep on hand a minimum
of trained personnel who could provide the expertise
required by the third option. Additionally, some ef-
forts have been made to add modestly to stocks of
basic infantry weapons and ammunition so that a
counterinsurgency could be sustained for at least six
months if need be.

The Bottom Line

But Admiral Turner was far from comfortable

with the presidential decision to maintain our Para-

military capabilities. In an attemPt to find a ra-

tionale for abandoning it altogether, he created

scenarios for its use, then ordered subordinates to

prepare position PaPers on how paramilitary skills

u"d r"ppties wouid apPly to these problems o{ the

future. 
- Hi, ,""ttarios looked at problems such as:

Could Yugoslavia be helped via American paramili-

tary skithlo keep the armored might of the Soviet

Union out of thC country for a prolonged period in

a sustained war in the Post-Tito era? This, despite

the fact that he claimed to understand that Yugo-

slav guerrillas could not hoPe to win a wat of attri-

tion 
-against a suPerior Soviet conventional army'

Other iftitrt pieces dealt with the topics: Could CIA
personnel be brought out of the halls of Langley to

,,rn u Guns of Nauarone commando raid on key mili-

tary targets? It was difficult for the admiral to com-

prehend that CIA paramilitary exPerts were not

soldiers or commandos- They were skilled organizers

of insurgency and counterinsurgency operations. to

include 
-recruiting, training, and logistics planning'

These men always worked through local leaders and

did not furnish combat leadership for indigenous

troops. The end result was that Turner's scenarios

*.r. ,o far removed from world realities that sub-

ordinates concluded he either was obtuse or wanted

to convince them to junk the CIA paramilitary ca'

pability as unworkable.
Conviction kept the CIA's professionals doing
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what they could to preserve counterinsurgency as_
sets, despite Admiral Turner's lack of ,rrppi . ir, *attempt to justify 

.the capability_and ihe option_
decisions were made to use paramilitary omi.r. ,oprovide:

. Antiterrorist training for other agencies, both here
and abroad.

. Assistance to the Defense Department in develop_ing its own unconventional warfare capability.' VIP protection training for third *o.id nations_
particularly in Africa and the Middle East.. Support for intelligence collection tasks where
there exists a need to field_test equipment or new
delivery techniques.

This.-life*upport system has preserved a limitedparamilitary capability on a tiiglrty 
"ort_.f."ii,o"basis. But it has not saved 

".rorrgli 
human ..rorr.".,to justify confidence that the inited States could

exercise the third option. To arm the nation withthe capability to invoke that option-and to ensurethe flow of intelligence essentiai for survival in the1980s-the entire American intelligence community
should be restructured.

Here are some positive steps which can be takenat once:

' Order a better balance between technical and hu_
man source collection.

' Restore a confidence between the American

I'hc Bottom Linc

people, the executive branch and Congress, and
the intelligence community, on the one hand, and
foreign liaison services, on the other.

. Develop new ways of conducting our collection,
counterintelligence, and covert action missions to
avoid damage by congressional investigations, ex-
ecutive branch malaise, media expos6s, leaks, and
release of sensitive information through the Free-
dom of Information Act.

' Convince Congress to create a single joint over-
sight committee for the intelligence community
rather than the present stew of committees and
subcommittees. There are eight in all. Obviously
secrets are hardly safe-to say nothing about
meaningful guidance and oversight when they are
placed in escrow with multiple custodians.

' These goals can best be achieved by a Cabinet-
level post of director of national intelligence
(DNI). This new Cabinet member would be the
President's personal intelligence officer, sitting and
working in the White House as a coequal of the
national security adviser. The DNI would be re-
sponsible for establishing collection priorities and
requirements. He would also draft the intelligence
community budget, defend it before the Office of
Management and Budget, sell it to the President,
and coordinate its movement through the Con-
gress. He would also manage an Intelligence Com-
munity Staff that would coordinate the entire
United States intelligence effort. The DNI would
not, however, have any command and control
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over the running of CIA operations. He would
also have no role in the writing of national esti-
mates.

' Reestablish the President's Foreign Intelligence
Advisory Board (PFIAB) to function as the na-
tion's ombudsman for intelligence.

' Finally, the boldest step of all-do away with the
CIA and create a new agency, the Foreign Intelli-
gence Service (FIS). This new organization would
retain all the CIA functions that did not pass to
the DNI. In brief, it would be the nation's pri-
rr.ary center of analysis and would be responsible
for preparing coordinated national estimates. It
would collect clandestine intelligence abroad and
conduct counterintelligence and counterinsurgency
operations. It would also be responsible for the
protection and debriefing of defectors and the
control of deep-penetration agents-or moles, pop-
ularly-who have managed to infiltrate adversary
governments, military establishments, or secret
services. If the new agency is to be effective, its di-
rector should be appointed for a six-year term in
office, thus spanning two administrations.

The need for this restructuring of American in-
telligence has been brought about by such diverse
factors as:

' Significant expansion of the fiscal and human re-
sources committed to intelligence since the pas-
sage of the National Security Act of t947.

The Bottom Line

' Increased complexity of technical systems' such as

satellites, miciowave intercepts' and U-2 recon-

naissance planes, which are needed to collect ca-

pabilities intelligence'
' i"p..i"rr"", ,i,tt? lg47 , proving that no director of

the CIA has ever successfully been the President's

f.tt"".f intelligence . officer' the coordinating
'*unug", of the intelligence com.mulftl' 31'll-t,
chief lxecutive officer who runs the CIA.' In short' 

1

lih. .oun of coEggol needed to fulfill these-three 
,;

ttu.k, i;ir"a.a the grasp of talented men' lnl:- ts/

E;;;;" .''rid"tt"t that ttte scoPe of responsibility

ior this position needs to be reduced'

' History has unfortunately treated the name "CIA"

unkinily. A cogpsric*sbe+gg f:t America's pre-

mier servi.. ^pf-*'s 
in ordei' therefore' if for no

other reason than to shed a name that has served

the nation well, but, in so doing' has become tar-

nished.

The reorg anization proposal which I have out-

lined is not a master plutt fot the future of American

irr,.ifig.""e. It is-simptt u skeletal framework which

shows how counterinsurgency can relate to the

broader issues of national interests' What remains to

be done is to correlate this framework with the func-

tions and missions of other intelligenc" 19"1"ittl
such as tt. Nuiio"al security Agency, the-National

Reconnaissance office, and the FBI. In so doing, the

nation can create a new intelligence structure for the

1980s. Such issues are beyond ihe scope of this book'
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Congress has before it, however, the unique oppor-
tunity to spark those actions that will give America
once again a solid first line of defense through its in-
telligence apparatus. What is at issue here is the
country's survival. Sink or swim. It's as simple as

that, really. Stripped of our power to influence
events abroad-those, at least, which threaten our
critical interests-we remain unprepared for the chal-
lenges of the 1980s. We must remember that in the
end it is self-interest-not self-expression-that will
preserve our great democracy.

In the final analysis, however, the bottom line on
the decision to use or ignore the third option will
not be based solely on the quality of intelligence,
analysis, or oganizations. This decision will be made
by those who have, or lack, the will to pursue policy
goals through techniques that have preserved our in-
terests in diverse areas such as Oman, Malaysia, the
Philippines, the Dominican Republic, Venezuela,
Bolivia, and Thailand, just to cite a few success sto-
ries. That will seems to have been rekindled in the
land. Thus) one can conclude that in the 1980s we
will see the third option become an integral part of
the arrows that are in the nation's quiver of national
security options.

Or should the nation settle for war?
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